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Introduction

The issue of network formation has received an increasing attention in the eco-
nomic literature in the past few years. The structure of the relationships among
economic agents plays an important role on determining their behavior when inter-
acting. In many situations, to establish and maintain a relationship is costly in terms
of time and effort. Nevertheless, the effects of how this cost is shared among agents
has not been sufficiently explored. The first three chapters of this thesis deal with
this topic in network formation models. In different specifications, we endogenize the
shares ofthe link costs each agent meets, and study the effects ofthis endogenization
on the equilibria. In the second part of the thesis, which encompasses chapters four
and five, we analyze behavior on sequential guessing games. We consider a linear
structure in which agents take public decisions in sequence, in a setting of imperfect
information. We analyze, theoretically and experimentally, agents' ability both, to
infer the private information owned by their predecessor, and to react optimally. We
do this analysis under different payoff specifications, which vary in the amount of
information that agents reveal in equilibrium.

In the first chapter we present a model of network formation with costly links,
in which we endogenize the amount of the cost born by each player involved in a
bilateral link, by assuming that these shares result from bargaining. Specifically,
we consider the symmetric Nash bargaining solution to determine how the cost of
a link is distributed between both players involved. We analyze this feature in the
context of bilateral coordination games with two Nash equilibria, one being efficient
and other risk-dominant. In a first stage of the model, each player chooses an action
for the coordination game, which she will play with every agent she decides to get
linked to. In the second stage, the players form links and bargain on the link costs
sharing. In equilibrium, whenever the aggregate payoff of two agents, given the
actions chosen in the first stage, exceeds the cost, the link forms and the part of

the cost each of them meets result from bargaining over the feasible net payoffs

set. We then characlerize the equilibria of the game, and we find that there exists

multiplicity of equilibria, i.e., there are parameter ranges (specially when the link
cost is sufiflciently low) for which the states where ail agents choose the same action
and the complete network forms, either being this action the efficient or the risk-
dominant one, constitute equilibria. In order to deal with equilibrium selection,
we analyze this situation in a dynamic framework, where, starting from an initial
state, agents receive opportunities to revise their actions. We show that even if the

l i
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multiplicity is reduced, it persists. Hence, we perturb the dynamics and characterize
the stochastically stable states. We show that, if the cost of the link is not too
high (otherwise no link is formed in equilibrium), the complete network arises and
players coordinate on the same action. If this cost is higher than the risk-dominance
premium, the efficient action is selected; whereas, if it is lower, the risk-dominant
action prevails.

In the second chapter we analyze the situation in which agents have different
bargaining powers concerning the sharing of link costs, i.e. we consider the general-
ized Nash bargaining solution. Specifically) we assume that the bargaining power of
an agent depends on whether this agent is the proposer ofthe link or she receives the
link proposal. Hence, we expand the framework developed in chapter one) by consid-
ering that after the choices of actions, each agent makes a set of link proposals. We
assume that the proposer of a link is in a weaker position (lower bargaining power)
when bargaining on the cost sharing. In equilibrium, when the pattern of actions is
such that the aggregate payoff of two agents (from the coordination game) exceeds
the link cost, the link forms. Moreover, each link is proposed by only one player.
In such a case) the surplus is shared according to the generaiized Nash bargaining
solution. We show that both, the assumption on the "weakness" of the proposer in
the cost bargaining, and the fact that the link proposals can be contingent on the
observed pattern of actions, result in a rich equilibrium set, which allows for the
possibility of coexistence of different actions. Moreover, it also leads to a wide set
of network architectures, which include the complete network, networks formed by
two complete components, and connected but not complete networks.

In chapter three we develop a model in which each agent is endowed with a non
rival good, which we conceive as valuable information for players. This information
can be transmitted through a social network. We assume that connections are costly.
Every pair of agents who decide to form a link has therefore to decide how to bear
its cost. In the cost sharing of a link, each player has incentives to free ride on her
neighbor. We study how network externalities may help to achieve efficiency in this
set*up. Specifically, the model analyzes a situation where, in a first stage, each agent
makes a set of link proposals and a link is formed whenever both agents involved
agree. Hence, this first stage results in a network structure. Then, once the network
is created, each agent interacts with every social neighbor she has. This interaction
is represented by an infinitely repeated game which consists on two separate games.
On the one hand, the accessibility game provides agents' earnings: at every period,
each agent has to decide whether to provide or not the information he has to a
social contact. This information consists, both on his own information and on the
information she may have acquired from other social contacts. On the other hand,
the cost side is represented by bilateral prisoner's dilemma games: at each period,
every agent has to decide whether to cooperate or to defect to meet the cost in each
of his social interactions. We show that the network externalities, and the fact that
the agents may strategically relate the behavior of the prisoner's dilemma games
and the accessibility games, shape the individuals' incentives to behave efficiently
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in their interactions and thereby efficient social norms are sustained. We also show

that the individual's incentives depend on the architecture of the network as well

as on the position of the individual within the network. In particular, when an

efficient interaction requires players to mutually cooperate, efficient social norms

are easily sustained in symmetric networks (prominence of the line network). By

contrast, when an efficient interaction requires players to play asymmetrically (one

cooperates and the other free-rides), efficient social norms are best sustained in fully

centralized architectures (prominence of the periphery-sponsored star). We interpret

these results indicating that a structural analysis is important to understand how

individuals' incentives are shaped in many strategic contexts.

In the second part of the thesis (chapters four and five), we design experiments

to analyze the situation where agents take sequential public decisions (guesses) un-

der uncertainty. Each agent is endowed with private information which is correlated

to the correct decision. The private information of an agent may be inferred from

his decision by successors in the sequence. In chapter four we study the case where

agents' incentives do not conflict. Thus, an agent's decision in equilibrium should be
a perfect signal of her own private information. Additionally, the higher the agent
position in the sequence, the higher her probability of guessing right. Our experi-
mental data shows that subjects' behavior qualitatively reproduces the theoretical
prediction. Nevertheless, we find deviations which we rationalizeby a learning anal-
ysis. As the game is repeated with fixed groups, and each agent is informed about
past behavior of the remaining players in the sequence, an agent should be able to de-
tect consistent deviations from equilibrium by preceding players and react optimally.

We perform an econometric analysis where we estimate the probability of subjects

to react optimally to the inferred behavioral strategies of predecessors (which may

not correspond to the equilibrium ones). We find the presence of error cascades, i.e.,
the probability of an agent to react optimally to a predecessor' behavior is lower the
higher the deviation of the latter from her optimal behavior. The errors therefore
accumulate through the guessing sequence.

Finally, in chapter fin e we analyze the situation where agents' incentives are fully
opposed. We define two payoff treatments, labelled "first win game" (FWG) and

"last win game" (LWG). In both treatments the game is constant-sum, as one and

only one player in the sequence obtains a fix prize, meanwhile the remaining agents

receive zero-payoff. In the FWG scenario, the winner is set to be the agent who

first guesses right in the sequence) and in the case no player makes the right guess,

the prize goes to the last player. Clearly, this payoff treatment presents a conflict

between strategic preemption (enjoyed by early movers) and informational leakage
(enjoyed by last players). In equilibrium, revelation occurs, similarly to the scenario

analyzed in chapter four (separating equilibrium). In sharp contrast, in the LWG
scenario, the winner is set to be the latter agent in the sequence who guesses right,

and in the case no player makes the right guess) the prize goes to player one. In this

scenario, some players have a trade-off between maximizing the chances to guess

correctly, and not revealing information to successors in the guessing sequence. In
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this treatment, the equilibrium prescribes the use of sophisticated pooling strategies
by some players, i.e., agents optimally do not reveal their private information, even
if by revealing they increase their chances to take the right guess. The experimental
data shows a high frequency of equilibrium behavior in both payoff treatments.
That is to say, the data reproduces qualitatively the equilibria. Nevertheless, the
presence of deviations indicates that subjects' behavior seems to be entangled by
considerations of learning and noise, unavoidable in any real-world context.
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Introduccidn

En los riltimos afros se ha producido un creciente inter6s, en la literatura econ6mica,
por el estudio de la formaci6n de redes. La estructura de relaciones entre agentes

econ6micos juega un papel importante a la hora de determinar su comportamiento

cuando interactfan. En muchas situaciones, el establecimiento y mantenimiento de

relaciones es costoso en t6rminos de tiempo y esfuerzo. Sin embargo, no se ha in-

vestigado suficientemente los efectos de c6mo se reparte este coste entre los agentes

implicados. Los tres primeros capftulos de esta tesis exploran este tema en mod-

elos de formaci6n de redes. En varias especificaciones, endogeneizamos el reparto

del coste de los vinculos entre los agentes y estudiamos el efecto que se produce

sobre el equilibrio. En la segunda parte de la tesis, que se compone de los capftu-

los cuatro y cinco, anaiizamos el comportamiento en juegos de decisi6n secuencial.

Se considera una estructura lineal, en la que los agentes toman decisiones secuen-

cial y priblicamente, en un entorno de informaci6n imperfecta. Estudiamos, te6rica

y experimentalmente, tanto la capacidad de los agentes de inferir la informaci6n
privada de sus predecesores, como de reaccionar 6ptimamente a la misma. Este

andlisis se realiza bajo distintas especificaciones de pagos, que varian en la cantidad

de informaci6n que los agentes revelan en equilibrio.

En el pri,mer cap(tulo se presenta un modelo de formaci6n de redes, donde las

conexiones implican un coste, endogeneiziindose la parte de dicho coste que cada

agente soporta. A tal efecto, asumimos que este reparto surge a partir de una

negociaci6n. Especfficamente, consideramos Ia soluci6n sim6trica de Nash para de-

terminar c6mo se distribuye el coste de un vfnculo entre los dos agentes implicados.

Este hecho se analiza en un contexto de juegos de coordinaci6n con dos equilibrios de

Nash, uno eficiente y otro dominante en riesgo. En una primera etapa del modelo,

cada agente elige una acci6n para el juego de coordinaci6n, la cual va a jugar con

cada uno de los agentes con los que decida conectarse. En Ia segunda etapa, los ju-

gadores forman vfnculos y negocian c6mo repartirse el coste. En equilibrio, cuando

el pago agregado de dos agentes, dadas las acciones que tomaron en la primera etapa,

exceda al coste del vfnculo, los dos agentes se conectan, y la parte del coste que cada

uno afronta surge de una negociacidn sobre el conjunto de pagos netos factibles. Una

caracterizaci6n de los equilibrios del juego muestra que hay multiplicidad, en cuanto

existen rangos de los pardmetros (especialmente cuando el coste es bajo) para los

que situaciones en que todos los agentes eligen la misma acci6n, y se forma Ia red

completa, constituyen equilibrios. La multiplicidad consiste en que la acci6n elegida

xiii
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puede ser tanto la eficiente como Ia dominante en riesgo. Para tratar de seleccionar
equilibrios, analizamos esta situaci6n en un contexto diniimico, en el cual, partiendo
de una situacidn inicial los agentes reciben oportunidades de revisar sus acciones.
Se observa que, aunque la multiplicidad se reduce, 6sta arin persiste. Se procede
perturbando Ia dinrimica a efectos de caracterizar los estados estocd,sticamente es-
tables. Se demuestra que si el coste de los vinculos no es demasiado alto (en caso
contrario no se formarfa ningrin vfnculo), se crea la red completa y todos los agentes
eligen la misma acci6n. Si el coste es superior a la prima de dominancia en riesgo,
se selecciona la acci6n eficiente; si, por el contrario, el coste es inferior, prevalece la
acci6n dominante en riesgo.

En el segundo capttulo se analiza la situacidn en la que los agentes tienen dis-
tinto poder de negociaci6n respecto al reparto del coste de los vfnculos, es decir,
consideramos la soluci6n generalizada de Nash. En concreto, asumimos que el poder
de negociaci6n de un agente depende de si ha sido 6ste quien propuso el vfnculo
o si, por el contrario, fue quien recibi6 la propuesta. De este modo expandimos
el enfoque desarrollado en el primer capftulo al considerar que, tras la elecci6n de
acciones, cada agente propone un conjunto de vfnculos. Hacemos el supuesto de que
el agente que propone un vfnculo se sitria en una posici6n mris d6bil (menor poder
de negociaci6n) a la hora de negociar el reparto del coste del mismo. En equilibrio,
cuando el perfil de acciones es tal que el pago agregado de dos agentes (a partir del
juego de coordinacidn) excede el coste del vinculo, tal vinculo se crea. Ademiis, cada
vfnculo es propuesto fnicamente por uno de los jugadores implicados. En tal caso
el excedente se reparte de acuerdo a la soluci6n generalizada de Nash. Se demuestra
que, tanto el supuesto de la "debilidad" de quien propone un vfnculo, como el hecho
de que las propuestas de vfnculos puedan ser contingentes al perfil observado de ac-
ciones, dan lugar a un extenso conjunto de equilibrios, que permite la coexistencia de
diferentes acciones. Ademiis, tambi6n genera un amplio conjunto de arquitecturas
de red, que incluye la red completa, redes formadas por dos componentes completos
y redes conexas pero no completas.

En el tercer capttulo se desarrolla un modelo en el que cada agente dispone de
un bien no rival, que interpretamos como informaci6n de valor para todos los ju-
gadores. Esta informaci6n puede ser transmitida a trav6s de una red social. Se parte
del supuesto de que las conexiones son costosas. Cualquier par de agentes que decide
formar un vfnculo tiene que decidir por tanto c6mo cubrir su coste. En cuanto al
reparto del coste de un vinculo, cada agente tiene incentivos a intentar que sea su
vecino quien se haga cargo del mismo. Estudiamos c6mo las externalidades de red
pueden ayudar a alcanzar un resultado eficiente en este entorno. Especfficamente,
el modelo analiza una situaci6n en la que, en una primera etapa, cada agente re-
aliza un conjunto de proposiciones de vfnculos, y una conexi6n se forma si los dos
agentes implicados lo han propuesto. Por tanto, esta primera etapa genera una red.
Entonces, una vez creada la red, cada agente interactria con todos sus vecinos. Esta
interacci6n viene representada por un juego infinitimanete repetido que se conforma
de dos juegos. Por un lado, el juego de accesibilidad que genera los ingresos de
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los agentes: en cada periodo, cada jugador decide si porveer o no la informaci6n
que posee a cada uno de sus contactos en la red. Esta informaci6n est5, compuesta
tanto por su propia informaci6n como por la que haya adquirido a trav6s de otros
vfnculos. Por otro lado, la parte del coste viene representada por juegos del tipo
dilema del prisionero: en cada periodo, cada jugador tiene que decidir si cooperar
o no para cubrir el coste asociado a cada una de las interacciones en que toma
parte. Se demuestra que las externalidades de red, unido al hecho de que los agentes
pueden relacionar estrat6gicamente su comportamiento en ambos juegos (dilemas
del prisionero y juegos de accesibilidad) pueden afectar a los incentivos, de modo
que se sigan normas socialmente eficientes. Tambi6n se demuestra que los incentivos
de un individuo dependen tanto de la estructura de la red como de su posicidn en
la misma. En concreto, cuando el comportamiento eficiente consiste en que los dos
jugadores que han formado un vinculo cooperen, las normas socialmente eficientes
se sostienen estrat6gicamente con mayor facilidad en redes sim6tricas (predominan-
cia de la red lineal). Por el contrario, cuando el comportamiento eficiente consiste
en que uno de los jugadores coopere y el otro no, las normas socialmente eficientes
se sostienen estrat6gicamente con mayor facilidad en redes completamente central-
izadas (predominancia de Ia red estrella, sufragada por los agentes exbremos). Esos
resultados indican que un an6lisis estructural es importante para entender cdmo se
forman los incentivos de los individuos en muchos contextos estrat6gicos.

En la segunda parte de la tesis (capftulos cuatro y cinco) se disefran experimen-
tos para analizar situaciones en las que los agentes toman decisiones (predicciones)
secuenciales priblicas bajo incertidumbre. Cada agente dispone de informacidn pri-
vada, la cual estii correlacionada con la decisi6n correcta. La informaci6n privada de
un agente puede ser inferida por los subsiguentes jugadores en la secuencia a partir
de su predicci6n. En el cuarlo capftulo se estudia el caso en que no existe conflicto
de incentivos entre los agentes. Por tanto, la decisi6n (predicci6n) de un agente en
equilibrio deberfa ser una seial perfecta de su informaci6n privada. Ademas, cuanto
mayor es la posici6n de un agente en Ia secuencia, m6s alta es su probabilidad de
realizar la predicci6n correcta. Nuestros datos experimentales muestran que el com-
portamiento de los agentes reproduce cualitativamente los resultados te6ricos. Sin
embargo, se obsen'an desviaciones que tratamos de explicar a partir de un aniilisis
de aprendizaje. Puesto que el juego es repetido con grupos fijos, y cada sujeto es
informado del comportamiento pasado de los restantes miembros de la secuencia,
un agente deberfa ser capaz de detectar desviaciones sistemiiticas del equilibrio de
sus predecesores, y reaccionar 6ptimamente. Desarrollamos un aniilisis econom6trico
en el que estimamos la probabilidad de los agentes de reaccionar 6ptimamente a las
estrategias adoptadas por sus predecesores, las cuales infieren a partir de su compor-
tamiento pasado (y qrr" no necesariamente corresponden al equilibrio). Encontramos
Ia presencia de cascadas de error, es decir, la probabilidad de que un agente reac-
cione dptimamente al comportamiento de su predecesor es menor cuanto mayor es
la desviaci6n de este riltimo con respecto a su comportamiento 6ptimo. Por tanto,
los errores se acumulan a lo largo de la secuencia de decisi6n.
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Finalmente, en el qu'into capttulo se analiza la situaci6n en la que los incen-
tivos de los agentes son totalmente opuestos. Definimos dos tratamientos de pagos,
que denominamos "first win game" (FWG) y "last rvin game" (L\MG). En ambos
tratamientos, el juego es de suma constante, puesto que uno y solo uno de los ju-

gadores de la secuencia obtiene un pago fijo, mientras que el resto obtiene pago
cero. En el escenario FWG, el ganador es el primer agente que realiza la predicci6n
correcta y) en caso de que ninguno lo haga, el premio lo recibe el jugador situado
en la riltima posici6n de la secuencia. Claramente, en este tratamiento los jugadores

en las primeras posiciones tienen la ventaja de elegir primero, mientras que los iilti-
mos jugadores disponen de mayor informacidn a la hora de hacer su predicci6n. En
equilibrio, los agentes revelan su informaci6n, de forma similar al caso analizado en
el capftulo cuatro (equilibrio separador). En el polo opuesto, en el escenario LWG,
resulta ganador el riltimo agente que realiza la predicci6n correcta y, en caso de
que ninguno acierte, el premio lo recibe el primer jugador de la secuencia. En este
escenario, hay agentes para los que existe un conflicto entre maximizar sus opciones
de realizar la predicci6n correcta y no revelar informaci6n a jugadores que afn no
han hecho su predicci6n. EI equilibrio requiere el uso de sofisticadas estrategias
agrupadoras por parte de algunos agentes, es decir, que (6ptimamente) no revelen
su informaci6n, atn cuando, si la revelasen, aumentarfan su probabilidad de acertar.
Los datos experimentales muestran una alta frecuencia de comportamiento de equi-
librio en ambos tratamientos, es decir, los resultados reproducen cualitativamente el
equilibrio te6rico. Sin embargo, la presencia de desviaciones indica que el compor-
tamiento de los sujetos parece estar afectado por consideraciones de aprendizaje y
ruido. inevitables en cualquier contexto de la vida real.
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Chapter 1

Network Formation and
Coordination: Bargaining the
Division of Link Costs

1.1 Introduction

There are social and economic situations in which the existence of some kind of
connections between agents is necessary to interact. We can think for example on
information transmission: agents need some way of communication in order to be
able to exchange information. In many cases, the establishment and maintenance of
these connections is costly. We model a situation in which agents face a coordination
problem when they interact, this is, any two players who establish a link benefit if
they are coordinated in the same action. The main feature of our model is how the
agents, who form a link, share the cost it involves. We propose that this division
results from bargaining; in this sense, we make the agents' shares of the link cost
endogenous.

The model consists in a two-stage game where, in the first stage, each agent of
the population chooses a standard (u.g. PC vs. Macintosh) and the second stage
deals with the network formation, that is, given the choices on standards, each
agent decides who she wants to interact with (i.e. form links). The payoffs from the
interaction between two agents are represented by a 2x2 symmetric coordination
game in which we identify the actions with the chosen standards. This game is
characterized by two pure strategy Nash equilibria, one efficient and the other risk-
dominant. The formation of a link is costly and we consider that the amount of cost
born by each agent results from bargaining. Thus, given the action profile chosen
in the first stage, each pair of players enters in a bargaining process in which either
they agree on how to share the cost in order to form a link, or they do not form a
link. We propose the Nash bargaining solution to distribute the cost.

We show that any equilibrium of this game is characterized either by the emer-
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gence of the complete network and the fact that all the agents choose the same
standard or by the empty network. Nevertheless, we find that this game presents
multiplicity of equilibria; there are regions of the parameter space where two equi-
librium states coexist: either everybody choosing the efficient action or everybody
choosing the risk-dominant one. To deal with this multiplicity we introduce a dy-
namic version of the model in which, from any initial state, each period players
receive revision opportunities with some positive probability. We assume a myopic
best-response adjustment to update strategies. We analyze the set of limit states of
this process and find that ihe initial multiplicity persists. In order to address the
issue of equilibrium selection we use stochastic stability techniques. We obtain a
treshold for the cost of the link which coincides with the risk-dominance premium
of the coordination game. If the cost of the link is lower than this treshold we show
that all the population coordinates on the (inefficient) risk-dominant standard in
the (unique) stochastically stable state. If the cost of the link is higher, efficiency is
achieved, provided that the cost is not so high that no link can be (weakly) profitable
for both players involved.

The study of networks has been increasingly considered in the literature in the
last years. Specially relevant in this field is the work by Jackson and Wolinsky
(1996), who study the stability and efficiency of social and economic networks; in
their work they do not formally model the procedure through which a graph is
formed. There are also studies which explicitly analyze the dynamic process of
network formation. Consider for example Bala and Goyal (2000), Jackson and Watts
(2002a) , and Watts ( 2001 ) . In these models agents only decide about link formation
and there are no other actions that influence their payoffs. We find in the literature
of network formation two kind of models, regarding how agents bear the cost of the
links: (i) the one-sided models, that are characterized by the fact that the agent who
proposes to form a link meets the entire cost; (ii) the two-sided models, in which
the two agents involved in a link share the cost in equal amount.

In the setup of social coordination games (where our research fiis) Goyal and
Vega-Redondo (2004) propose a model of the first kind; among the second ones, we
find Jackson and Watts (2002b) and Droste, Gilles and Johnson (2000)1. Both kinds
of models (one-sided and two-sided) consider exogenous the part of the cost each
agent bears in a link (either all or one half of the cost). Nevertheless, it is reasonable
to argue that when two players have the possibility to form (or maintain) a link,
the one who will get a greater payoff from it will be willing to meet a higher part
of the cost in order to form the link. The endogenization of the distribution of
the cost provides our model with two important advantages over the former ones:
(i) whenever a link is profitable (the sum of the payoffs of two agents from a link
is higher than the cost it involves) the link will form, which in fact will result in
a higher connectivity; and (ii) the cost born by each player in a certain link will
depend on the relative payoffs of both agents involved in it.

iThis work introduces a spatial location of agents
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zNote that c;j 10 would convey that player i gets additional profits from the link ij which, as

ci j  + cj i :  c, she would receive from player j .

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 presents the model.
Section 1.3 provides an adaptation of the Nash bargaining solution to our model.
Section L4 analyzes the static game. Section 1.5 introduces a dynamic process and
studies the stochastic stabilitv. Section 1.6 concludes.

t.2 The model

Let N : {1,2,-.-,n} be the set of players, where n } 2. We assume agents
to be risk neutral. The model is a two-stage game where, in the first stage, each
player i e N chooses an action a; from his available action space A; : A : {a,0)
Vi e .n/. Then, after observing the pattern of actions, in the second stage, link
formation follows from the Nash bargaining solution. To characterize the conditions
for a link to form, first we have to define which are the benefits and costs it implies
for the involved players. Given the actions, chosen by any two players i and j, the
establishment of a link z3 between them conveys:

(i) a gross payoff for the agents given by the symmetric function r : Ax A * S+.
This function is represented by the following matrix:

I-T;TN
f"f ap-1,,
wTfw

Table 1

where the entries represent the payoffs for player i, r(a6,47), and for player j,

r(ai,at), given the actions a,; € A and ai e ,4 they chose respectively. The following
conditions hold:

d> f ,  b le ,  d>b ,  b+ f>d+e  (1 )

The conditions d > / and b > e reflect the fact that zi (.) represents the payoff

matrix of a2x2 symmetric coordination game; d > b means that (o, o) is the Pareto
efficient equilibriuni of this game; and b+ f > d*e that (0,0) i" the risk dominant
equilibrium as defined by Harsanyi and Selten (1988).

(ii) Additionally, the establishment of the Iink zj implies a fixed cost c ) 0 that

has to be born in some feasible wayl c: q.j +cit,between the involved players. q3

represents the part of the cost paid by piayer z in the link zj and ci.i the share paid

by player J. We impose the following conditions: cai ) 0 and cii ) 0. Therefore, in
this model, we do not allow agents to subsidize others in order to form a link.'

We propose that both iink formation and cost sharing result from the Nash
bargaining solution, i.e. we take an axiomatic approach for the second stage of
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the game. This allows us to make the analysis quite general as we do not define
expl ic i t ly a bargaining procedure. Given a pattern of act ions a: (at ,a2,. . . ,a,-) ,
for any i, j e N, we define gei@) € {0,1} as follows: gai@) - 1 if, according to
the Nash solution, players z and j form a link, given the actions o; and a;, and
gti@) : 0 otherwise.3 Note that we fi* gon: 0, Vi € N as in this model it makes
no sense that a player forms a link with herself. Given this notation, for any a, we
can represent the set of links in which player z is involved by the following vector:
g;(a) :- (got@) , gn(a) . .., gh(o)) . Note that g(a) = (s{o) , s2(a) , ..., g"(a)) results in
a network structure. We will obtain an expression for gt1@) in the next section when
we apply the Nash bargaining solution to our model.

Given a pattern of actions, the total payoff, fIt(ot,a_1), a player i € ltr gets in
this model is the sum of the payoffs she gets from all her formed links net of the
shares of the cost she pays (according to the Nash bargaining solution), i.e.a

TI t (at ,o-o)  :L ,S; , i@) . l r (ou,a)  -  c ; i l .
i l i

(2)

The following example gives an intuition to our model5. Consider a group ly' :

{L,2, .-.,n} of researchers. Each researcher has to decide a type of software to work
with, denoted by aa. Suppose they have to choose between using Mathematica
(oo : .) or Matla,b (oo : [3). Once each agent has chosen her software, which can
be observed by all of them, each possible pair of researchers decide wether they are
going to rvork together or not. The earnings from interacting for two agents, r(aa,a)
and r(ai,a1), are represented by the payoffs of a bilateral symmetric coordination
game as described above, where the actions are identified with the kind of software
chosen. We assume that two researchers using the same software can exchange
more information, which benefits them. Suppose, just to illustrate the example,
that the choice of Mathematica (action o) is efficient, meaning that any two linked
agents using this software get the maximum possible earnings. We say the choice of
Matlab (action B) is risk-dominant in the sense that it provides a higher expected
payoff to an agent who has no information about which software will be used by the
others, and therefore assigns equal probability to both kinds. Interaction between
two researchers has a cost c; think for example in costs of phone calls, travelling to
meet, mail, etc. Thus, any trvo researchers have to bear this cost if they want to
work together. They bargain over the share ofthe cost that each one is going to pay

(cii and cj;), knowing the magnitude of the earnings they would get and the fact
that, if they do not reach an agreement, they will not interact. Finally, the total

' 'Note that Su,i@): gi i .@) for any i ,  j  € N.
4Note that c;; is not defined when the link ij is not formed. In order to precisely state expression

(2), assume rvithout loss of generality that in this case eti : 3. This does not have any influence
on the results, since i t  wi l l  belong to a zero-component ofthe expression (g;3: Q).

sThis e*a*ple is an adaptation from the coautlt.or rnodel proposed by Jackson and Wolinsky
(  1ee6) .
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payoff a researcher gets is the sum of her earnings over all her interactions net of
the shares of the costs she pays.

To solve for the equilibria of this model we use the backward induction argument.
In section 3 we specify, taken as given a pattern of actions o, how the Nash solution
induces the network links and the corresponding sharing of costs. That is, we will
determine under which conditions a link ij forms (i.e. each 94(a) will be obtained),
and how the involved players share the cost (i.e. the corresponding c6i and cit).
Then, in section 4, relying on this result, we characterize the pattern of actions that
arises in equilibrium.

1.3 Bargaining the distribution of the link cost

In this section u,'e analyze when any two agents form a link and how they share
the fixed cost c that it conveys. This cost sharing depends on the actions chosen by
any of the two players in the first stage and the function n. We propose the Nash
bargaining solution as the most appropriate one to apply in this model, as it reflects
the outcome of a well defined bargaining process6 and it can be easily applied to
our model. Additionally, this solution displays the feature that the resulting cost
division will depend on the payoff each agent can get, that is, rve will see that the
agent receiving a higher gross benefit from the link bears a higher part of the cost.
We have to adapt our model to be able to apply the Nash solution, as the latter
is defined to study the sharing of positive benefits among two players and, instead,
what we have to analyze here is how players share costs. As we explain below, this
adaptation will be done by defining the feasible net payoff set, over which players
will bargain.

1.3.1 The Nash bargaining solution

First, we will briefly explain how the Nash bargaining solution works. A bar-
gaining problem is characterized by a pair (X,d) in which X represents the feasible
payoff pairs and d is the pair of payoffs resulting from disagreement. The problem is
defined for the set of pairs (X, d) that satisfy that X is convex, closed and bounded
above (free disposal is allowed). This set of all possible bargaining problems is de-
noted by B.A bargaining solution is a function F : B * ffi2 with the property that
for all (X,d) e B, F(X,d) e X. F(X,d) is interpreted as the pair of payoffs on
which two players would agree when they face the bargaining problem (X, d).

The Nash Bargaining Solution is characterized as follows

6This axiomatic aproach couid be conceived as a simplification of a bargaining model a lA, Ru-
binstein, i.e. rvhen two players have the possibility of forming a link, they strategically bargain the

distribution of the cost by u'ay of an infinite sequence of alternating offers, say with some time dis-

count or risk of breakdown. It is well known that the limit of the outcome when the discount factor
tends to one coincides with the Nash bargaining solut ion (cf.  Osborne and Rubinstein (1990)).
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s :  &rgmax(r1 -  dt)  . (rz -  dr) .
a€X ,  r l d

For more details on this matter see e.g. Osborne and
graphical illustration is provided in Figure 1.

Rubinstein (1990). A

Figure 1: the Nash bargaining solution

In our case, the disagreement value d is (0,0)-7 We consider the frontier of x
being linear or piece-wise linear. This property, as we will see below, will fully
characterize all the cases in our model. In the examples of Figure 2, some of these
cases are graphically illustrated.

Figure 2: the linear and piece-wise linear cases

Now we turn to our original model, where players do not have to share payoffs
but costs.

1.3.2 Adaptation of the Nash bargaining solution to the cost-sharing
model

Consider a pair of agents say, i, j e N, who have respectively chosen actions
a4,ai € {",0}- we now set the condition for the link zj to form (i.e. we obtain an

'Note that this is the payoff vector from a particular link when trvo players decide not to form
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expression for g.;1(a)) and the corresponding sharing of the cost (i.e. c6i and cin).
We denote the net benefits for the agents i, and j from this link as ft(a,;,ai,Si) and
ft (ai, at,c7;) respectively, defined as:

.t ^ ^ \ | n(on,ai) - c;.i if the link ij is formed
i\aa,ai tct j )  :  

1 0 othur* iru 
""-- '  - r  

and
t

-, , I n(oi,ai) - cir if. the link ij is formed
n \ a i , a t , c i t ) : 1  

0 o t h e r w i s e  t
t

where r(a;,ai) and r(ai,o;) represent the payoffs obtained respectively by each
of them from the 2x2 symmetric coordination game (cf. Table 1).

The necessary condition for players i and j to form a link, requires that, given
the action chosen by each of the two players, the following inequality hold:

r t(at ,ai)  - l  n i(a4,aj)  )-  c.  (3)

This is, when the aggregate gross payoff of both players from the link exceeds the
cost it conveysS there exist some surplus over which players i and j can bargain. In
this situation they will have to agree on how to divide c into ei and c;;. Obviously,
an agent would not let the link to form if the cost she has to bear exceeds the gross
benefits she obtains from it. This is, if (3) is satisfied, both players will establish
the l ink, sharing the cost in a way such ihat n(aa,ai)  )  c. i j ,  andr(ai ,a;)  )  c ia. ln
addition, as we have gotten the condition under which a link forms, we can state an
explicit expression for the term ga,i(a), defined in Section 2:

For any i,i e N,i I i e;1@): { I 
n"!ro"r,ln!3,,ai) + n(ai,a6) } c

\
Now we define the bargaining problem (X,d) between players i, and j. The dis-

agreement value for each player is equal to 0 as this is the net payoff they obtain if
the link is not formed, i.e. d: (0,0). The set of feasible net payoffs pairs is

(  Go,fr)  e m| s- t -

o _ )  f t i  +f t i  S r(a;,o4) + i r(aj ,oo) -  
"- ' -  

)  f t a < r ( a i , a i )

[  ?  1  Sr (a1 ,ar )

(4)

where, for notational convenience, we have denoted f;: i(a,;,ai,c6i) andfti:
ft(ai, a;, ci.;). Recall that players bargain how to split the cost of the link, but in this
model we do not allow for side payments among the agents. For this reason a player
cannot get from a link a net payoff exceeding her gross payoff (i.e. ft6 1 n(ai,ai)
andfti < n(ai,a1)).e This is, the maximal (net) payoff agent e can get from the link

8 N o t e t h a t e x p r e s s i o n ( 3 ) m a y b e r e w r i t t e n a s f t ( a i , a i , c ; i ) * i ( a i , a i , c 3 t )  ) 0 , s i n c e c ; i l c i ; : c .
eOtherwise, if we allowed for transfers, the form of the set X will be always as depicted in figure

3(a), i rrespective of rvhether the values of r i(a;,ai) and rt(at,ai) are higher or lower than c. Also

note that these condit ions are equivalent to min{c; i ,ca'} > 0.
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ij (given the respective actions) is n(a.;,ay), which corresponds to the situation in

which agent j completely meets the cost of the link. In Figure 3 we can see depicted

the set of feasible payoffs X, for the different possible relations among r(a6,ai),

r(ai ,a;)  and c.]o

( f11- c

Tlj

( [11- c

T1;

Figure 3: possible feasible net payoff sets depending on c

Now we turn to calculate the values of q7 and cit resulting from the disagreement

value d: (0,0) and the set X as defined bv (a). First we characterize the payoffs

net of costs (?a and fi) that players 'i and j respectively obtain from the link e7, in

case it is formed. We apply the Nash bargaining solution:

ftN : argmax (fu - d;) '(ft1 - atl : .?rgm?I ftt ' t i
aN ek ,  iN  >d  iN  eX,  iN  >d

Proposition 1.1 Cons'ider anY'i,i e N,

(i.) i,f r(a;, a) +n(ai, a1) ) c, the li,nk i,j forms and the net benefits for the agents

are:

f t , ;  :  max{n ' (o ; ,  a j )  -  , ,m in{ } (n (o  r ,a j )  t  r (a1 ,a t )  -  c ) , r (a i ,a ) } }
L

R1 :  max{ r (a i ,  a t )  -  c , * in { } (z r (o  i ,a t )  +  r (a ' i ,a i )  -  c ) ,n (a i ,aa) ) }

(i,i,) ,f r(ai,ai) + n(ai,at) I c, the li,nk does not form' Thus, fii : fti :0'

roln the f igure we use the fol lorn' ing notat ion: t ; :  r(at,ai) and r i  :  n(at,ai)
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The proof is given in the appendix.

As a direct consequence of this proposition, we can state the next result, which
specifies how the cost of a link is split between the two players who form it.

Corollary L.L If the li,nk i,j forms, the cost c wi,ll be split between agents i and j i,n
the followi,ng waA:

crj : min{c, max{}ftr (ai, aj) + c - r (a i,a;)], 0} }, and
cit : mir.{c, max{ } [zr (a j, a) I c - r (a;,oi )], 0] ].

We get this result from the fact that c;i : r(ai,oi) -?.t and cit: r(ai,at) -fti-

Note that, in any casel c4j + cji : c. We can observe that the cost an agent will
pay for a link will be weakly increasing in the payoff she will get from it and weakly
decreasing in the payoff of the other player, in the sense that the higher (lower) her
payoff (the other player's payoff), the non-lower (non-higher) her share of the cost.
This is, qy is weakly increasing inn(a6,ai) and c, and weakly decreasing inr(ai,a1).
Thus, due to the nature of the Nash Bargaining Solution, we obtain the cost sharing
outcome depends on the gross payoff each player can obtain from a link.

7.4 The reduced game: translation to payoff matrices

Let us recall how the game works. First, each player chooses an action o; from
his available action space A - {a,0}. Then, the formation of each possible link
is bargained according to the Nash solution, where the set of feasible agreements
X is as defined bV (a) and players obtain the disagreement value d if they do not
form the link. Thus, given the pattern of actions d,, we obtain {54@),c7} for all
i, j e N. Therefore, using backward induction, we can construct new bilateral games
that include all the former considerations and thus identify the Nash equilibria of
these games.ll The form of the resultant game will depend on the parameters of
our  mode l  {d ,b ,  f  ,e ,c } .

In the following result we characterize the equilibrium outcomes of this model.
First of all we mention that each possible combination of players actions a - (a1 x
- . . x a " - )  €  S :  A ' d e f i n e s  a s t a t e .  I n t h i s  m o d e l e a c h s t a t e  s  €  S r e s u l t s i n  a
network architecture (pattern of links formed according to the Nash solution), i.e.
g(s), and in a distribution of the cost of these links. Let us introduce some convenient
notation. Let gu denote the empty network, i.e. the case in which no link is formed
and g" the complete network, i.e. the architecture in which all possible (pairwise)
links are formed. Let ,S* be the set of equilibrium states. Denote by so and sp the
states in which all players are choosing the same action (all a or all p respectir,ely),
i .e.  so: (o, . . . ,a) and s0 :  (9, . . - ,P).Now we can state the fol lowing proposit ion.

ttNote that, if u'e consider the second stage (network formation) as a subgame, we are in essence

analysing the Subgame Perfect Equilibria of the original game.

10
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Proposit ion I .2 ( t)  I f  c < min{/  -  e,2(b -  
")} ,  

then S* :  {so, sF}
( i , i )  I f  2 ( b - e )  < c <  f  - " , t h e n S " : { s o }
(ii, i) If {lf - " < c < 2bl Alf *e <2bl}, then S*: {so,sg}
( * )  A{ [ f  - "<c<f  +" ]n l f  +e>2bl ] , thenS*: { " " i
(u) If max{2b, f + e} < c < 2d, then S* : {s", s0}
(ut) If c> 2d, then S* : S

Proof:

Let us first consider the case in which c I f - e.
In this case, resulting from the Nash Solution (in view of Corollary 1), we see

that: (i) when both agents involved in a link are choosing the same action (at: aj),
and therefore n(ai,aj) : n(aj,a;), the cost of a link will be equally shared: e,j :
ci1: cf 2 (provided that 2b ) c, when this action is a4 : aj : 0, as otherwise the
link would not formr2 and both players would get a zero-payoff from that "potential"
Iink); and (ii) when the two players involved in a link are choosing different actions
(for example a; : a and ai : g), the part of the cost each of them will meet
(applying the Nash bargaining solution) is:

c a : 0  c p :  c ,

where we denote by 
"o 

the part of the cost of the link born by the a-player
and cB the share of the B-player.13 Therefore, the resulting net-payoff matrix of the
bilateral game is

a t 1

a D e
n
/ l f - c max{af ,0}

Table 2: game L (low cost), when c < f - e

This game (game L) has two pure-strategy (strict) Nash equilibria -(a, a), (p, p)-
only when c < 2(b- e). This proves (i). when 2(b - e) < c < f - e gamel has a
unique (strict) Nash equilibria (c,a). This proves (ii).

Now consider the case in which the cost c is such that / - e < c.
Then, again from Corollary 1, we get that: (i) if both agents are choosing the

same action, each of them will bear half of the cost ci,j : cj,i : cl2 (provided that
2b > c and 2d ) c, when this action is B or a respectively, as otherwise the link
would not form and both players would get a zero-payoff from that "potential" link);
and (ii) when the two players involved in a link are choosing different actions (and
provided that / * e > c, as otherwise the link would not form), the part of the cost
each of them will meet (applying the Nash Bargaining solution) is:

t 'No te  tha t ,  in  th is  case,  r (a i ,a i )  *  r (a5 ,a ; . )  :2b .
t3so if rve assume, without loss of geneialiiy, that player i is the o-player in the link ij (and

player j  the B-player), then co : cr j  &nd cB: cr..
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n  - 9 -
" z

J  
- c ^  f _ .cp: i+ t

And therefore, the resulting net-payoff matrix of the bilateral game is:

p

a max{'a;s,0}
.  a L t - -  ^ \

m a x { f f , U }
n max{efE,0} max{4ff,0}

Table 3: game H (high cost), when c) f - e

This game (game H) has two pure-strategy (sirict) Nash equilibria -(o, o), (P, P)-
and therefore is a coordination game, only when {l f  - 

" 
< c < 2b)Alf +e <2b)}.

This proves (iii).
When {l f  - e < c < f + e)n [/  + e > 2b)],game H has an unique (str ict) Nash

equil ibrium (o,o). This proves (iv).
To show (v) we have just to note that, given that max{2b, f + e} < c < 2d, game

H takes the following form:

Thus, it has a strict Nash equilibrium (o, o) and the equilibrium (in weakly

dominated strategies) (P, P).The latter equilibrium corresponds to the situation in
which both players choose action B and the link does not form. Only in case all the
population is choosing action 0 the resulting state would be an equilibrium.

Pari (vi) is trivial since, whenever c > 2d no proposed link will form as there is
no way to split the cost among two players without making (at least) one of them
get a negative profit. Thus, regardless of the pattern of actions chosen, the empty
network arises as an equilibrium.

To complete the proof it is necessary to show that there are no equilibrium states
in which some agents are using action a and others action B. This is, to show that

there are no equilibrium states in which the proportion of agents using each action

in the population replicates a mixed strategy Nash equilibria of the 2x2 game (game

H or game L). This is shown by next lemma:

Lemma l.L Assume c < 2d. Consider an equi,li,brium state of the larn€ s :

{oo}, ; . .no € S*. Then ai :  aj  for al l  i ,  j  e N.

The proof of the Lemma is given in the appendix. This result completes the
proof of the Proposition.l

The above Proposition indicates that for high values of the cost, but not so
high that no link would form, either all the agents use the efifrcient action (o) of
the coordination game, resulting in the complete networkl or everybody chooses the

risk-dominant action (B), and no link is formed. For low values of the cost, there

T2

o R

a z a - c---6- 0
0 0
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are two possible subgame perfect equilibria; in one of them all agents choose the
efficient action and, in the other one, everybody chooses the risk-dominant action.
The complete network arises in both equilibria.

Next corollary characterizes the network architecture that arises in equilibrium.
We observe that it can be either empty or complete, depending on the value of the
cost, and the considered equilibrium state.

Corollary L.2 An equili,bri,um network i,s ei,ther complete or empty. The equi,l,ibri,um
states for the reg'ions (i,) (rt) of the parameter space, cons,idered i,n propos,it,ion z,
result' in the following networks:

(t)-(*) g(s) : ec Vs € S*
(r)  g(so) :  g '  and, g(s?):  g '
(ri) g(s) : gu Vs € ,S*

This result follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that a link i7 is formed if and
only if expression (3) holds. It shows that in this model, either all pairs of agents
get connected (if the cost is not too high) or nobody establishes any link. There are
no equilibrium states with coexistence of different components (i.e. disjoint groups
of players completely connected among themselves but having no connections with
players in other groups). This relies on the fact that when c .--2d any equilibrium
requires that all agents choose the same action.

Remark 7.1 Giuen any s € S*, wheneuer g4@) : 7, then c6i : ci; : $. This
result follows from Lemma 1.

Thus, whenever in equilibrium there exists interaction among players (resulting
in g"), each player bears half of the cost of any link in which she gets involved. Note
that the off equilibrium behavior (i.e. when agents choose different actions), which
results in sharing the cost in different amounts, is relevant to obtain the equilibria
characterization.

Observe that, in this section, we have defined two possible bilateral games in
which net pavoffs are considered: game L and game H (cf. Table 2 and Table 3),
depending on the region of the parameter space. Let us refer to the corresponding
game (game H or game L depending on whether c ? f -e) as the constituent game.l4

1.5 Dvnamics

Time is considered discrete, t : 7,2, --- At each l, the state of the system is
given by s(t) : c(t) e ,S, where a(t) represents the pattern of actions chosen by
the agents in this period and g(o(t)) is the resulting network architecture of formed

14Hence, throughout the paper, whenever c < f -  e the "consti tuent game" wil l  refer to game L
(defined in Table 2) and, when c > f - e, the "constituent game" will refer to game H (defined in
Table 3).

13
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links according to the Nash solution. Assume the system starts from any initial
state s(0) € S. Every period each player receives a chance to revise her action with
a positive independent probability p € (0, i). The structure of a player's revision is:
first she chooses action, and then all her links (already existing and potential ones)
are updated according to the Nash solution. This implies that if there exists at least
one player who changes her action at period t (i..e. a(t) + a(t-1)), then players will
maintain/form those links which satisfy (3) at the current period and sever/not form
those ones which do not, being the cost sharing determined by the action profile of
period t. The intuition is that, even if only a subset of the population receives the
revision opportunitv at some period, once these players have chosen the new action
all the possible links are renegotiated.l5 Given that, we assume that a revising player
will select an action

aa(t)  e arg maxf l l  (  a4, a- i ( t  -  1)) ,

this is, her optimal action given the strategy configuration resulting from last
period (i.e. a myopic best response), and the fact that she knows that links costs will
be (re)negotiated. When there are more that one best response rve will consider that
any of them is chosen with equal probability.lo The proposed dynamics defines a
Markov chain on S. If we denote by Q the induced transition matrix, and p,1€ A(S)
the probability measure over the state space ,5 in period f , we have Ft : Ft-t'Q : lro.
Qt. W. define the set of ti,mit statesof this process as 3 : {s e S,,litp'Qt(r) > 0

for some p € A(S)) where p-Q'G) denotes the probability associated to state s by
the probability measurc LL- Qt over the state space.

Let us introduce some convenient notation. Let ,t-t be the number of players
who chose action a at period t-117 andnt;r : rl-n!-l. DenoLeby uo,o,, the payoff

of the constituent game (cf. footnote 14) of a player choosing action a' €. A against
a player choosing an action a" e A. Finally let )! € {0,1, -..,n'"-'} be the number

of agents who chose action a € A at period t - 1 and receive a revision opportunity
at period t.

The next result characterizes the set of limit states of this unperturbed system.

Proposit ion 1.3 ( f)  I f  c < min{/  -  e,2(b -  
")) ,  

thenS :  {so, sB}
( i i )  I f  { l f  -  

"  
< c < zblAl f  te <2bl} ,  thenS: {so,s0}

(ii i) If c <2d and nei.ther (i,) nor (i.i,) hotds, thenS: {so}
(ui.) If c > 2d, thenS : S

'"We could conceive heuristically a link as a kind of contract established between two players

re)ying on the standards they hare chosen. If one player changes the standard, the conditions of

the contract change and therefore it has to be renegotiated.
toNote that this implies that i f  the revising player was actual ly chosing an action which is abest

response, she will not neccesarily continue to use the same action.
ttNote that, at period f,  players can observe n!-1.

' l A
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Proof :

Note that, throughout this dynamics, players revising the strategy follow a my-
opic best response and, when the action profile changes from one period to another,
all links are (re)negotiated according to the current pattern of actions and the Nash
solution. This implies that an agent, say i, when revising her action at period t,
will choose a;(l) considering that she will play this action, in the constituent game,
against each agent j  € l f  \ {z},  taking as given o-o(t-  1) :  (a1, . . . ,ai-L,ai+t, . . . ,a, .) .

Let us first consider the cases in which the constituent game has an unique Nash
equ i l ib r ium (o ,o ) ,  th is  i s ,  when 2(b  -e )  <  c  <  f  -eor  { l f  -e  <  c  <  f  +e ]n [ f  +e>
2b]]. Regardless n!, at any period t ) I, the best responses of all players who are
revising their strategies prescribe to choose action a. Hence, the system converges to
the state in which all players choose the efficient action a and every link is formed.

When max{2b, f + e} < c < 2d,, the candidates to be limit states of the dynamics
are the equilibrium states S* : {so, sF},*e obtained in Proposition 2, with g(s") :
g" and g(t1):  g".  In this case, i f  ng> 7 then, at any period t  )  7,  the best
responses of all players who are revising their strategies prescribe to choose action
a. If n! : 0, at period t : 1, there are two best responses for any agent who is
revising her strategy: to choose either a or B. Note that we assumed that each of
those best responses are chosen with positive probability (cf. footnote 16). Thus we
have tu'o possibilities: Either nL > I or n| : 0. In the former case, at any period
t) 2, the best responses of all players who are revising their strategies prescribe to
choose action a. In the latter case we have again two best responses (a or B), both of
which are chosen with positive probability, but throughout the dynamics, eventually,
at some finite ?, we will obtain nT > 7, and hence, at any period t >T + 1, the best
responses of all plavers who are revising their strategies prescribe to choose action
a. Thus, the systern converges to the state in which all players choose the efficient
action o and every link is formed. This proves (iii).

Consider those situations where the constituent game has two strict Nash equi-
l ibr ia,  (a,a) and (B,p).This is,  when ei ther c < min{/  -  e,2(b -  e)}  or { l f  -  u <
c < 2b) n [/ + e < 2b)]. Generically we can have four possible cases) depending on
n], i.e. the number of a- players in the initial state s(0). We show convergence to
either so or sP :

(Case t) ("3 - I) ,oo * njuuoB > (rl - 7) u B. * njBu pB and
/  n  " \  n  /  o  " \  n
("b 

- ,  
)  "OO 

* n'ovBa. 
l"E 

-  t  
)  

r .B t  n\uoo.

The best response of any player i e N, who gets an opportunity to revise her
action at period 1, prescribes the choice of action a, regardless of whether a! -as
a or p. Thus from period l onwards, any player will choose a when revising her
action, which eventually will converge to the state sa.

(Case z) ("0" - 7) ,oo * nouuoB. ("3 - 7) uB. + njuuBB and
/  ^  \  ^  /  n  . \  n
(."b -, ) "UO 

+ nuoupo t ("b - t 
) 

r,U I nuot/".o.

The best response of any player i, € N, who gets an opportunity to revise her
action at period 1, prescribes to choose action B, regardless of whether c! -as a or

1 r
f d
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p. Thus from period 1 onwards, any player will choose B when revising her action,
which eventually will converge to the state sF.

(Case S) ("9 - 7) roo * njuu.B t ("3 - 1) uB. * njBuBB and
/  n  " \  

n  /  ^  - \  n

l"'u 
- , 

) "oo 
+ n\uBo , 

\"b 
- , 

) 
,"0 * n"ouoo.

Note that this case is not possible, as the two inequalities are incompatible in

these parameter ranges. This is shown in the proof of Lemma 1.
(Case a) ("L - 7) ,oo * n\ou'B. ("3 - 7) uB' -l njBuBB and

("'u - r) 
"uu 

+ noouBo. ("8 - t) 
",u 

* nTouoo

The best response of any player i, € N prescribes the choice of action 
"l I "?.

We have three possibilities: If )l > )|, when players revise their action at period

1, they will srvitch from the action they had at the initial state. Thus, we obtain
in period 2 a situation analogous to Case 2, hence converging to s0. If )l < )b, Uy

the same argument, we obtain in period 2 a situation analogous to Case 1, hence

converging to sa. If ^l : )|, we obtain that period 2 is analogous to period 1,

but eventually, at some finite 7, *e will get either XT , XT or { a fi, and hence

convergence to sP or so, respectively. This proves (i) and (ii).

Finally consider c > 2d. In this case, at any period t, no link is formed regardless

the chosen pattern of actions. Hence, all s € ^9 are limit states. This proves (iv)

and, hence, completes the proof.I

Next Corollary characterizes the network architectures arising at limit states.

Corollary I.3 The lzmi,t states characterized i,n Proposi,ti,on 3 result i,n the followzng
networks:

I f  ,  <  2d ,  g (s ) :  g "  Vs  €  3
I f  

"  
>  2d .  g (s ) :  9 "  Vs  €  S

Note tha t ,whenc 12d,on ly  incasemax{2b,  f  +e}  <c<2dthe  emptynetwork

can alise in an equilibrium of the game. But we have shown that, in this case, the

unique limit state is so, and hence the complete network forms. Thus, for any c < 2d

any limit state s € S results in the complete network.

We observe then that, in some cases, we have multiplicity of limit states of

the unperturbed dynamics, in the sense that there are parameter configurations for

which S : {so, sB}. To handle the problem of equi}ibrium selection in those cases,

and thus study the nature of long run outcomes, we will characterize the set of

stochastically stable states of this model.

We rely on the approach proposed by Kandori, Mailath and Rob (1993), and

Young (1993). We allow for mutations, interpreted as the possibility of players mak-

ing errors when implementing their choices on actions; i.e. with a small probability

e ) 0, a player chooses his action at random when revising his strategy.ls For

t8Note that rve do not allow for mutation in link formation, as we are considering an axiomatic

approach for this process. In any case, the consideration that with small probability 7 > 0, the

formation of a link is reversed wouldn't affect the results'

1 0
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any e > 0, the process defines a Markov Chain on S, with transition matrix Qr,
which is aperiodic and irreducible and, therefore, it has a unique invariant probabil-
ity distribution (cf. Freidlin and Wentzell (1984)). Let pr, stand for this invariant
distribution (p"'Q, : pr), and define 0 : liqp,, i.". the limit of the invariant

probability distribution when the probability of mistake 6 converges to zero. We say
that a state s € ^9 is stochastically stable when it is in the support of p, i.e. when
D(") > o-

Let the set of stochastically stable states be denoted by 3: {s e S : p(s) > 0}.
In the following proposition we characterize this set.19

Proposit ion r .4 ( t)  I f  c < (b + f)  -  (d,+ e),  then 3 :1s01.

(ii) If (b + /) - (d +:) < c < 2d, then ̂ 9 : {so}.
(ii i) If c> 2d, then S : S

Proof:

Part (iii) is trivial since, when c > 2d, it is not profitable to form any possible
link, so g(s) : g" for any s € 5. Thus any state is in the support of the limit of the
invariant probability distribution.

Note that when c < (b+ f)-(d+e), the constituent game corresponds to game
L ((b+ f) - (d,* u) < f - e).We can see that, under this parameter configuration,
the situation is completely equivalent to that in which each agent is playing game
L with every other player in the population (i.e. like a round robin context). When
c < (b+ f)-(d+e), game L has two pure-strategy strict Nash Equilibria: the efficient
one (a,a), and the risk-dominant one (B,B). Under this setting of 2x2 symmetric
games with two Nash equilibria where one of them is risk-dominant, in which total
connectivity is guaranteed, Kandori, Mailath and Rob (1993) (KMR hereafter) show
that the risk dominant equilibrium prevails as the stochastically stable state. We
then refer to this result to prove (i).

Now we analyze the case where (b+ f) - (d+ e) < c < 2d. By the same reasoning
used above, we can consider that the situation is analogous to a round robin context
rvhere players play either game L (if c < f - u) or game H (if c > f - 

").If (b+/) -(d+e) < c < 2(b-e), players play game L. In this case game L has two
pure-strategy strict Nash equilibria {(o, d),(P,B)}, but (*,*) is both efficient and
risk-dominant; hence the result of KMR applies, and so is the unique stochastically
stable state.

It 2(b - e) < c < f -e game L has a unique Nash equilibrium (o,o) and hence
5:  {s ' } .

I f  { [ /  -  e 1c <2b] A [ /+ e <2b]] ,  game H has two pure strategy str ict  Nash
equilibria {(o,o),(P,P)} but (a,a) is both efficient and risk-dominant; hence the
result of KMR applies, and so is the unique stochastically stable state.

17

'eNote that ̂ 9 c 3.
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I f  e i t h e r  { l f  - "  <  c  <  f  + e l n  [ / +  e > 2 b ] ]  o r  m a x { 2 b ,  f  + e }  <  c 5  2 d , g a m e
H has a unique pure-strategy strict Nash equilibrium (a,o) and hence 5: {s'}. It
follows then that (ii) applies. This completes the proof I

First, we observe that the network architecture which arises from a stochastically
stable state s € ,S is g(s) : gc when c <2d and g(s) : ge when c> 2d. Second, we
obtain a treshold for the cost Z: (b+ f) - (d+ e) abwe which the efficient action
is chosen and below which the risk-dominant action is selected. This result is quite
intuitive since the treshold coincides with the risk-dominance premium. This is, for
a cost higher than the difference between the sum of payoffs of the risk dominant
action (b + f) and the sum of payoffs of the efficient action (d + e), the efficient
action is selected, meanwhile otherwise the selected action is the risk dominant one.
This implies that the higher this difference is (what heuristically we could interpret
as the degree of risk dominance of action B in the bilateral coordination game) the
higher the treshold. Therefore the higher the link cost must be for the selection
of the efficient outcome in the long run. Finally note that this treshold is always
positive as we are assuming that (1) holds.

!.6 Conclusions

We have proposed a two stage model in which all agents decide strategically
on choosing a standard, which represents an action for a coordination game. After
these choices, in a second stage, each possible pair of players decides whether to
form a link, meeting the cost it involves, or not. This stage results in a bargaining
problem over the net payoffs. We use the Nash bargaining solution to define the
outcome of this problem. This results in a network architecture where the necessary
and sufficient condition for a link to form is that the aggregate gross payoff of the
involved agents exceed the cost of the link. Each player gets a total payoff equal to
the sum of the net payoffs she obtains from all of her links. We present the scenario
in which there exists a trade-off between efficiency and risk, this is, the bilateral
coordination game has two Nash equilibria, one efficient and other risk-dominant.
The fact that players bargain on the formation of a link is highly important for
the results of this paper and the main contribution to the literature on network
formation.

We have characterized the equilibrium states of this model, and we have shown
that there exist regions of the parameter space characterized by multiple equilibria,
with respect to the actions chosen by the agents. Two states emerge as equilibria, the
state in which everybody chooses the efficient action and the state in which every
agent chooses the risk-dominant one. It is shown that in equilibrium ali players
coordinate in the same action. We obtain that only the complete network and the
empty one can arise in equilibrium. When the cost of the link is too high the empty
network arises, meanwhile lower costs result in the complete network. To deal with
the problem of equilibrium selection we have introduced a dynamics and analyzed
the sets of stochasticallv stable states. We have characterized a treshold for the cost

18
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of the link and shown that, below this treshold, the risk-dominant state is selected. If
the cost of the link lies above this treshold, but not so high that no link is profitable,
the efffrcient state is selected. The value of the treshold in our model coincides with
the risk-dominance premium, i.e. it can heuristically be interpreted as the degree
of risk-dominance of the inefficient action in the coordination game. In this sense,
the higher the sum of the payoffs associated to this action in the 2x2 game with
respect to the efficient action, the higher this treshold rvill be. Thus the value of
the risk-dominance premium determines the region of the cost space for which the
(inefficient) risk dominant outcome is selected in the long run.

We can relate our results to Goyal and Vega-Redondo (2004) who consider an
one-sided model, and to Jackson an Watts (2002b), who suppose a two-sided model.
In both cases, they obtain that when the cost of link formation is low the risk
dominant equilibrium is selected as stochastically stable. Instead, when cost are
high, the former model selects the efficient equilibrium but, in the latter one, both
the risk-dominant and the efficient equilibria coexist. Surprisingly the results about
equilibrium selection we obtain are closer to Goyal and Vega-Redondo, even though,
at least intuitively, the distribution of the cost we propose is closer to the two-sided
than to the one-sided model. To see this, note that, in our setup, the distribution of
the cost in equilibrium coincides with the two sided model (cf. Remark 1). This is
due to the fact that players choose the same action in equilibrium and, hence, each
of them bears half of the cost. In contrast, in the one-sided case, in each link only
one player completely meets the cost. We can point some reasons to explain this
fact:

To compare with the results of Jackson and Watts, we have to note that, on the
one hand, the off equilibrium behavior is crucial when stochastic stability is analyzed,
as it determines the probabilities of transitions between different equilibrium states.
In this respect, our model is quite different to theirs, as the two-sided model they
use maintajns the equally shared costs regardless of the action profile, meanwhile in
our model these shares are adjusted with the pattern of actions. On the other hand,
Jackson an Watts propose a dynamic model in which the opportunities of revision
of actions and links are drawn independently, whereas in our model, when actions
are revised, links (and cost shares) are automatically updated.

Instead, Goyal and Vega-Redondo propose a model in which, when a player re-
ceives a revision opportunity, she can change both actions and links, which is done
simultaneously. In our approach a player revision affects both the action profile and
the network, as in their case, but in a different way: in our setup, the actions deter-
mine the netrvork structure. As we mentioned above, an important difference with
their model relies on the cost of the links: given their setup the player who decides
to form a link pays the entire cost, and hence they use a purely non-cooperative
approach. In our case, the creation of a link requires the consent of both players,

and, in fact, the cost is shared equally in equilibrium.

Finally. we remark the fact that the bargaining setup, we propose, results in a

19
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clear-cut treshold for the cost with an intuitive interpretation; the degree of risk

dominance determines the spaces in which each state (the efficient and the risk-

dominant one) are selected in the long run.
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1.7 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1.1

Part (ii) is straightforward in the sense that lf r(aa,oi) + r(ai,aa) < c, any
possibility of splitting the cost between the two agents (, : 

"oj 
* cjt), makes at least

one of them to get a net payoff lower than the disagreement value. Thus, the link
would not form.

Let us prove part (i). When r(a6,ai)*n(oi,o..) ) c, it is always possible to find at
least one distr ibut ion c; j*cj t :  c such that n(ai ,ai)-Si  2 0 and r(ai ,a1)-ci ;  )  0.
This implies that players would prefer this possibility to disagreement (that conveys
zero-payoff for both of them) and so the link will form. We get ?; and ?y applying
the Nash bargaining solution, (fty ,il): 

(ar,ali:?i#,ry1_o(fte 
- dr) ' (ii - d,),to

the bargaining problem (X,d.), with d: (0,0) and the feasible set X as defined by
( ). Let us see horv f,,' andfti are calculated.

Let us supposeT without loss of generality, that r(a6,ai) ) r(ai,a;). We have to
consider three possible situations:

(Case 7) r(a6,a) > c and r(ai ,an) 2 c
(Case 2) n(a6,ai)  > c and r(a3,oo) I  ,
(Case 3)  t r (a i ,a i )  <  c  and r (a i ,a6)  1c

But first, note that we study maximization problems of the kind

, 9xH( f te , f t i ) : f t t ' f r i
t t x r t t  J

5 .  L .

f t , i  * f t i  1 r (a ; ,a i )  *  n (a i ,oo)  -  ,
f ta S r(aa,ai)
f t i  < n(a3,aa)

i ; . f r ;  )  0

We obtain that the strictly Pareto-efficient points of X are included in the line

i ;* f t i  :  T(at,a) - l r (ai ,on) -  
"-  

Thus, df i% :  -1.  As the Nash bargaining solut ion
must be a (strictly) Pareto-efficient point, we have two possibilities:

aHG. i , a i )

- If the solution is interior, it must satisfy: W 
: -dET =+ -1 - -!-s- I

onj

f t , ;  :  f t i ,  and hence ( f ty  , f ty)  
-  ( r (a; 'a i )+r(a i 'a ; ) -c  r (at 'a ; )+n(a i 'a t ) -c \  

." 2 " ' t l - \  2  )  2  ) '
-  I f  we have a corner solut ion, ( f ty,?iy) wi l l  be ei ther (n(on,ai) ,r(ai ,o;)  -  c) or

(n (oo ,a j )  -  c , r (a i ,a1) )  .

Let's go now to analyze the three mentioned cases:
In Case 1, the feasible set is defined by

2I
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This case is represented graphically in Figure 4.

Tli,n fij

Tlj

r [ 1 ; - c

fii

22

( (t ,Ar) e ml s-t.

"' 
: 

I 
ftt *fti =;!z'iilj:,;"

(  
" i  

< r ( a i , a a )

and the values of ?; and ?7 result from the Nash

(  (  n(ai ,a i )+r(a i ,at) -c r (a i ,a i )+r(a i ,at) -c\

( f i t t ' , i t " \ : 1 \  2  )  2  )J / 
|. (r(on, aj) - c,n(ai,a6)) otherwise

,l
j ) a i )  -  c  

\

I
)

bargaining solution as

if the solution is interior

fr,=fi,

Tli

Figure 4: the Nash solution, graphical illustration

In Case 2, the feasible set X2 is defined by

( (i ,ffi) e n] s-t- l
X z :  \  f t 4  + f i i  1 n ( a i , a 1 )  I  n ( a i , a i )  -  ,  I

I  f i < n ( a i , a 1 )  )

and the values of ?, and ?i derive from the Nash bargaining solution as

( / r(a,.a)+!(ai,ar)-c n(a;,ai)+I@i,a,i)-c) if the solution is interiorraflafll:{ \---------,- " ,/J ' 
[ (zr(ar, oj) - r,n(ai,aa)) otherwise

Finally, in Case 3, the feasible set X3 is defined by

x- - I (i 'fri) € m? 't' \t  :  
t  R ; - l f t i  1  n (aa ,a)  + r (a i , "o )  -  d  I

and the values of ?; and fr; are
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Finally, a suitable combination of the results for Cases 1-3, when r(aa,ai) t
',r(ai,at), and the symmetric, we would obtain when n(o6, a) < n(ai,a;), provides
the expressions for frt and ?i stated in Proposition 1. This completes the proof.l

Proof of Lemma 1.1

First, we claim that it is not possible to find population equilibrium configu-
rations with coexistence of conventions (i.e. where there are a group of players
choosing action a and a group of players choosing action B) when, given the region
of the parameter space, the constituent game, which refers to game L or game H
("f. Tables 2 and 3), has a unique strict Nash equilibrium. For the sake of con-
tradiction assume the constituent game (game H or game L depending on whether
c Z f * e) has a unique strict Nash equilibrium (o, o) and we have a population
equilibrium configuration s € ,9* with no € {7,2,.-.)n - 1} players choosing action
a and frT: n-no players choosing action p.lf we denote by uo,o,, the payoffof the
constituent game of a player choosing action a' e A against a player choosing an ac-
lion att € A. Then, as (a, a) is the unique strict Nash equilibrium, it must hold that
uoo )  uBa and uo7 )  uBB.Hence,  f rauaa+(nB- l ) r *B  )  r l6auBa+ (nB-7) rBB-
But then any P - player would deviate to choose action a, a contradiction with the
fact that the population configuration (no,n1) is an equilibrium.

Thus, we restrict the analysis to those cases where the resultant game (H or
L) has a mixed strategy equilibrium, in which players assign positive probability to
both actions, and we show that in none of them a profile with coexistence of different
actions is an equilibrium. We have to consider three situations:

(i) , < 2(b - e) (game L)
( i i )  { l f  -e1c<  f  +  e l  ̂ [ /  +e<2b ] ]  (game H)
( i i i )  { l f  *e  <c .<2b)n  l /+  e  <2b l }  (game H)

Note that, in situation (i), 
" 

< f -e, and hence, the constituent game corresponds
to game L defined above (Table 2); instead, in cases (zi) and (i,i.i), c> f - e, hence,
it corresponds to game H (see Table 3 above).

Let us consider case (i). We will show that it does not exist any equilibrium
configuration in which there are agents of the population choosing different actions.
Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there is an equilibrium state with no €

{1,. . . ,n-1} players choosing act ion a, and f lp:  n -  no players choosing act ion

B. Equilibrium conditions require that neither a - players nor B - plagers want to
deviate, this is:

(6)

(7)
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But note that (6) and (7)

a contradiction.

\  A r l  2b -2e -c  \  r-_ t " \ tRA +i) _j:G +frt )'r
. -  ^ f l  zo-Ze-c  \  2b-2e-c'oo \ rv \DITZTD:GTDT ) - TA+d=G+fr

which are incompatible expressions, hence

24

Using the same kind of arguments for case (ii), we get the conditions:
_  . n 1  2 b - ( e + l )  1 -  2 d - ( e + / )') '-'",i4{flfin'^' - tft{p;SEt which are incompatible expressions, hence
'La \ I Y \rf@'+bl:Ie+tT ) - 7lfii7+.fi=(efifi

a contradiction with an equilibrium configuration characterized by.no € {1, ..., n-I}.

And finally, for case (iii), we get that the conditions such that neither B -plagers

nor o - plaEers want to deviate:
_ \ ^r/ 2b-c _1 + ;_21++__': 

:':,>ryF)- ry:4 are also incompatible. A contradiction with an
"o \ rY \W+6=4) - m+q=4

equilibrium where no € {L,...)rL - 1}. This completes the proof.I

result in:
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Bargaining Power and Networks

2.L Introduction

In the recent years) there has been increasing attention to the role networks
play in social interaction. The interaction structure has been shown to have an

important impact in economic issues as, for example, the evolution of conventions,
the adoption of technologies or labor markets. This aspect has been introduced

in economic models by considering that agents can only interact when they get

linked. This can be interpreted as, for example, that for two firms to be able to

make transactions, they need to have established some business relationship, or two

researchers need to have some relationship in order to develop a joint project. An

interesting case in this framework arises when we assume that links are costly, i.e.

when any pair of agents have the possibility to interact, they have to be aware of the

fact that, in addition to the benefits they can achieve from their interaction, there

exist some costs that have to be met in order to make interaction feasible. This cost

could reflect, for example, the openness of some bureaucratic procedures, or cost of

communication like travelling to meet.

Some papers have introduced this aspect in the context of coordination games,

i.e. they study the influence of link formation in a situation where, when any two

players get linked, they play a 2x2 coordination game. Note that in this case, for the

network to play a role it is needed that each agents is forced to take the same action

in ail her interactions,l for otherwise, we would just get independent games. These

works mainly differ in the way that the cost sharing among agents is addressed. We

remark three works in this literature.

Goyal and Vega-Redondo (2004) study the case in which links can be made

on individual initiative, meaning that, whenever an agent decides to form a link,

she unilaterally assumes to meet completely the cost it involves. As the benefits

of interaction are considered to be positive, no agent would have any incentives to

rThis can be interpret as the choice of standards. For example in the case of a population of

researchers, each agent must decide either to work using a PC or a Mackintosh. Then, she uses the

same conrputer when working in all the joint projects she gets involved in.

otr
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refuse to form a link when she receives a link proposal. Hence, this is a one-sided link
formation model. In their setting, links as well as actions for the coordination games
are chosen by individuals on an independent basis. Hence they study a one-stage
game where both links an actions are chosen simultaneously. They analyse this static
game2 an they find three possible equilibrium outcomes (apart from the trivial case
of the empty network when the cost is too high): either (i) the complete network
with all players coordinated on the efficient action,3 (ii) the complete network with
all players coordinated on the risk-dominant action, or (iii) a network formed by two
complete components,4 one component of players choosing the efificient action and
one component of players choosing the risk-<lominant one. Finally, they introduce
a (perturbed) dynamics to deal with the issue of equilibrium selection. They find
that when the link cost is high the unique stochastically stable state is state (i),

meanwhile for low costs state (ii) is selected.

Jackson and Watts (2002b) study the case where, whenever a link forms, both
players involved meet the cost (or equivalently, each player meets half of the cost).

Thus, the formation of a link requires the consent of both players. Hence, they

consider a two-sided link formation model.5 They directly analyse the model in a
dynamic framework, and find that two kind of stochastic stable states may arise:
the complete network where all agents get coordinated in the same action.6

Finally, Mel6ndez-Jim6nez (2002) analyse a situation where actions for the coor-

dination game and link formation take place in different stages. In a first stage each

agent choose her action. Given a pattern of action, in the second stage, each pair of
players enter in a bargaining process in which either they agree on how to share the

cost in order to form a link, or they do not form a link. Thus, the agents' shares of

ihe link costs are endogenous. The symmetric Nash bargaining solution is assumed

for the cost sharing. The particularity of this specification is that, whenever a link

is profitable, meaning that the aggregate payoff of the agents involved exceeds the

cost, it forms. Moreover, the agent who obtains a higher (gross) payoff from the link

meets a higher part of the cost. Also in this case, there are only two equilibrium

outcomes, characterized by the complete network and the fact that all agents select

2Note that they analyse both a direct link model, where each player only interacts with those

agents he gets directly linked, and an indirect iink model, rvhere each player plays the coordination

game with all agents to whom she gets joined in the network through a path of links (either directly

or indirectly). The current paper represents a direct link model, hence we refer to the resuits of the

first part.
3The p.oposed 2x2 coordination game is symmetric and presents two equilibria, one is efficient,

and the other is r isk-dominant.
aA component is a set of players such that there is a path of links between any two players in

the set and there does not exist any link among any agent in the set and players outside the set.
5In Droste, Gil les and Johnson (2000), the same cost scheme is assumed but, in addit ion, this

lvork introduces a spatial location of agents.
6The reported results correspond to the case of constant costs of maintaining links, in analogy

with the current paper. Nevertheless they also analyse other cost schemes, as for example the case

where the total cost an agent meets in all her links is increasing and convex in the number of links

she has.

26
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the same action. A dynamic version of the model yields uniqueness of stochastically
stable states, regarding the cost of the link. When the cost is higher than a thresh-
old efficiency is achieved. Interestingly the value of the threshold coincides with the
risk-dominance premium defined from the bilateral coordination game.

In the current paper, we extend the framework considered in Mel6ndez-Jim6nez
(2002) by applying the generalized Nash bargaining solution for the sharing of the
cost. Moreover we make the bargaining power of an agent to vary depending on
whether she proposes the link or she receives the link proposal. Thus, the model
consists in a three-stage game where, in the first stage, each agent of the population
chooses a standard (an action for the coordination game) and in the second stage
each agent decide to propose a set of costly links, that is, given the choices on
standards, each agent decides who she wants to interact with (i.e. form links).7
In the third stage, for each proposed link, agents bargain over the sharing of the
cost, and we consider that the bargaining power of an agent depends on whether
she has been the proposer or not. We assume that the proposer of the link incurs
in a weaker position.S This allows to make the link proposal decision of any agent
contingent on the observed pattern of actions. As in the related models mentioned
above, the (gross) payoffs from the interaction between two agents are represented
by a 2x2 symmetric coordination game in which we identify the actions with the
chosen standards. This game is characterized by two pure strategy Nash equilibria,
one efficient and the other risk-dominant.

Note that, interestingly at one extreme of our model, when the bargaining power
of the proposer is set to be equal to f , we would be in the static version of the model
analysed in Mel6ndez-Jim1nez (2002). Differently, when the bargaining power of the
proposer is set to be 0 we rvould have a situation closer to the case analysed in Goyal
and Vega-Redondo (2004). Nevertheless, even in this extreme case, the proposer does
not necessarily meets completely the cost. Note that, in our model, a link forms
whenever the aggregate (gross) payoff of both agents exceeds the cost. Nevertheless,
we do not allow for side payments, and, hence, the maximum share of the cost
an agent can meet is her individual gross payoff from the bilateral coordination
game. Clearly, when this payoff for the proposer is lower than the cost, even if her
bargaining power is 0, her share of the cost would be exactly equal to her (gross)
payoff.

We show that five kinds of equilibrium outcomes arise in this game (apart from
the trivial equilibrium characterized by the empty network when the cost of the
link exceed the maximum aggregate gross payoff). The first two classes correspond
to the most intuitive equilibrium outcomes, which are also present in other models
of network formation in contexts of coordination games: they are characterized
by the emergence of the complete netrvork and the fact that all the agents choose

7In Nilel6ndez-Jim6nez (2002), the symmetric Nash bargaining solution is assumed for the dis-
ir ibution for the l ink cost. Therefore, the second stage of the model is omitted, since who is the
proposer in a link makes no difference.

sThis means that the proposer has a lower bargaining power than the respondent.
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the same standard, which we denote by outcome type I and type 1/, depending on
whether the chosen standard is the efficient or the risk-dominant one, respectively.
Moreover, the fact that the actions and link proposals are chosen in separate stages,
allovrs the presence of three additional classes of equilibrium outcomes. First, we get
the situation where a network of two components forms: a complete component of
players choosing the efficient action and a complete component of agents choosing
the risk-dominant action, which we denote by outcome type III.g Second, we obtain
as equilibrium outcome the case where the complete network forms but players are
choosing different standards (outcome type IV). Finally we obtain the case where all
players who choose the efficient action get linked to all the population and all player
who choose the risk-dominant action get (only) linked to all players who choose the
efficient one (outcome type V). Hence this new feature of our model, where link
proposal can be made contingent to the observed pattern of actions, joint to the fact
that, when an agent becomes the proposer in a link, she incurs in a weaker position,
allows to strategically support a richer variety of equilibrium outcomes.

Finally. it is worth mentioning other studies in the literature of social and eco-
nomic networks. Jackson and Wolinsky (1996) study the stability and efficiency of
networks; but they do not formally model the procedure of network formation. Stud-
ies which explicitly analyze the dynamic process of network formation, but where
agents only decide about link formation (and there are no other actions that influ-
ence their payoffs), include for example Bala and Goyal (2000), Jackson and Watts
(2002a), and Watts (2001). Finally regarding the cost sharing of link formation,
Galeotti and Mel6ndez-Jim6nez (2004) study an indirect link model where the part

of the cost each agent bears in a Iink result from a prisoner's dilemma game.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the model.
Section 2.3 provides an adaptation of the Nash bargaining solution to our model.
Section 2.4 characierizes the equilibrium outcomes of the same. Section 2.5 con-
cludes.

2.2 The rnodel

Let // : {1,2,...,n} be the set of players, where n ) 2. We assume agents
to be risk neutral. The model is a three-stage game where, in the first stage, each
player i e N chooses an action a; from his available action space A; : A : {",0}
Vz e N. Then, after observing the pattern of act ions o: (at ,a2,. . . ,a")  € An, in

the second stage, each player propose links, i.e. each player z e l/ chooses a vector

7r (a )  :  (go , t (o ) ,g r ,z (a ) , . . . ,9 in  (a ) )  where  9 ; , i@)  :  1  i f ,  g iven  (a ; ,a i )  ,  p layer  i
proposes a link to player j and g4i @): 0 otherwise. We fit go,o: 0 Vi € l/. In the
third stage the cost sharing of each link is determined according to the generalized

Nash bargaining solution, where the bargaining po'iver of agent z in a link zj is:

28

sNote that this equi l ibr ium is also achieved in Goyal and Vega-Redondo (2004)
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j  i f  & , j :  1  and g j , i  :0

( t  -  f )  i f  g ; , j  :0  and g j ,a :  I

1  . .
; i I g t , i : 9 j , i : r
a

We assume 'y < + since otherwise in any equilibrium strategy for any possible
link among a pair of agents {i, j} e N either both agents decide to propose the
link (96,7 : gi,i:1), and the symmetric Nash bargaining solution applies, or none
of them propose the link. Hence it would result in the model analyzed in Mel6ndez-
Jim6nez (2002). To characterize the conditions for a link to form, first we have to
define which are the benefits and costs it implies for the involved players. Given the
actions, chosen by any two players i and j, the establishment of a link ij between
them conveys:

(i) a gross payoff for the agents given by the symmetric function r : AxA - ft+.
This function is represented by the following matrix:

29

rvhere the entries represent the payoffs
r(ai,a), given the actions a,; € A and o3 €
conditions hold:

d> f ,  b le ,  d>b ,  b+ f>d+e

for playeli, r(a6,a3), and for player j,

A they chose respectively. The following

(1 )

The conditions d > / and b > e refr,ect the fact that r(') represents the payoff

matrix of a 2x2 symmetric coordination game; d > b means that (o, o) is the Pareto
efficient equilibrium of this game; and bt f > d*e that (0,0 i" the risk dominant
equilibrium as defined by Harsanyi and Selten (1988).

(ii) Additionally, the establishment of the link ij (i.e. when the link has been
proposed in the second stage) implies a fixed cost c ) 0 that has to be born in some
feasible way, c : Qj * c7r, between the involved players' c;i represents the part of
the cost paid by player i in the link ij and ci; the share paid by player j. We impose
the following conditions: c4 ) 0 and cit ) 0. Therefore, in this model, we do not
allow agents to subsidize others in order to form a link.l0

Note that we propose that the cost sharing result from the generalized Nash

bargaining solution, i.e. we take an axiomatic approach for the third stage of the

t0Note that c;3 < 0 would convey that player i gets additional profits from the link ij which, as

ci j  + cj i :  c, she would receive from player j .

Table i
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game. This allows us to make the analysis quite general as we do not define explicitly
a bargaining procedure. Moreover note that the decision of agents in the second stage
g(a) = (g{o),92(a), ..., g"(a)) results in a network structure.

Hence, a strategy profile is summarized by a pattern of actions and a vector
of link proposals for each agent given any possible pattern of actions, i.e. s :

(a,{g (")}"ee-) , where a € A. Let S represent the space of strategy profiles.

Given astrategy":  (0,  {g(a)}"ee^),  thetotalpayoff ,  f le(r) ,  aplayerz e Ngets
in this model is the sum of the payoffs she gets from all her formed links net of the
shares of the cost she pays (according to the generalized Nash bargaining solution
and her link proposals), i.e.lI

30

I I ;(s) :  f  **{go, i@), gi,r (a)} - ln(a6, a) - si l .
i+i

(2)

To solve for the equilibria of this model we use the backward induction argument.
In section 3 we specify, taken as given a pattern of actions a, and the fact that a
player, say f, has proposed a link to some other player, say 7, how the generalized

Nash bargaining solution induces the sharing of the cost c the link involves. In
section 4 considering the cost sharing result obtained in the previous section we
analyse the subgame perfect equilibria for stages 1 and 2.

2.3 Cost Sharing

In this section we analyze how, when a link has been proposed, the involved
agents share the fixed cost c that it conveys, i.e. we solve the third stage of the
game. This cost sharing depends on:

(i) The actions chosen by any of the two players in the first stage and the function
7T.

(ii) Who has proposed the link, which will determine the bargaining powers of

agents.

We consider that the generalized Nash bargaining solution is appropriate to this
model, as it allows us to analyse a range of different bargaining powers depending on
who proposes the link, and this solution displays the feature that the resulting cost
division will depend on who proposes the link and on the gross payoff each agent

can get. That is, ceteris paribus, the higher the gross benefit an agent obtain from

the link, the (weakly) higher the part of the cost he will bear, and the higher the

bargaining power of an agent, the lower the cost he will met. We have to adapt our

model to be able to apply the generalized Nash bargaining solution, as the latter

is defined to study the sharing of positive benefits among two players and, instead,

I I Note that c;; is not defined when the link ij is not formed. In order to precisely state expression
(2), assume without loss of generality that in this case cti : 3. This does not have any influence

on the results, since i t  wi l l  beiong to a zero-component of the expression (max{gri ,gio}:0)-
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what we have to analyze here is how players share costs. This adaptation is done
by defining the feasible net payoff set, over which players 'ivill bargain.

Consider a pair of agents sW, i,j € ly', who have respectively chosen actions
a1,ai  € {" ,{3}.  Moreover assume gt, i@): l  and gi ,o(g):0, i .e.  assume without
Ioss of generality that agent z is the proposer of the link. We denote the net benefits
for the agents i, and j from this ]ink as i(a.;,ai,Ui) and7^(ai,a;,cjr) respectively,
defined as:

:/^ ^ _ \ _ f n(oo,a) -cii if the link zj is formed
i ( a i , a ; , q ; ) : 1 ^  

- - - - - - - r  
a n d

| [, otnerwlse

; t^ .  ^ .  ^ . , \  -  i  n (o r ,a1)  -  c i r i f  the  l ink  i j  i s  fo rmed
T \ a i l a i , c i t ) : 1  

0 o t h " r * i r u  ,

where r(at,ai)'und. r(oi,a;) represent the payoffs obtained respectively by each
of them from the 2x2 symmetric coordination game (cf. Table 1).

Note that a necessary condition for the link zj to form is that, given the action
chosen by each of the two players, the following inequality holds:

r ; (a ; ,a i )  *  r i@6,a i )  2  c .  (3 )

This is, when the aggregate gross payoff of both players from the link exceeds the
cost it conveysl2 there exist some surplus over which players i and j can bargain. In
this situation they will have to agree on how to divide c into cii and c7r. Obviously,
an agent would not let the link to form if the cost she has to bear exceeds the gross
benefits she obtains from it. This is, if (3) is satisfied, in equilibrium, the link will
be proposed, sharing the cost in a way such that r(aa,ai) - C;3', and r(ai,a,i) ) ci;.

Now we define the bargaining problem (X,d) between players i, and j. The dis-
agreement value for each player is equal to 0 as this is the net payoff they obtain if
the link is not formed, i.e. d,: (0,0). The set of feasible net payoffs pairs is

where, for notational convenience, we have denoted ?;: ft(a,;,ai,ct) andfti:
i(ai, at, cir). Recall that players bargain how to split the cost of the link, but in this
model we do not allow for side payments among the agents. For this reason a player
cannot get from a link a net payoff exceeding her gross payoff (i.e. fr6 3 rr(a*ai) and
ii { n(a1,on)).tt This is, the maximal (net) payoff agent i can get from the link

r2Note tha texpress ion  (3 )  mayberewr i t tenas?(o ; ,  a j ,c ; j ) * f i (a1  ,a i ,c i ; )  )  0 ,  s ince  c i j+c j i : c .
13Otherwise, if we allowed for transfers, the form of the set X will be always as depicted in figure

1(a), i rrespective of whether the values of r;(a;,ai) and r;(ai,a5) are higher or lower than c. Also
note that these conditions are equivalent to min{c;r', ci;} > 0.

31

(4 \

( (t l,ft) en\ s.t. )
x :  I  t * f i i . - r (aa ,a i ) - l r (a i ,oo ) - '  f  .- 

| *,==-i',3,:,?,', I'
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i j (given the respective actions) is ri(a;,a7), which corresponds to the situation in
which agent j completely meets the cost of the link. In Figure 1 we can see depicted
the set of feasible payoffs x, for the different possible relations among r(a.;,ai),
r(ai ,a6) and c.ra

Feasible net payoff set

Now we turn to calculate the values of qr' and cr.z resulting from the disagreement
value d: (0,0) and the set X as defined by (+). First we characterize the payoffs
net of costs (?; and ?7) that players i and j respectively obtain from the link zj, in
case it is formed. The generalized Nash bargaining solution is defined as:15

32

T - argmax (io - do)1 -(fti - d.11-t) : argmax ft' l 'n\l-t)
i N e x , S N > d  ? N e x ,  t N > d

Note that, when n(a;, a1) *r(ai,a;) ) c, it is always possible to find at least
one distribution qy * cit : c such that r(ai,ai) - cti ) 0 and n(ai,aa) - cit 2 0.
This implies that players would prefer this possibility to disagreement (that conveys
zero-payoff for both of them) and so the link will form. We get ?; and f3 applying
the generalized Nash bargaining solution, to the bargaining problem (X,d), with
d: (0,0) and the feasible set X as defined bV (a). Let us see how ftr and f,.7 are
calculated.

Let us suppose, without loss of generality, that r(aa,oi) > r(ai,a1). We have
four possible situations:

ra ln  the  f igure  we use the  fo l low ing  no ta t ion :  r ; :? r (a i ,a5)  and T  j :T (a i ,a j ) .
r : 'See, for example, Osborne and Rubinstein (1990).
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(Case 1) a; : aj : Q
(Case 2) ai :  aj  :  0
(Case 3) a6: a,  ai  :  0
(Case 4) aa: 0,  aj  :  a

But first, note that the maximization problems is the following:

**H(fifift) 
: il -7\1-t)

t f  i , T  j

s.t.
f r ;  * i i  3r (a; , ,a j )  +r (a j ,on)  - ,

f t6 < r(a.;,a1)
ft1 3 n(ai,at)

i ; , i i  )  o

33

We obtain that the strictly Pareto-efficient points of X are included in the line
ft i* f t i  :  T(at,ai)  *r(ai ,oo) -  

" .  
Thus, W! :  -1.  As the (general ized) Nash bar-

gaining solution must be a (strictly) Pareto-efficient point, we have two possibilities:
aHG; ,n  j )

- If the solution is interior, it must satisfy: W : -"#:=+ -1 : -6S;; *
aij

fti: fifii, and hence

6y , f ty)  :  ( t  ( t t (a*a i )  - r  r (a i ,a)  -  c) ,  (1  -  r )  (n(oo,a)  *  r (a i , "o)  -  
" ) )  

.

- If we have a corner solution, then

case r  {  
Q i : . a i :Q

I assuming 2d > c

c " " "2  {  
a i : . a i : o

I assuming 2b > c

(n(ou,ai) ,r(ai ,a;)  -  c),  i f  (1 -  .y) ( t r(a; ,ai)  *  r(ai ,ar)  -  c) q r(ai ,oo) -  
"(n (ou ,a j )  -  c , r (a i ,a5) )  , i f .1 (n (a , ; ,a j )  +  r (a j ,o )  -  

" )  
t  r (a t ,a )  -  c

(d - ",d) it ld> cl ̂  l" . #l
6Qd - 

"), 
(1 - 1) Qd - c)) otherwise

(b - r,b) if [b > c] ̂ 1.,, #l
hQb - c), (1 - 'y) Qb - c)) otherwise

It"-c,f)if l">"lnh.trl
l (e, / -c)  i f  l f  >")nLtt f r=l
[  ( r ( "+ f  - c ) , ( 1  - r ) ( e+ f  - " ) )  o the rw i se

(fty,ftI)

With this result at hand we now characterize the four mentioned cases (recall

9q @) : 1 and gi,t(g) : 0).

I:t

), raf ,ri): 
{

), rafl,ri) : 
{

case B { ".ff;ft !,*:rP, "},{ 
{,fty):
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c. .u+ {  a ' ; : .g ,a i :e  J  rararyr : l
I  assuming e+ f  >  c  l t \ t ' ' i  " ' i  

i  -  

I

Note that, once we have obtained the net
they choose a pair of actions (at,ai), we can
each of them meets:

a Ao*

(f - ",e) if lf> cl  ̂ l" . #+)
0 k + f  - " ) , ( t - r )  @ + f  - c ) )  o t h e r w i s e

payoffs a pair of agents obtain when
uniquely define the share of the cost

c.ii : r(a6,") - ft{
c i6 :  r (a i , "o )  -  f i |

Given these results, in the next section we proceed to analyse the equilibria of
the game.

2.4 Equilibrium analysis

We shall look for subgame perfect equilibria of the three stage game. We note that
in the third stage, given a pattern of actions a and the fact that a link between
two players {i,j} € l/ has been proposed, say by player z, i.e. 94i@): 1, we
impose an axiomatic approach for the distribution of the cost of the link which
represents a bargaining procedure, the generalized Nash bargaining solution, which
was characterized in section 3 above. Hence the strategy of an agent is conformed
byatup le  (o t , {g t . (a ) } ree^) , i .e .  ap layerhas todec ideanact ion  6 , ie  A for the f i rs t
stage of the game and a set of links to propose in the second stage for any possible
pattern of actions a e A she may observe, i.e. g6(a).

Next proposition shows a necessary condition for a strategy (il,{ga(a)}"Ea^) to
be subgame perfect equilibrium:

Proposition 2.1 For any a pattern of actions a € A, consider a pair of agents

{i, j} e N. (i) if. r (aa, ai) * n (ar ai) ) c, in any subgame perfect equilibrium of the
game (d,,  g(a)"e, i  then g;7(a)* gi j@): 1.  ( i i )  Dif ferent ly,  i f . r  (a; ,ai)+n (a6,ai)  1c,
then g;r ' (a) :  9i l (a) :0

Proof : (i) Assume r (aa,ai)*r (oo,o) > c.If the link is not proposed (SU@) : gi,t (a) :0)

thenfra- frj:0, but differently, if the link is proposed both players obtain a non-
negative net payoff, so a player would have incentives to deviate to propose the link.
Now assume that both players propose the link (Sq@): gil(a):1), then, each of
them would have a bargaining power j for the cost sharing in the third stage. But
in this case a player, say 'i, would have incentives to deviate to not propose the link
and hence become the respondent for the cost sharing, i.e. enjoying a bargaining
power (t - r) > j, and hence bearing a lower share of the cost.!

We note that whenever the cost is so high that no link is profitable, an equilibrium
strategy profile of the game is characterized by the fact that no link forms. This
result is formalized in the following corollary.
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corol lary 2.L r f  c> 2d, a strategy prof i le 
" :  {d,  {g(a)}"Ea"} e s is an equi l ib-

rium if and only if g;,i@) : 0 for any {1, j} C .l{ and any a € A .

Proof :  We note that n(a6,ai)+r(ai ,a6) 12d, for any (ar,a) e 42. Then, i f
c> 2d condition (3) above, which was necessary for a link to form, is not satisfied.f

The structure of the game, where actions are chosen first and then, after ob-
serving a, players decide link proposals g (o), allows to make the proposals of links
contingent on the chosen actions. This fact, and the feature that the player who
propose a link incurs in a weaker position for the bargaining on the link cost (since

, < +) provides a richer set of equilibrium outcomes as compared to the case of
symmetric bargaining power analyzed in Mel6ndez-Jimlnez (2002) and other stud-
ies of coordination games played in networks.lo Note that this class of bilateral
coordination games played in networks has typically two possible equilibrium out-
comes (provided the network is not so high that no link is formed): either all agents
choose the efficient action o and the complete network arises, or all agents choose
the risk-dominant action p and the complete network arises. As we show below
this outcomes are also supported as equilibria in our framework (which we will de-
note equilibrium outcome type I and type II, respectively), but there are also other
classes of outcomes than can be strategically supported and involve the coexistence
of different actions:

Outcome type III,17 which correspond to the case where there are a set of agents
choosing e, No C I/, and a set of players choosing 0, NB = l/\tVo, such that any

{r,f} e N. get linked, any {k,l} e tlB get linked but there does not form any link
between two players i andk such that ie No and k € NB, i.e. a network with two
components, a complete component of a - players and a complete component of

B - players.

Outcome type IV, which correspond to the case where there are a set of agents
choosing a, ly'o C ly', and a set of players choosing 0, NB = N\/V;, and the complete
network arises.

Outcome type V, which correspond to the case where there are a set of agents
choosing e, No C l[, and a set of players choosing 0, NB = N\lV;, and a connected
but not complete network arises, where each o - player gets connected to all the
population, but there are no links between P - players.

2.4.L Outcome Type I

The first possible equilibrium outcome consists in all agents choosing the efficient
action and forming the complete netu,ork. This situation clearly represent the effi-
cjent outcome when 2d > c, as in thjs case it represents the maximum achievable
aggregate payoff. The next proposition characterizes the parameter range where this
type of outcome can be sustained as equilibrium.

" 'See for example Goyal and Vega-Redondo (1999) or Jackson and Watts (1999).
rTWe recall this equilibrium outcome is also present in Goyal and Vega-Redondo (1999)

35
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propositio n 2.2 Assume 2d, > c. The complete network with all agents coordinated

on the efficient action can be sustained as equilibrium'

The proof is shown in the appendix. Succinctly sketched, we define a set of

strategy profiles Sr C S characterized by the fact that all agents choose a and, for

any pattern of actions, a link forms if and only if the aggregate payoff of both agents

involved exceed the cost (in the equilibrium path it is clear that, given 2d > c,

the complete network arises). Moreover, each link may be only proposed by one

play-er.l8 In order to achieve this outcome as equilibrium for the widest parameter

iutrg" we assume that, in any subgame where an agent deviates to choose action p,

she becomes the proposer of all the (profitable links) she may form. We show that

even in the extreme case where a player in the equilibrium path is proposing links

to all the population, there are no incentives to deviate'

2.4.2 Outcome TYPe II

In this section we investigate under which circumstances a situation characterized by

the complete network where all agents are coordinates in the risk-dominant action

B can be strategically suPPorted.

proposition 2.3 Assume 2b > c. The complete network with all agents coordinated

on the risk-.dominant action can be sustained as equilibrium if and only if one of

the foliowing conditions (i)-(iii) hold:

( i )  c>  e+  f
) h _ .

\ xz ) "y< f f i

(ii i) 2(b - e) > c

The proof is shown in the appendix. We now sketch the main arguments' We

first define a particular set of strategy profiles ,92 C S, which provide an outcome of

type IL We prove that these strategies constitute an equilibrium if and only if one

of the conditions specified above hold (sufficient condition)' Finally we prove that

if a strategy profile s € S providing the outcome type II is an equilibrium, then any

strategy in the set Sz is an equilibrium (necessary condition)'

Note that in order to get this kind of equilibrium outcome it is necessary (and

sufifrcient) that one of the above conditions hold: (z) the cost exceeds the aggregate

payoff of choosing different actions (" > 
" 

* /), as, clearly, in this case a link

tetween an a - plaEer and a B - player does not form (hence no player would have

any incentives to deviate), or (zz) the bargaining power of the proposer is sufficiently

low, such that no agent has incentives to deviate to choose a (note that in this

case she becomes the proposer in all her links), or (i,i.i) the cost is sufficiently low

i8Note that these conditions ale neccesaly in order to attain subgame perfection
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(c < 2(b - e)) which is needed to assure that even if the case where an agent deviates
to choose a and the parameters are such that the respondent (playing p) completely
meets the cost (f > 

" 
and 7 > e/ (e+ f - c)), the benefits from deviating are lower

than the benefits if she follorvs the strategy.

The next corollary shows that, when the aggregate payoff of two agents coor-
dinated in the risk dominant action is higher than the aggregate payoff when they
choose different actions, then the outcome type II can be sustained as equilibrium.

Corollary 2.2 Assume 2b > c. rf. 2b > e * /, the complete network with all agents
coordinated on the risk-dominant action can be sustained as equilibrirrm.l9

Proof :  2b >  e*  /  impl ie"  # fu  >  + .  H:1 .e ,  ?  (  
f f i ,  wh ich f rom

proposition 2.3 is a sufficient condition for an equilibrium.l

2.4.3 Outcome Type III

In this case, we analyse consider the case where a network formed by two complete
components arises: a complete component of. a-players and a complete component
of P - plagers. That is, there are a set of agents choosing e, No C -|y', and a set
of players choosing 0, NB = lf\/V;, such that any {i,j} € l/a get linked, any

{k,l} € }/B get linked but there does not form any link betrveen two players z and k
s u c h t h a t ? € N " a n d k € N B .

First we present an introductory result:

Remark 2.1 There exist equilibria such that the resulting network consists in two
connected components only i f  2b> c> e* f  .

This result directly follows from proposition 1. Note that 2b > c is a necessary
condition for the fact that all players choosing action B get linked across themselves.
c> e* / is necessary for the fact that there is no link between a player who chooses
p and a player who chooses a-

We investigate the conditions such that an outcome characterized by a network
with a complete component of a-players and a complete component of B-plagers is
strategically supported. For simplicity reasons, in this and in the subsequent sections
(i.e. outcomes type III, IV and V) we will restrict our analysis to the case c ) d.
Note that we are interested in showing the presence of this variety of equilibrium
outcomes, but the complete characterization is very large.20 The assumption c > d
aliows to uniquely define net payoffs for any pair of actions (cf. cases 1-4 in Section
2.3)." Moreover, note that, in the one-sided link formation model proposed by

teNloreorrer, when 26 ) e* f , it is not neccessary to asume symmetric distrjbution of link proposals
in the equilibrium path in order to get an equilibrium (as we require for strategies in the set S2).
The proof is very similar to the proof of proposition 2.2 and hence, omitted.

20We developed the complete characterization but we only report the results for the case c > d.
2r See the proof of proposition 2.4 for an specification of these net payoffs.

2 n
U I
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Goyal and Vega-Redondo (1999), in this case (c > d), the empty network would
arise. Hence the presence of interaction in this parameter range is specific of our
model.

The next proposition characterizes the conditions such that this class of outcomes
can be strategically supported. Let no: lNol

Proposition 2.4 Assume 2b > c> e* /. Moreover assume c> d. Then a network
formed by trvo complete components (l/" and NB) can be supported as equilibrium
if and only if the following condition holds:

|  *(za-")  |  -  f  -r tx_"t  - l

tnffi) ' ;>lyaffi l
The proof is shown in the appendix. The main arguments are the following: we

first define a particular set of strategy profiles 53 C S, which provide an outcome of
type III. We prove that, given 2b> c ) max{e * f ,d}, these strategies constitute an
equilibrium if and only if the condition specified above holds (sufificient condition).
Finally we prove that if a strategy profile s € ,9 providing the outcome type III is an
equilibrium, then any strategy in the set ,S3 is an equilibrium (necessary condition).

We comment on this result. Note that the proportion of players who choose a,

ff needs to be high enough so that no a_gent in the set ,lVo has incentives to deviate

to action 0, i.e. T , lt 1$rr .,l . Nevertheless, this proportion has to be
I  t \2d-c)+?\20-c)  |

lower that a threshold ,T < l=rff ir=1, such that no agent in the set.t[B has
L1\2d-c)+; \zo-c)  )

incentives to deviate to action o. Note that when .y : + both conditions can not be
simultaneously satisfied, hence in Mel6ndez-Jimlnez (2002) this class of outcome is
not sustained in equilibrium.

The next result shows a parameter range such that only the strategies presented
above constitute equilibria.

Remark 2.2 If 2d > c > e * / only outcomes of type I, type II and type III as
described above can be strategically supported.

Note that c ) e * / implies that in equilibrium no link is formed between any
pair of agents who have chosen different actions. If 2d > c > 2b, only equilibrium
outcomes of type I are possible, i.e. all players choose the efficient action and the
complete network arises. Finally if 2b > c > e * / either all agents choose the same
action and in this case the complete network arises (outcomes of types I and II) or
there are agents choosing different actions. In this case clearly a network formed by
trvo complete components arises (outcome of type III).

38
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2.4.4 Outcome Type IV

In this case) we consider the outcome which consists on a set of agents choosing o,
l/o C N, a set of players choosing 0, NB = lf\N;, and the complete network.

First we present an introductory result:

Remark 2.3 There exist equilibrium outcomes such that the complete network
arises and there are agents who choose different actions only if min{2b, e * f} > c.

Note that this result follows directly from proposition 1.

As in the previous case, we restrict our analysis to the case c > d. This allows
to uniquely define net payoffs for any pair of actions (see proof of proposition 2.5 in
the appendix).

We now characterize the conditions such that this class of outcomes can be
sustained in equilibrium. To this aim we differentiate two cases depending on wether
the aggregate gross payoff from a link of two agents choosing action B exceeds the
aggregate payoff in the case of one player choosing o and the other choosing 0 (i.".
2b > e + /) or the reverse holds (e + f > 2b). The results are summarized below
(propositions 5 and 6, respectively).

Proposition 2.5 Assume 2b > e + f > c. Moreover assume c > d. If one of the
following conditions (i)-(ii) hold, then the complete network with coexistence of
different actions can be sustained as equilibrium.

( i ) t < andff,l*###*l
/ . . \  e r r -e  , l  * tzu- " t - . l t l j !_9_ l  ; ,a r [ ,=J(2b- " ( : l { ) ) ,  " l\21) 't > ot;,)+flp+7-4 und 

[;iz-_.;ar1z d._c)_(e+f _c) ) 
- 

" 
> lre6:;frT;)+d-^, I

The proof is shown in the appendix. It follows the same structure than the
previous propositions. We define a particular set of strategy profiles Sa C ,9, which
provide an outcome of type IV. We prove that, given 2b > e * f > c > d, these
strategies constitute an equilibriurn if and only if one of the conditions specified
above holds (sufficient condition). Nevertheless, in this case we do not prove that it
also represents a necessary condition.

We now comment on this result. In this case, the condition such that an o -

player does not have incentives to deviate from s € Sa requires that there is a suffi-_

cient number of players choosing the same action as her, i.u. ? > I *#ffi*- |
The incentives to deviate of a B-player directly depend on 7. When the proposer has
a lowbarga in ingpower ( l<o . f f i ) ,aB_p lagerdoesnothave incent ives to
deviate regardless the pioporli;;fi';-1;;lig"r:'t inthe population. Differently, for a
higher value of 1, a B - player would require a sufficient number of players choosing

her same act ion in order to fol low the stratesv (Ln < |  ,  .=. i (?a-")-  l ("+4-")-  l ' ' .ev  \  n  L ; \ , 2b_c )+1 \2d_c )_ l e+J_c ) ) '
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Proposition 2.6 Assume e + f > 2b > c. Moreover assume c > d. Then the com-
plete network with coexistence of different actions can be sustained as equilibrium
if and only if one of the following conditions (i)-(iv) hold.

a

( i )  t  <min{r#;-,2%{#)'  
t  z \e+J  -v )  L \Lu- | ' )  )

/ . . . . \  - - :  I  z t - "  e* f -c  l . -  ^ ,  -  2(e+f-b)-c(z?,) mrn \rG+7:d,@a:diclr:d J, t > ffi

/ . . . \  2h_o (  o ( " t t_x \_ .  e r - r_ r  I  
^  a  i (2b_c)_ tG+f  

_c)  
,n  _\r') T#4 > 1 > max 

t ffi,ed-;iiG;T=dJ and n- < 
E"F,+.,ed_.,,.(e+/-c) r'"

/ .  \  e r f  - e  (  q u  -  2 ( e + f  _ b ) - c l  ^ _ ,  _  \  1 G + I - c ) - + ( 2 b - c )  / ^lzu)  pv: j f f i  >  1 '  > max {z(#f?) , f f iJ  and n"  > f f i  (n  -

The proof is shown in the appendix. We define the same set of strategy profiles
as in the previous proposition (Sa C ,S); we show that, given e* f > 2b > c> d, any
strategy in this set is an equilibrium if and only if one of the conditions (z) - (iu)
above hold (sufficient condition). In this case, when e + f > 2b, any strategy s € Sa
allows the outcome type IV to be sustained as equilibrium for the widest parameter
range. Hence, if any strategy providing outcome type IV is an equilibrium, then any
strategy in the set Sa also constitute an equilibrium (necessary condition).

We comment on this result. Note that no a - plager have incentives to deviate,
even if in the equilibrium path she proposes links to all B - plagers. Expressions
(t) - (l,u) in the proposition characterize the conditions such that a B - plager does
not have incentives to deviate from s € ,Sa.

2.4.5 Outcome type V

In this case, we consider the outcome which consists on a set of agents choosing o,
No c N, a set of players choosing 0, NB: l/\No, and the resulting network being
connected but not complete. In this case each a - plager gets connected to all the
population, and no link between B - plagers form.

First we present an introductory result:

Remark 2.4 There exist equilibria such that the resulting network is connected
but not complete only if e+ f > c> 2b.In this equilibria, all players choosing o get
linked to all the population and there are no links between B players.

Note that this result follows directly from proposition 1.

As in the previous cases, we restrict our analysis to the situation c> d.22

We now characterize the conditions such that this class of outcome can be strate-
gically sustained.

z2Recall this allows to uniquely define net payoffs for any pair of actions. See the proof of
proposition 2.7 for an specification of such payoffs.

1 )

1)
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Proposition 2.7 Assume e + f > c > 2b. Moreover assume c > d. Then a net-
work consisting in a connected but not complete component23 can be sustained as
equilibrium if and only if the following conditions hold:

t < pffi6i7a and no > @$+&a:d (" - r)

The proof is shown in the appendix. The procedure is analogous to the previous
cases. We first define a particular set of strategy profiles ,55 C S, which provide an
outcome of type V. We prove that, given e + f > c) max{2b,d}, these strategies
constitute an equilibrium if and only if the condition specified above hold (sufficient
condition). Finally we prove that if a strategy profile s € ,9 providing the outcome
type V is an equilibrium, then any strategy in the set 55 is an equilibrium (necessary
condition).

We comment on this result. In this case) no player in the set 1Vo has any incen-
tives to deviate to choose B from a strategy s € 55. Differently we need conditions
in order to prevent deviations of players in the set l/B. This condition requires that

there is a sufficiently high number of a - plagers, i.e. no > Gig+&-d (" - 1).
Moreover it is required that the bargaining power of the proposer is low enough.2a

We now note that only the outcomes detailed above can be sustained as equilib-
rium.

Remark 2.5 Assume 2d) c. In the model, there only exist equilibrium outcomes
of the types I, II, III, IV and V.

This result follows from proposition 1.

Finally, we specify parameters ranges such that networks which are not complete
can be sustained in equilibrium.

Remark 2.6 There exist equilibria such that a network g arises, which is neither the
complete network nor the empty network only if max{zb,e+ f} > c > min{2b,e+ f}.

Note that 2b > c > e i / allows for the presence of equilibria of Type III,
where the network is formed by two complete components. e* f > c > 2b allows for
equilibria of Type V, where a connected but not complete network arises. Differently
if c ) max{2b, e * f),only links across a - plagers are possible, and hence in
equilibrium either the empty network arises (when all players choose B andfor c>
2d) or the complete network arises with all players choosing a (when 2d > c). When
min{2b,e + f} ) c, clearly the complete network forms in equilibrium.

23wh"r" each o - plager gets connected to all the population, and no link betrveen B - plagers
form.

2tNote that the condition I < A#€i=a results ir 6;fffi:6 < 1, aliowing the conditon
on no to be feasible.

4I
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2.5 Conclusions

We have proposed a model where each player chooses an action for a coordination
game, and then they decide to propose costly links. When a link is proposed the
share of the cost each agent bears is bargained, and the bargaining position of
each agent depends on who propose the link, by means of applying the generalized
Nash bargaining solution. We analyse the complete range of bargaining powers of
agents, such that at one extreme we have the case where all the bargaining power is
owned by the respondent of the link and at the opposite extreme we have symmetric
bargaining power. We characterize the set of subgame perfect equilibrium of the
model. The fact that link proposal are made after the actions are chosen make
possible to make the former decisions contingent on the observed pattern of actions.
This sequentially and the fact that the bargaining power is different depending on
who proposes the link allows for a richer set of equilibrium as compared to other
studies of network formation in contexts of coordination games. Specifically there
exist equilibria where different actions coexist, either in separate components of
players choosing the same action, in the complete network but with the presence of
players choosing different actions or in a connected but not complete network where
players choosing the efficient action get linked to all the population ant there are no
links between players choosing the risk-dominant action.

We have guidetl our research to the analysis of a natural dynamic model of
network formation in this framework, to deal with the issue of equilibrium selection.

2.6 Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2.2.

To prove the proposition, we define a particular set of strategy profiles Sr C ,9
which provide outcome type I. Then we prove that if 2d > c, any strategy s € 51
constitute an equilibrium.

Let us first define the set of strategy profiles 51 C ,S, such that s : {d, {g (o) }"6a" } e
,9i if and only if the following conditions (I.i)j(I.iii) hold:

( I . i )  d i :  e . ,  V?  €  -N,  i .e .  d  :  (a ,a , . . . ,a )

(r. i i) ee,1@) + s1t(a): { ; i l fr jTi3) 
*r(a6,a) 2 c v{i,, i} C r/ and

\
Y a € A n

e. i i i )  e i ,1(a i :o ,a j -  o) :  {  l : t - ;# i '  ,  v{ r , i }  €  N,  
L  U O t

That is to say, a strategy belongs to ,91 if all players choose the efficient action
(I.i), and whenever the aggregate gross payoff from a link i,j exceeds the cost, the
iink is proposed by one and only one of the players involved (I.ii). Moreover we
impose that, any player who deviates to chooses action B becomes the proposer of
any possible profitable link she may form (Liii).

A '
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Assume 2d > c. We claim that any strategy s € ,S1 constitute an equilibrium.
Clearly, the agent who would have higher incentives to deviate from a strategy profile
s: (d,{g(a)}"Ee^) e Sr is the agent rvho, in the equilibrium path, is proposing a
higher number of links. To see this note that depending on the parameter conditions
(either situation (S.i) or (S.ii) below, -cf. case 1 in Section 2.3-), the payoff an agent
z e ,A/ obtains from s is:

(S . i )  I f  e i ther  l2d  >  c>  4  o t  [d  >  
"and 

7  >  # ] ,
/ ,  \  /  / "  \ \

I I , (s)  :  (  t  es@)l tea-c)+ ( " -  (  Dno, , (a)  )  ) ( r  - .y)  (2d,-  c)
\ j :1  /  \  \ i : '  / /

(S.i i) If ld> , and 7 . #l
/ .  \  /  / "  \ \n, (s) : ( .t- e41 @) I (d-.) + ( "_ ( D g,,, (a) | | d
\ , i : r  /  \  \ : : 1  / /

And the payoffs obtained if she deviates to choose B (note that in this case she
becomes the proposer of all her links), depending on the parameters (either situation
(S.iii), (S.iv) or (S.v) below, -cf. case 4 in Section 2.3-) is:

(S.iii) If l" + f > c> fl ot lf ) c and -y > #=)
I I f  : (n - I ) t@+f  - " ) .
(S.iv) if [f > 

" 
and 7 < #a]

T I I : (n - r ) ( / - . )
(S .v )  I f  c>  e*  f
t r f :o
Note that the payoff of deviating is the same for all the population, but the

payoff from following the strategy is increasing in the number of proposed links

for the equilibrium pattern of actions, 
2so,i 

(d) . Hence, let us consider a player 'i,
J  = !

who is proposing links to all the population i.nn,r(a) : n - I to show that this
l : t

player does not have incentives to deviate to action p. Clearly, if this is the case,
the strategy s € ^91 is an equilibrium for any possible distribution of link proposals.
For player i we rewrite the payoffs in the parameter ranges (S.z) and (S.i.i.):

(S.") Ir; (") : (n - 1) 1 Qd - c)
(S. i i )  i l i  (s) :  (n -  t )  (d -  c)

Note that, if we compare the possible payoffs, for the different parameter ranges,
from following the strategy and deviating u'e have:

If we consider that both (S.i) and (S.iii) hold:
II;(s) : (" - 1) .y(zd - 

") 
> (n- 1) r(u + f - c) :tI!

If rve consider that both (S.i) and (S.iv) hold:
IIr(s) > IIf if and only if ^t > {#, which in this parameter range is always

satisfied. Note that the combination of parameters in (S.i) and (S.iv) is possible
only if / > c and #, ) I ) #. Ct"urly, ffi, l=nu".

If we consider that both (S.ii) and (S.iii) hold:
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IIr(s) > IIf if and only if .y < #2, which in this parameter range is always

satisfied. Note that if (S.ii) holds 7 . #.Clearly 8# .. *a
If we consider that both (S.ii) and (S.iv) hold:
f l ; ( s )  :  ( " -  1 )  ( d -  

" ) >  
( n -  1 ) ( / -  c ) : i l ! .

Finally, if we consider that (S.v) holds, clearly II;(s) > trl : O.

Hence, whatever the parameters of the model are, player i does not have incen-
tives to deviate to choose action 0. Ar any other player's incentives to deviate are
lower than playeli's, the proposition follows.I

Proof of Proposition 2.3.

The proof have two steps. In the first step we define a particular set of strategy
profiles ,52 C ,S, which provide the outcome type II. We then show that any strategy
s € 52 is an equilibrium if and only if one of the conditions (i)-(iii) in the proposition
holds. Hence, we prove that this represents a sufficient condition. In the second step
we show that if an strategy 3 e S resulting in outcome type II is an equilibrium,
then any strategy in the set ,52 constitute an equilibrium. Thus, we prove that the
proposition also provides necessary conditions.

Fi.rst step: suffici,ent condition

Let us def ine the set of  strategy prof i les SzC S such that t :  (o,{g(a)}"6n.) e
52 if and only if the following conditions (II.i)-(ILiv) hold:

( I I . i )  d t :0 ,  V i  e  N,  i .e .  d :  (p ,8 , . . . ,8 )

(r r .ii)

YaeA

( I I . i i i )  u r , i (a i :a ,a j :0 ) : {  i  I t  
e+  f  >c  v t ; ; \  e  . t v , .-  " )*J  -  t ' /  -  

|  0  otherwise )  Y \ " ) r  J

( I I . i ,u) Di"ersr{,}  gi ,k@): }Yi  619
In words, a straiegy belongs to Sz if all players choose the risk-dominant action

(II.i), and whenever the aggregate gross payofffrom a link ij exceeds the cost, the
link is proposed by one and only one of the players involved (II.ii). Moreover we
impose that, any player who deviates to chooses action o becomes the proposer
of any possible profitable link she may form (Iliii). Additionally in any strategy
s € 52, in the equilibrium path, each player proposes half of the links she finally
forms (il.iv). These two conditions are imposed in order to construct the strategy
profiles which support the outcome type II for the widest parameter range.

Assume 2b> c. A strategy t :  {d,{g(o)}"r{}  e S, prescr ibes that each player

proposes links to half of the population, i.e. DrS4r@) : lVl € N. Hence. as

all players are choosing the same action (0, and the completes network forms,
the payoff attained by every player is the same. Moreover the payoff obtained by
any player who deviates to choose action a is also the same because, given s, the
deviator becomes the proposer in any (profitable) link she may form. Hence consider

I  t i f  n ( a a , a i ) * r ( a a , a ) ) c  
v { i , j }  C N a n d94i@) + si/a) : 

{ o otherwise
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an arbitrary player z e ,n/. We now look for the conditions such that this plaver does
not rvant to deviate.

Depending on the parameter range (either situation (S.i) or (S.ii) below, -cf. case
2 in section 2.3-), the payoff an agent i, e N obtains from s : @,{g(")}o.a,) is:

(S. i )  I f  ei ther [ .  > b] or [b > c and t  > #],
IIr (s) : Tt Qd - c) + +(i - r) ed, - c) : (n - r) +(2d - c)
(S.i i) If lb> " 

and 7 . #l
nr (') : + (d - 

") + +d -- (n - r) + (2d - c) .
Hence, for any parameter configuration agent i's payoff is the same fI; (r) :

( " - t ) lQa-Q.
And the payoffs obtained if player i deviates to choose a (note that in this case he

becomes the proposer of all her links), depending on the parameters (either situation
(S.iii), (S.iv), (S.v) or (S.vi) below, -cf. case 3 in Section 2.3-) is:

(S.i i i) If l"+ f > c > fl o, [f > c > e and 7 < fi=] or [e > c and 7 €
I  - _ -  -  \ ,
| --:----:- -____:_ | I

\ e + / - c ,  e * f  - c J J

I I I :  (n - 1)r(" + f  -  c)
(S. iv )  I f l f>"and7>#=l
r I ! : (n - r ) "
(S.v)  I f  [ ">rand7 <f f i ]
TI I : (n -1 ) (e -c )
(S.vi) if lc> e+ fl
i l ! : o '

We now look for the equilibrium conditions in each situation:

In (S.iii) IIr (") > n! fi and only if .y < ffi
In (S.iv) IIr (") > III if and only it 2 (b - e) > c
In  (S .v )  I I r ( " )  :  (n - I )+ (2d-  c )>  ( " -  1 )  (e -c ) : y14
In (S.vi) II; (") : (n - I) +(2d- c) > 0 : Irf

Hence the first conclusion is that, when c > e* /, s constitutes an equilibrium.
Now we claim that, assuming 2b > c, when 7 a 

ffi, s constitutes an
equilibrium for any values of {d, b,e, f ,c}. To see this, nbte t}rat we just have to
check for ranges of parameters defined in (S.iv). But note that, in (S.iv), .,t> 

#_..
We knorv that in this situation an equilibrium requires 2 (b - e) > c.So assunie ihis
condition does not hold, i.e. 2 (b - e) < c. Note that this implies that #= >

#fu, and henceif I < ff i and 2 (b-") ( csituation (S.iv) is not possible.
Therefore 1 < #fu is a sufficient condition for s to be an equilibrium.

Now we claim that, assuming 2b > c, when 2 (b - 
") 

) c, s constitutes an equi-
librium for any values of {d, b,e, f ,c}. To see this note that rve just have to check
that this holds in ranges of parameters defined in (S.iii). But note that, in (S.iii),
1 < fi_".We know that in this situation an equilibrium requires .,t < ffi\.

1 F+o
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So, assume this condition does not hold. i.e. .v > =,2?." ,.z(e*f _.c)' Note that 2 (b - e) > c

1TOti.. 
that fi--" < ffi, and hence it2(b- e) > candl > ffi\ situation

(S.iii) is not possible. Therefore 2(b - e) > c is a sufficient condition iot r to be an
equilibrium.

Now we claim that the fact that one of the conditions -(i) , (ii) or (i.i,i,) in the
proposition- holds is necessary for a strategy s € ,S2 to constitute an equilibrium.
Assume e+ f  >  c  and 2(b-e)  <c  and7,  f f ih  Note  thar  f f i>  # . ,
rvhich means that in this case parameters do not allow for situatioti 1S.") (recali we
are assumin s I > fiffi). The assumption e+ f > c implies situation (S.vi) is not
possible. Hence given our assumptions, necessarily we have either situation (S.iii)
or situation (s.iv;. Then, as 2(b - e) < c and 7 > n#*, we already know thai
the strategy is not an equilibrium. This completes th'e first'step of the proof.

S econd step: necessarg condi,ti,on

We claim that if a strategy 3 e S which provides outcome type II is an equilib-
rium, then any strategy s € 52 is an equilibrium. To see this note that conditions
(II.i) and (II.ii) are necessary to obtain this outcome and to have subgame perfec-
tion, respectively. Hence, strategy F e S must satisfy (II.i) and (ILii). Note that
condition (Il.iii) niakes that any agent who deviates obtains the worst possible out-
come (since they become proposerc in all their links). Thus, assume condition (Il.i i i)
is also satisfied by 3. Clearly the payoff attained by any agent z € -/\/ who deviates to
choose action a is the same (because any agent who deviates becomes the proposer
in all her links). Differently the payoff an agent obtain from following the strategy
is decreasing in the number of links she proposes. Hence the critical player is that
one who is proposing a higher number of links. Any strategy in ,52 satisfy (II.iv), i.e.
Dre.rry{r} gi,k@) : z+Vi € N, which means that each player is proposing half of
the links that she finally forms. Hence the incentives to deviate are the same across
all players and weakly lower than the incentives of the critical player given s. This
completes the proof.l

Proof of Proposition 2.4.

The proof have two steps. In the first step we define a particular set of strategy
profiles 53 C ^9, which provide the outcome type III. We then show that, if 2b >
c > max{e + f ,d}, any strategy s € ,93 is an equilibrium if and only if one of the
conditions (i)-(ii i) in the proposition holds. Hence, we prove that this represents a
sufficient condition. In the second step we show that if a strategy 3 e S resulting
in outcome type III is an equilibrium, then any strategy in the set 53 constitute an
equilibrium, Thus, we prove that the proposition also provides necessary conditions.

F'irst step: suffici,ent cond;iti,on

Let us define the set of strategy profiles ̂ 9r C s such that s: (o,{g(a)}"6a.) e
,S3 if and only if the following conditions (III.i)-(III.vi) hold:

(III.i) di: a, Vi € No C ff
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(III. i i) 0,i:0,Vj e NB = lr\fV;

(rrr. i i i) st, i@) + s^r(a): { I 
t j , lo: ?t v{i. d} c A/ and ya e A,, r r , z \ * . /  

[  0o therw ise
( I I I . iu )  9 r , i (a i :  e ,a j  -  c )  :1 i f  i  e  l /B  and j  e  N.
( I I I . u )  9 4 i ( a 6 : p , a j : 0 ) : I i f  i € N o a n d  j e  N B

f r'e rr"\{;7 9i,nGt) : 
lfvt t nt 

\(rrr.ui) { 3:
1 z-re No\{j 7 si,t@) : ?e}Vi e NB 

I
where n, = lN, l  andnB = lNpl :  (n-no).  In words, a strategy belongs to 53

if there is a set of players /Vo who choose the efficient action and a set ltrB : lf\1v;
of players who choose the risk-dominant action (IILi)-(III.ii), and, whenever the
aggregate gross payoff from a link exceeds the cost, the link is proposed by one
and only one of the players involved (III.iii). Moreover we impose that, any player
who deviates to choose a different action becomes the proposer of any possible
profitable link she may form (IIi.iv)-(III.v). Additionally in any strategy s € ,S3, in
the equilibrium patli, each player proposes half of the links she finally forms (illvi).
These tu'o conditions are imposed in order to attain the strategy profiles which
support the outcome type III for the widest parameter range.

Assume 2b> c > e*/  and c> d. Let player z be the proposer of the l inki . j .
Then, from Section 2.3 we have the following net payoffs:

-  I f  (a ; ,o i )  :  (o ,a )  then ( f t1 , f t i )  :  Q Qd, -  c ) ,  (1  -  1 )  (Zd  -  c ) )
-  I f  (aa,ai)  :  (0,B) then (f t$i)  :  Q Qb - c),  (1 -  1) Qb - c))
-  I f  (aa ,a i )  :  (o ,p )  then ( f t , i , i i ) :  (0 ,0 )
- I f .  (a; ,oi)  :  (0,a) then (f t t f r i ) :  (0,0)

First, we look for the condition such that an agent z € l/" does not want to
deviate.

The payoff if agent z follows the strategy s € 53 is:
i l r (s )  :9 . red, -c )+  ( ' . -  r )  ( r  _ r )  ed,_c) : (no_ t )+  (2d,_c)
The payoff obtained if she deviates is:
flf : rBt Qb - c) : (n - n") 1 Qb - c) .

Hence IIe (") > IIf if and only if no ] d##4n + 
Wm;A, 

which
-  t  42h-e\  

- l

s lmprrhesto?> l f f i l
Second, we look the condition such that an agent j € l/B does not have incentives

to deviate.
The payoff if agent j follows the strategy s € ,53 is:
ni ( r )  :9* teb-c)  +  l r51) ( r  - r )  eb-c) :  (no- r )+(2b-c) :  (n-

n" -1)+(2b-c) .
The payoff obtained if she deviates is:
fl! : no^t (2d - c) .

Hence rI;  (s) > r i f  i f  and only i f  no < ,.  = *(?'-0"),,  ,  n - , . . i(?b ,",). .  ,- which-  
1Qd. -c )+ | (2b-c ) ' "  1Qd-c)+ t (2b- " ) " " '

simplifies to T .l*##;q] . rrtit completes the proof of the first part of
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the proposition.

S econd step: necessary condi,t,ion

To complete the proof we claim that if a strategy 3 e S which provides outcome
type III is an equilibrium, then any strategy s € 53 is an equilibrium. To see
this note that conditions (III.i), (III.i i) and (III.i i i) are necessary to obtain this
outcome and to have subgame perfection, respectively. Hence, 3 must satisfy (III.i-
iii). Note that conditions (ill.iv) and (III.v) make that any agent who deviates
obtains the worst possible outcome (since they become proposers in all their links).
Thus, assume conditions (III.iv-v) are also satisfied by 3. Clearly the payoff attained
by any agent in the set /V, who deviates to choose action B is the same (because any
agent who deviates becomes the proposer in all her links). Differently, the payoff an
agent in the set No obtains from following the strategy is decreasing in the number
of links he propose. Thus, the critical a - player is the one who is proposing a
higher number of links. The same argument holds for players in the set N,6. Any
strategy in ^93 is characterized by (IILvi): Di,elr.\{;} gtn(d) : n'/Vl € N* and

Dre,r,iB\{ii gi,t@) : o*oi € NB, i.e. each player is proposing half of the links that
she finally forms. Hence the incentives to deviate are the same across all players and
weakly lower than the incentives in strategy 3. This completes the proof.r

Proof of Proposit ion 2.5.

To show this result, we define a particular set of strategy profiles Sa C S, which
provide the outcome type IV. We then show that, if 2b > e* f > c ) d, any strategy
s € ,Sa is an equilibrium if and only if one of the conditions (i)-(ii) in the proposition
holds. Hence, we prove that this represents a sufficient condition.

We define the set of strategy profiles Sa c ^9 such that t : {d, {g (a)} 
"En^} 

e Sa
if and only if the following conditions (i)-(vi) hold:

(IV.i) di : Q, Vz e lV. C I/

QV.i i )  dj :0,Yj e NB = I / \ fV;

Qv-i i i )  9r, i@) + gi , i (a):  1 V{2, i }  c N and Va € A'
( IV. i ,u) 94i(ai :  (r ,aj  :  0):1 i f  i  € No and j  e NB
( I V . u )  g t . i ( a 6 : e , a j  - a )  : 1 i f  ?  € N B  a n d  j  € N o
(IV.ui,) 9e,1(a; : p,aj : 0) : I if i €1V. and j € Na

I rt/..;;\ f Dreru.t{ 4 9r,*@) : t'}vl € li" I
\ t v ' u L L )  

)  \ - .  
/ ^ \  n a - 7 ' "  "  ?

1 z-re.nvB\{j}qiJ\a) : -Y7-Yl € 1\B 
)

where 72, = ll/.1 and nB = lNBl : (n - no). In words, a strategy belongs to sa
if there is a set of players ly'o rvho choose the efficient action and a set 1y'6 : .A/\N.
of players who choose the risk-dominant action (IV.i)-(IV.ii), and, for any possible
pattern of actions each bilateral link is proposed by one and only one of the players
involved (Iv.iii). Moreover we impose that, any player who deviates to choose a
different action becomes the proposer of any possible profitable link she may form
(IV.v)-(iv.vi). Additionally, in any strategy s € 54, in the equilibrium path, each
player proposes half of the links she finally forms with players choosing the same
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action as her (Iv.vii). These two conditions are imposed in order to allow for an
equilibrium for the widest parameter range. Finally we comment on condition (IV.iv)
which prescribes that in the equilibrium path each player in the set 1Vo proposes
links to all players in the set NB. This condition is assumed to make the incentives
to deviate of the B - players as low as possible.25

Assume min{2b, 
"+ f} > c > d.Let player z be the proposer of the link zj. Then

from Section 2.3 we know that the following net payoffs arise:
-  I f  (a i ,a j )  :  (a ,a )  then ( f t * f t )  :  Q Qd, -  " ) ,  

(1  -  1 )  (zd  -  c ) )
- I f  ( a a , o i ) :  ( 0 , p )  t h e n  ( i o , f t i ) :  Q Q b  -  

" ) , ( 1  
- 1 ) Q b -  c ) )

- I f  ( a 6 , a j ) :  ( a , B )  t h e n  ( f r o , i i ) :  ( l k +  f  -  
" ) , ( 1  

-  t ) @ +  f  - " ) )
- I f  ( a i , a i ) :  ( . 0 , a )  t h e n  ( f t n , f r i ) :  ( l k +  f  -  c ) , ( 1  - r )  ( e +  f  -  

" ) )
Moreover assume 2b > e * /. First, we look for the condition such that an agent

i € No does not want to deviate.
The payoff agent i obtains if she follows the strategy s € ,Sa is:
I I r  (s )  :  (no  -  1 )  ;  (2d  -  c )+  ( '  -  n . ) t  G +  f  -  c ) .
The payoff obtained if she deviates is:
III : (no- 1)r k + f - c) + (n - no)1 Qb * c) .

Hencenz (r) > IIf  i fand onlyifno, 
ff i"*ff i

which s impl i f ies to  b > [ ,= , ] ( 'u-J . "1{) ) , ' ln '  
l1Q(b-e- f )+c)+a- |1

We now look for the conditions such that a player j e NB does not have incentives
to deviate.

The payoff agent j obtains if she follows the strategy s € ,9a is:
ni (")  :  (n -  no -  r )  iQu -  c)  + no(t  -  r )  @ + f  -  c) .
The payoff obtained if she deviates is:
n! : (n - rla - I).y (" + f - c) + (n - n.)1 Qd - c) .

Hence ni (r) > nt if and only if no { (" - 1)

Note that  i f  I  <  Otr : f t r iFd then 1Qd-c)  -  (1  - r ) ( "+ f  -c)  (  0 ,  hence
in this case the condition for.the B - plager is always satisfied for any fta l rr-

Differently, if r > O#ffr+T=d the condition for the p - player is binding, and

can be simptified to * < | ,,-r;!',u.-?J(i-*1 i), -, In L i \ tb_c)+1\2c1_c)_\e_l l  
_c)  )

This completes the proof.I

Proof of Proposit ion 2.6.

The proof have two steps. In the first step we show that, if e + f > 2b >
c ) d, any strategy s € Sa (this set is defined in the proof of proposition 5 and
represent a particular set of strategy profiles which provide the outcome type IV) is

2sNevertheless, it is not proved that this assumption allows for an equiiibrium in the lr'idest
parameter range. Thus, in the statement of the proposition we just provide sufficient conditions. In
any case) the equilibrium analysis suggests that B - plagers are more critical (for deviating) than
a - plagers, rvhich lead us to assume this condit ion.
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an equilibrium if and only if one of the conditions (i)-(iv) in the proposition holds.
Hence, we prove that this represents a sufificient condition. In the second step we
show that if any strategy i e ,9 resulting in outcome type IV is an equilibrium,
then any strategy in the set Sa constitute an equilibrium. Thus, we prove that the
proposition also provides necessary conditions.

First step: sufficient condi,ti,on

Assume e + f > 2b > c > d. We look for the conditions such that neither an
a - player nor a {3 - plager has incentives to deviate from a strategy s € Sa (Note
that this set of strategies is defined in the proof of proposition 5 by conditions (IV.i)-
(Iv.vii)). First, we look for the condition such that an agent i € No does not want
to deviate. The payoffs of agent i if she follows the strategy s € ^94, rlt (") , and if she
deviates to choose action P, IIl, were already obtained in the proof of proposition
5. We note that,  when e - t  f  > 2b:

n;  (s )  :  (no  -  1 )  +  (2d-  c )+(n-n . ) .y (e+ f  -  
" )  

>  I i f  :  (no- r ) tk+  f  -  c )+
(n - r " )1 (2b-c ) .

Then, in this case an a - plager does not have incentives to deviate, whatever
the cardinality of the set 1Vo.

\Ve now investigate the conditions for an agent j e NB.
From the previous proposition, we already got this condition, which may be

rewritten as:
nolt (e + f - ") 

* + (2d, - c) + (1 - i G + f - c) - -y (2d- c)l >
(" - 1) W G + f - 

") 
- \(za - c)1.

Let us denote:
A:?("+ f -c ) - l1za-c1
Q :  1  k+ f  -  c )  -  iQa-c)  +  (1  -  t )  @+ f  -  c )  -  t  Qd -  c )
Then the condition for the B - plager becomes:

Q n . " > - A ( n - l ) .  ( b )

We note that:

fn t o ++ f > q#^] u'a fs-l > o <+ 1 <'z+#l
L  z \ e - t I - c l  

)  L  L \ 1 L - L J  I

We now analyse the possibilities:

[1.l 'v < -in {-+h-,'("-lJ- u], "}. In this case A ( 0 and Q > 0. so the
t  

L \ c a J  - c l  z \ L u - o l  
)

condition for the B -player is satisfied for any cardinality of the set 1Vo.

50

I2ldfu>?>
(5) becomes:

2(e+ I -b) -c
2(2d-c) In this case A < 0 and Q < 0. Hence condition

[ ( i  fza-  c)  -  1k+ f  -  
" ) )  + 0(2d-c)  -  ( t  - r )  @+ f  - " ) ) ] ' , ,  <

li tzo - c) - t k + f - c)l (n - t)
Note that, i f  r  < ,rE:#, then -./(2d- c) - (1 *t)G+ f - c) < 0, hence

in this case the 
"o"aiiio""fJi"ii;"b 

- player is always satisfied for any na 1 D.
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Differently, if I > O#fffiT=4, the condition for rhe B -ptager is binding, and
becomes:

Itzu-.lt1e+I-.1 /n _ 1.\'o < 
7ffi1-^,12d-c)-(e+/-c) r' ^ /

( 
2b-" 2(e+/_b)_c l[3J r > max 

{t(ffi,ffi}. I" this case A > 0 and Q > 0. Hence
condition (5) becomes:

f /

[(r (. + f - c) -. i  (zu- 
")) + ((t - r) k + f - c) - 1 Qd - 

"))),.  >[ r ( '+  f  - r ) -LQu-c) ]  (n - r )
Note that,  i f  r  > e#Ch_d, then (r  - r )  k+ f  -c)- .y(2d-c) < 0,  hence

there is no equilibrium (an equilibrium would require no) n).
Differently, if f < @_#G?f=A, the condition for the B - player becomes:

.  1 f t * f -c) -  * (za-c)n.>f f i (n-1)

1 n-1 2(e+ f  -b)-c -  -  )h-e
1+1 ffi > ? > T:ff4 In this case A ) 0 and Q < 0. Hence condition

(5) is never satisfied.

Hence, when e + f > 2b> c ) d, we have shown that a strategy s € Sa is an
equilibrium if and only if condition (i), (ii), (ii i) or (iv) in the proposition hold.

S econd step: necessary cond,it,ion

We now claim that the fact that one of these conditions (i)-(iv) is satisfied is
necessary for an outcome of type IV to be sustained as equilibrium. To this aim, we
claim that, if a strategy 3 e S which provides outcome type IV is an equilibrium, then
any strategy s € ,5a is an equilibrium. To see this note that conditions (IV.i), (IV.ii)
and (IV.iii) are necessary to obtain this outcome and to have subgame perfection,
respectively. Hence, Smust satisfy (Iv.i-ii i). Note that conditions (IV.v) and (IV.vi)
make that any agent who deviates obtains the worst possible outcome (since they
become proposers in all their links). Thus, assume conditions (IV.v-vi) are also
satisfied by 5. Moreover assume that s prescribes that each a - plaEer proposes, in
the equilibrium path links to all B-players (condition (IV.iv)).26 Clearly the payoff
attained by any agent in the set No who deviates to choose action p is the same
(because any agent who deviates becomes the proposer in all her links). Differently
the payoff an agent in the set No obtains from following the strategy is decreasing in
the number of links he propose to players choosing the same action as her. Hence,
the critical a - player is that one who is proposing a higher number of links to
players in the set 1Vo. The same argument holds for players in the set -l/B. Any
strategy in .93 is characterized by (IV.vii): Ii, € N"\{i}go, k@) -- 

fvt € lf"

and f ,  e l fB\{ j }gi , I (A):re}Vi e NB, i .e.  each player is proposing half  of  the

26We will show below that this is a neccessary condition for this outcome to be supported in
equilibrium for the w'idest parameter range.
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links to players in her set. Hence, the incentives to d.eviate are the same across all
players choosing the same action, and weakly lower than the incentives in strategy
5- Finally we recall that, from the analysis above, that given s € 54, a - plagers
do not have incentives to deviate, even if they are proposing all the links to players
in NB. Hence, the critical player is in the set NB, and condition (IV.iv) becomes
necessary in order to get this equilibrium outcome for the widest parameter range.
This completes the proof.l

Proof of Proposition 2.7.

The proof have two steps. In the first step we define a particular set of strategy
profiles 55 C S, which provide the outcome type V. We then show that, if e* f ) c )
max{2b, d}, any strategy s € ,95 is an equilibrium if and only if the conditions stated
in the proposition hold. Hence) we prove that this represents a sufficient condition.
In the second step, we show that if any strategy 3 e 5 resulting in outcome type V
is an equilibrium, then any strategy in the set 55 constitute an equilibrium. Thus,
we prove that the proposition also provides the necessary condition.

Fi,rst step: suffici,ent condi,ti,on

Let us define the set of strategy profiles ,S5 C ,S such that 
" 

: (d, {g (a)}"aa") e
55 if and only if the following conditions (V.i)-(V.vii) hold:

(V.i,) di: a, Vz e //" C //
(V.iE 6.i:0,Yj e NB -: lr\ l f"

(v.iii) et,1@) + si,t(a): { ljJj?i3) 
*r(a6,a) > c v{i., j} C 1/ and

'" 
i#r, 9r,i(a6: (r,aj : g) :, ,, , . 1Vo and j e NB
(V . r )  94 i (aa :c r ,a j  -a )  :  I i f  i€  NB and j  e  N.
(V .u i )  94 i (aa :p ,a j  -a )  :  L i f  i€  /Vo and j  e  N,
(V.ui,i,) Di,ery"\{;} gt,x@) : SV,i, e N.
In words, a strategy belongs to 53 if there is a set of players 1vo who choose

the efficient action and a set l/B : N\/V; of players who choose the risk-dominant
action (v.i)-(V.ii), and, whenever the aggregate gross payoff from a link exceeds
the cost, the link is proposed by one and only one of the players involved (V.iii).
Moreover we impose that, in the equilibrium path, each o - plager proposes links
to all players choosing action B (V.iv), and any player who deviates to choose a
different action to that one prescribed by the strategy becomes the proposer of any
possible (profitable) link she may form (v.v)-(v.vi). Additionally, in any strategy
s € ,95, in the equilibrium path, each a-plager proposes half of the links she finally
forms with players choosing the same action (V.vii). These conditions are imposed
in order to attain the strategy profiles which support the outcome type V for the
widest parameter range.

Assume e+ f > c) max{2b,d}.Let player i be the proposer of the link ij. Then
from Section 2.3 we have:
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- I f  ( a6 ,a i ) :  ( a ,a )  t hen  ( f r r , f t i ) :  Q (2d , - c ) , (1  - l ( 2d , -  c ) )
-  I f  (a i ,  o i )  :  (0 ,8)  then ( f r1 , f i  i ) :  (0 ,  0)
- I f  ( a i , a j ) :  ( a ,B )  t hen  ( f t o , i i ) : 0@+ f  -  c ) , ( 1  - . i k+  f  * " ) )
- I f  ( a6 ,a ) :  (13 ,a )  t hen  ( f t n , i i ) :  ( t k+  f  -  c ) ,  ( 1  -  i k  +  f  -  

" ) )
First we look for the condition such that an agent z € N* does not want to

deviate. The payoff agent e obtains if she follows the strategy s € s5 is:
r l r ( " )  : ( . r )  .yed-a+(41J)  ( r - r )  +@-n. ) (e* f -c ) :
:  (no - r)  +(t  * r)  + (n - n,) (e + f  -  c)
The payoff obtained if she deviates is:
f I ! : (n , -1) r@+f-c) .
Clearly IIt (s) > IIf and hence no agent in the set No has incentives to deviate.

We norv look for the conditions such that a player j e NB does not have incentives
to deviate.

The payoff agent j obtains if she follows the strategy s € 55 is: IIi (s) :
n" (1 - l) k + f - 

"),and 
the payoff obtained if she deviates is: IIf : TLa.f (2d - c)+

(n -no-  1 ) r  @+ f  -c ) .  c lear ty ,  i f  1  ,  H# ( i .u .  r  Qd, -  c )  >  e+f -c )  n1  (s )  <
fij- Hence, a necessary condition for an equilibrium in this case is ̂ l < 9#;. Then,
note that IIi (r) > nt if and only if no ) GT?g+&;) (" - 1) , but this condition
ison lyposs ib lewhen(e  +  f  - c ) -1Qd-c )> l@+ f  - " ) , i . e .?  <o t#* : ; .
This completes the first part of the proposition.

S econd step : necessary condi,ti,on

To complete the proof we claim that if a strategy 3 e S which provides outcome
type v is an equilibrium, then any strategy s € Ss is an equilibrium. To see this
note that conditions (V.i), (V.ii) and (V.iii) are necessary to obtain this outcome
and to have subgame perfection, respectively. Hence, Smust satisfy (V.i-iii). Note
that we showed that, in this case, a - plagers do not have incentives to deviate
even if in the equilibrium path they propose links to alI B - plagers (represented
by condition (V.iv)), and, conditions (V.v) and (V.vi) make that any agent who
deviates obtains the worst possible outcome (since they become proposers in all
their links). Thus, assume conditions (V.iv-vi) are also satisfied by 5. Clearly,
the payoff attained by any agent in the set /Vo who deviates to choose action B is
the same (because any agent who deviates becomes the proposer in all her links).
Differently, the payoff an agent in the set No obtains from following the strategy is
decreasing in the number of links he propose to players choosing the same action.
Hence the critical a - player is that one who is proposing a higher number of links.
Differently all p - players have the same incentives to deviate, which are minimized
by means of the previous conditions. Any strategy in ^95 is characterized by (V.vi):

Dre r.\{,;} gLn@) : n'}Vt € l/o, i.e. each a - player is proposing half of the links
that she finally forms with players in No. Hence, the incentives to deviate are the
same across all a - plagers and weakly lower than the incentives in strategy 3. This
completes the proof.I
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Exploitation and Cooperation in
Networks

3.1 Introduction

Why should I not free-ride on my coauthor in our scientific collaboration? Why
should a firm not free-ride on another firm in the collaboration for the development
of a new product? Why should I not order a very expensive meal when I go out
with a friend for dinner with the implicit agreement that we will share the bill
evenly? What does drive the economic man not to free-ride in such situations? A
fundamental question in social sciences is how trust emerges. Our answer relies on
the formation of social and economic relationships. We argue that individuals invest
in connections taking into account the potential externalities networks produce.
Once social ties are in place, these externalities shape the individuals' incentives
to free-ride or cooperate with others and thereby efificient social norms are easily
sustained. We also show that the individuals' incentives in their mutual interactions
depend on the architecture of the social network as well as on the position of the
individuals within the network.

We examine a framework where the investment in social or economic ties has a
long run nature.l The formation of a link between two players brings benefits and
costs to the two parties. The benefit results from the potential exchange of some
valuable non-rival good, such as information. The cost arises because maintaining a
collaboration requires to exert effort and spend time; a player may cooperate or not
and a free-riding problem characterizes the cost side. As an illustration consider the
following example. Two researchers form a scientific collaboration. The benefit to
each researcher is the possibility of exchanging ideas, opinions and knowledge. Part

rThe assumption that social ties have a long run nature captures the idea that the interaction
between trvo acquaintances occurs more frequently than the formation of the relationship itself. For
example, once a scientific collaboration is in place, the two parties meet and interact frequently be-
fore the project has been completed. Similarly, if two firms form a collaboration for the development
of a nerv product, they typically interact frequently before the collaboration ends.
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of the knowledge is intrinsic to these two researchers, but another part is obtained
as a result of the interaction with other agents in the social network. Further,
maintaining the relationship is costly in terms of effort and time. If the two parties
cooperate, the maintenance cost of the link will be lower as compared to the case in
which they both free-ride on each other. The increase in the maintenance cost of the
link reflects some sort of inefifrciency, such as a delay in the project, which would not
occur in case of cooperative behavior. However, given that one of the two parties
cooperates, the other would prefer to free ride and save some time to develop other
projects by his own. In this paper we ask how the endogenous formation of social
and economic relationships may help to overcome free-riding problems.

We start by presenting the main features of the model. There is a finite set
of individuals and each of them is endowed with some non-rival information. At
the beginning of the game players propose links and this generates a network of
relationships. Once the network is in place, every pair of linked players interacts
for an infinite number of periods. In the interaction phase, each player observes
the entire network of relationships and the history of actions that each of his social
acquaintances has taken in the interaction with him; neither the actions played by
his acquaintances with third parties nor the actions played by non-acquaintances
are observable.2 In each period every pair of acquaintances) say i and j, play two
simultaneous move games: an Access'ibi,Ii,ty game and a Prisoner's Dzlemma game.
In the Accessibility game player i (j) either withholds or conveys the information
(the non-rival good) he has to player j (z). The outcome of this game across all pairs
of social contacts determines how information flows in the network and therefore it
defines the benefits to each player in that specific period. On the other hand in
the Prisoner's Dilemma game, player z (j) decides whether to cooperate or defect
with player j (i); this determines the cost of that particular link and how it is
covered by the two parties.3 Therefore, a strategy profile specifies a network and
the way players act in the interaction phase. An equilibrium is a strategy profile such
that the proposed network is pairwise stable and the strategy profile is a sequential
equilibrium. In the analysis we first characterize the efficient outcomes and then we
focus on efficient equilibria. We now discuss the main results.

We first characterize the efficient outcomes (Theorem 3.1). An efficient outcome
is characterized either by the empty network or by any minimally connected network
where players provide full accessibility. In this latter case two efficient outcomes
arise for trvo distinct ranges of parameters. First, a symmetric effici,ent outcome
r'vhere individuals cooperate with their acquaintances to maintain the cost of their

' The assumption that players fully observe the network is realistic when the network represents
a physical infrastructure. When a iink means a social relationship, it is hard to think that piayers
observe the entire structure of the social network they belong to. We shal] show that, for our results
to hold, it is enough that each player has local information of the social network.

3In particular, whenever two linked players play symmetrically in the prisoner's dilemma game
they share evenly the cost of that link (at the defection level if both players defect, or at the
cooperative level otherwise); if they play asymmetrically the player who cooperates bears entirely
the cost of that l ink (at the exploitat ive level).

oo
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relationships. Second, an asymmetri,c efficient outcome where for each pair of linked
players, one individual cooperates and bears entirely the cost of the link, while the
other player free-rides on him. Figure 1 depicts two possible efficient configurations
in a society with 4 players.

We then turn to explore when the symmetric and asymmetric efficient outcomes
can arise as a result of strategic considerations. We start by examining the existence
of equilibria that sustain the asymmetric efficient outcome (exploitative efficient
equilibria). We show that the exploitative efficient equilibrium which exists for the
widest range of parameters has the following features. First, the social network has
a star architecture. Second, each playerd provides information and cooperates with
player 7 if the amount of information player j accesses exclusively from player f is
weakly less that the the amount of information player i accesses exclusively from
player j; otherwise player z free-rides on player j. In other words, the way a player

behaves with a social contact depends on how much valuable for the former is the
relation rvith the latter. This equilibrium exists for a range of the discount factor
which becomes wider as the size of the population increases.

We comment on the nature of this equilibrium. We first observe that the best
way to sustain strategically the asymmetric efficient outcome is when players are em-

bedded in the star network. The reason is that in the star architecture the central
player detects directly any eventual deviation and his structural position allows him

to punish any cheater with immediate social isolation (ivithholding all the informa-
tion). Second, in the star network the central player always free-rides on his social

contacts while the spoke players alu'ays cooperate. In other words, the spoke players

sponsor their links with the central player; on the contrary the central player uses his

strategic position to obtain private gains. Here, the role of the periphery-sponsored
property is to transfer utility from poorly connected players (spoke players) to well

connected players (central players). This aligns individuals and social incentives
and therefore it enhances efficiency. Third, we show that the larger the population

is the more likely an efficient equilibrium exists. This is due to the fact that the

magnitude of the punishments is increasing in the amount of network externalities,
ceteris paribus. These results suggest that centrality and periphery-sponsorship are

crucial to sustain an asymmetric efficient outcome in information networks.

We finally explore the existence of equilibria that sustain the symmetric efficient

outcome (cooperative efficient equilibria). Here, we show that the cooperative effi-

cient equilibrium which exists for the widest range of parameters has the following

features. First, the network has a line architecture. Second, players cooperate and
provide information, while they punish deviations in the network stage as well as in

the interaction phase by defecting and withholding information (cooperative strat-

egy profile). This equilibrium exists for a range of the discount factor which depends

on the size of the population.

We comment on this result. First. in sharp contrast with the exploitative case,
players sustain the symmetric efficient outcome more easily when they are embedded

oo
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in the line network, which is the most symmetric architecture within the class of
minimally connected networks. The reason for this is that individual's incentives
to deviate in the network formation stage are inversely related to the number of
connections a player has. This indicates that symmetric distribution of links across
players is important to sustain the symmetric efficient outcome. Second, we observe
that similarly to the exploitative case when the exchange of information is used
strategically individual players may credibly threat their social acquaintances by
rvithholding information. This creates more severe punishments as compared to
settings where information is not strategic and therefore also a relatively impatient
society can sustain cooperative efficient equilibria.

Recently, it has been shown that network relationships play a role in shaping
individuals behavior in a variety of strategic situations such as games of conflicts and
coordination games.l The current paper is one of the first works which examine the
interplay between endogenous strategic iinks formation and cooperative behavior.
Seen in this perspective, it relates to different strands of the economic literature such
as cooperation in repeated games, netrvork theory and social capital and trust. We
will discuss how our paper relates to these different branches after having present
our main results. The rest of the paper is organized as follorn's. Section 3.2 presents
the model. Section 3.3 characterizes efficient outcomes. Section 3.4 and 3.5 analyze
exploitative and cooperative efficient equilibria, respectively. Section 3.6 reviews the
related literature. Section 3.7 concludes. Proofs are developed in the Appendix.

3.2 Model

There is a finite set of players and each agent is endowed with some non-rival
information which has a value, u. At the beginning of the game players form an
undirected graph (Iietwork formation stage). Undirected graphs are used to model
the network of relationships among players. A graph is composed by a set of nodes
and a set of links; each node represents a player while each link indicates a bilateral
relationship between two players. Once the netrvork is formed, each pair of linked
players play an infinitely repeated game, which consists on two simultaneous games:
one, players may augment their information exchanging it with their social contacts
(Accessibility game) and two, interacting players play a Prisoner's Dilemma garrle,
rvhich defines the cost a player has to pay for each link he has. The strategy ofeach
player is therefore two-dimensional and this will play a crucial role in our further
analysis. We now introduce the model formally.

o Network Formation

Let,A/:  {1,2,. . . ,n} be a set of  players and let  i  be a typical  member of this
set. To avoid trivialities, we shall assume throughout that n ) 3- In period zero,

aSee Kosfled (2004) for a survey oof experimental rvork on networks. In section 3.6 we brief ly
discuss some of these studies.

o t
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each player z proposes a set of links, i.e. ,? : (r?,r,r!,2,-.-,r9,,) , where ,?,i e

{0,1},  Vi  e N\{?}. I f  al . r :  1 rve say that player i  wants to form a l ink with j .
A link between two agents, say i and j, is formed if both players agree on it, i.e.
,?,i : ,oi,o:1. These decisions are summarized in s0 : (al,ag, ---,r9r) and results
in an undirected network 9 ( .u0) :  (9t  (r0) ,92(" '0), . . . , !n (ro))  ,  where *( , I )  :
(or1(r0) ,9i .2 ( , ' :0) , . . . ,9 i ,n (ro))  ,  9r.1 @o) :  ,?, i  ,9, ,Vi  € N\{;}  and, s; ,a ( .0) :  o
Vz e l/. When there is no confusion we will use g0 instead of g (r',:0) . We say that
players i  and j  have a direct l ink i f  9P, i :1,  otherwis" gl , i :0.5 Let g be the set
of all possible undirected networks on -l[. For a network g € Q, the set N! (g) :

{r e fV\ {i} t go,i: 1} defines the bilateral relationships (social contacts) of player
i. Let p! (g) be its cardinality.

o Infinitely Repeated Game

- Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG)
In any period t ) L, each pair of acquaintances (z,j) plays a PDG represented

in table 1. Let us denote ol,i € {C,D} as the action chosen by player z in the
interaction ivith j, where C means cooperation and D defection.

We shall assume throughout the paper that e > c > d > f, 2d < f and we
normalize, without loss of generality, e:0. We denote u" Ql,i(a,;,i,ai,t) the cost
player e faces when interacting with piayer j, which is represented in table 1. In words,
each pair of interacting players may either share the cost of the link symmetrically
(either at the cooperative level, c, or at the defection level, d) or only one of the two
players bears entirely the cost of that link at the exploitative level, /.

- Accessibility Game (AG)

In any period t >_ 7, simultaneously to the prisoner's dilemma game) each player
i e l/ decides either to withhold or provide (at no cost) the information to each of the
other players j € N\{r} (both his own information and the information he acquires
from other agents). We denote bV ̂ l,i € {0,1} this decision, where Al,i:1 indicates
that player i transmits the information to player 7. For example, when the link is a
scientific collaboration, an R&D collaboration or a social tie providing accessibility
means to share ideas, opinions, knowledge. If a link is a collaboration to construct
an infrastructure like a bridge between two cities, then providing accessibility means
to allow the other player to access the other city using that bridge.

r \ r C D
C
D d , d

e

"We note that g!,, : gro,,, V{z,7} e N.
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Let us define )f : 1l{.\ then the pattern )t : fl;e.nr)f determines
the flow of informatt"rt*lJrlt"tl JJr**u g e g and the combination of g and
)' results in an directed network g^' , to which we will refer as "flow network",
where g!,'j : Ot,i-\j,6. We say that the information flows from j to i if gli : 1;

otherwise gl, ' j :0. A f l ,ow pathkom j toi ir ,  g^' is denoted u" i4 i  where either
\ tgi,i :1 or there exists a sequence of agents jt,..-,jrn different from ii and j such

that gl 'r , :  gi i , i" :  . . . :  Sl)_r, i*: gl), i :  1. Thus, given a f low network g)' ,  the

set of players that z accesses i, ru, (a^') : 
{t 

,t/\ {i} , i 4 n} and we denore as
/  , r \  

\  /

p;\9"" ) the cardinality of this set. For simplicity, we assume that information flows
across ]inks without decay.

The following notation is important to define the strategy profiles of the game.

Given s) ' .  fo, anv g!) i :  1 the setr; ,1(s^')  :  {r .  x,  (=n4 ,)  n (,  e r4 r)}r \ / \"' /)
indicates the set of players agent j accesses exclusively via a path containing i and
its cardinality, i.e. tn,ik^') =lTn3b^')1, represents the benefit player j obtains in

the specific interaction with player 2.6 The same definition applies at period I : 0
once we impose thal g^' : g.

Combining the two games, the action space of each player with regard to each
of his social  contaci  is A: {(o,))} .r . tg,D},r€{0,11. Let us def ine At:  An-r Yi  €
ly' and A : TItcw.A; we note that any element, in A;. is a vector of tuples aa :
(ot , t , . . . ,e i1-t ,ai , i+7,. , . ,ai ,n),  which represents the act ion played by agent z with the
remaining players in the constituent game of the infinitely repeated game.

o Strategy Profiles

We shall focus on pure strategy profiles. We assume that at each period t ) 1
each player i observes the social network, the past actions of his social contacts
in their specific collaboration, and the information received by each of their so-

ciai  contacts,  i .e.  at( i ;  d :  {(e,r ,a; ,) ,  ( I i , {s^ ') , In, i (g^'))} i . rufrgl ,"e {r , . . . , t_r1. We
also assume that players neither observe the behavior of their social contacts with
third parties nor the behavior of non-acquaintances. Let Vt(z;g) be the space of
observable actions for player i e N.7 Then, the observed history at period t of
player i is ht(i) : {9,"'(i;g)} and the set of histories of player z at time I is
a t l / , \  ( ,  , r  

\

Ht( ' i ,1 :  
\ {s,r /} .1,rv,( t ;g)}  ges. 

We refer to s:  {urO,. i ,  . . . ,at , . . . }  ur a pure strategy

profile of this game, and s; is a pure strategy of player z which consists on a set of

bTo i l lustrate this, in a star network, the strategic information of the center in respect to any
other player, say j ,  is (.n- I) ,  whi le the strategic information of j  in respect to the center is 1.

TWith some abuse of notation, we can define in an arbitrary period I ) 1, the space of observable

ac t ions  fo r  p layer  e  €  Iy '  as  V t (e ;g )  -  t r2 ( t - t1 ' ' t1n)  *  {0 ,  I , . . . , f t -  I }z ( t - r1* " ,n ,
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l ink proposals, c..'!, and a sequence of functions , uf,, ...,af;,..., where ul : Tlt (i) - At,
V, > 1. Let player e/s strategy set be denoted as ,Sr, and let S = flo.,nlS6 be the set
of pure strategy profiles.

It is important to note that a strategy profile r : {r0, e7 ,.-.,at,...} results in an
undirected network g0 and in an infinite sequence of directed networks {g^' , g\' , ..., g\t , -..},
one for each period t. In the analysis we will focus on strategy profiles which are
stat'ionary, i.e players play the same action in the equilibrium path (at every period).

o Payoff structure

We are now ready to define the payoff structure of the game. Given a strategy
prof i le r :  {r0,  17,. . - ,at , . . . } ,  the total  value generated at each period t , , r . , r(s),  and
the utility player i obtains at that period, ul(t), can be written as:

ut (s; : I"l("), where
i eN

/ "\ . ,, -+- \- s. . (al,1,a!,i)u!(s) :  n \s^ )  
. ,  +,rkn"rf t , ,

Therefore, the value generated by a strategy profiie s in the entire game, V(s),
and the utility to player z in the entire game, q(s), may be represented as follows:

co

V (s) :  \ -  dt- lu(s) :  \ -  z ' (s)'  \ - /  . / J -  
- \ - /  

1 _ " r r - l
t : 7  i €N
oo

\ - - + 1
u t ( s )  -  )  b " - ' u i ( s )

lJ
+ -  I

where 6 e (0,1) is the common discount factor displayed by all agents. In words,
the utility to player z is given by a discounted sum of infinite earnings derived
from the information i accesses, i.u. ttlk^'). u, and the cost player i bears in his
interactions,'i.e. lr..ya(g\ Qti (aa,i, ai,t) .

r Equilibrium and Efficiency Notions

We are interested in determining a strategy prof i le s:  {u0,aT,-. . , r t , . . . }  such
that the proposed network g (ro) is stable given the prescriptions of the strategy
s in the cont inuat ion game, i .e.  {r \ , . . . , r t , . , . } ;  and this strategy is a sequent ial
equilibrium (i.e. prescribes to play an equilibrium for any possible observed network
g' e g and any history of play in the infinitely repeated game). To determine the
stability of the netrvork we use the notion of pairwise stability.8 Formally, given

oThe concept of pairwise stability has been introduced by Jackson and Wolinsky (1996). In the
current paper we will use a modified version of this notion introduced by Goyal and Joshi (2003)

(1 )

(2)
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{rt,...,rt,...}, the network g0 is pairwise stable if no pair of players wants to form
an additional link and no individual player wants to delete any set of his links.e

Definition 3.L The strategy profile s : {c,/0, a7 , ...,at, ...} is an equi,Ii,bri,um if {,,I,...,at, ...}
is a sequential equili,bri,um, and g0 i,s pairwise stable.

To complete, we define the notion of efficiency.

Definition 3.2 A strategy s i,s effici,ent Af V(s) > V(B) for any .4 e S.

We note that if a strategy is socially efficient, it is also Pareto efficient. The
reverse does not hold.

3.3 Efficient Outcomes

We start by characterizing the efficient outcomes. We shall then proceed to
investigate strategy profiles which enable to sustain efficient equilibria. We will
focus on maximal punishment strategy profiles. This will clarify the role played
by networks on the emergence of efficient social norms and the effect of efficient
social norms in shaping the incentives to invest in connections. Taken these effects
together, the analysis will also clarify the tension between individual and social
incentives.

\4/e first introduce some notation. Given a network g) we say there is a path of
links from j to i,, denoted as j .J- i, if either gi,j:1 or there exists a sequence of
p layers  j t , . . . ,  jn  no t  inc lud ingz  and j  such tha t  g6 , i r :  g j t , j z :  - - . :  g j ^ , j :1 .  A  se t
c(g) c N is a component of g if for any i,j e c(g) there is a path t"i*".n them,
and it does not exist a path between an agent in C(g) and lr\c(g).A component
is mi,nimal if there exists only one path between any pair of players i,,j e C(g). A
network g is connected if it has a unique component. If a network is connected and
its unique component is minimal, we say that it is minimally connected. A player
i, in a network g is said to be an end-agent if he has a unique link. A network is
empty if there are no links across players. A network g has a star architecture and
z is the central player if gLj:7,Vj e N\{i}, and there are no other links. A line is
a minimaliy connected network where only two end-agents exist.

The following result characterizes the efficient outcomes.

Theorem 3.L Suppose (1) and (2) hold. (")  I f  nu*max{Zc,f}  )  0 then s:
{r0,r' , ...,et,...} Z, effici,ent i,f and, only i,f the followi,ng cond,i,ti,ois hotd: (i) go i,s
m'ini,mallg connected; (1,1,) each player proui,d,es access,ibility 'in euery period; (iii) tlte
total cost for each !.i,nk in euery period i,s max{2c, f}. (b) If nu * max{2c,,f} < 0, t
zs efficient i,f and, only i.f g0 i,s the empty network.

uWe propose that g0 must be pairwise stable, instead of requiringt,u0 to be a Nash equilibrium.
In the latte-r case, given {. ' , . . . , . t , . . .} ,  *u rvould obtain a mult ipl ici ty of equi l ibr ia of the type:
whenever.9, i  :0 V{i ,  j }  € N, then player j  is indif ferent between sett ing ul l :  l  or a;! , ;  :0. The
former case avoids this problem and stresses the architecture of the equilibrium network, o0.
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We sketch here the main steps of the proof of Theorem 3.1. First, since exchang-
ing information is costless and it (weakly) increases social welfare, a social planner
will prescribe to mutually exchange information. Second, the no-decay assumption
implies that an efficient network is minimal. Third, the presence of positive network
externalities implies that the network is either empty or connected. Finally, in any
minimally connected network social welfare is maximized whenever the cost for each
link is as low as possible.

Theorem 3.1 shows that efficiency requires that players form a minimally con-
nected network and they exchange information. Furthermore, two possibilities may
arise. First, in some settings, i.e. 2c ) /, players must mutually cooperate.lO We will
refer to this case as the symmetric ffici.ent outcome; it is readily seen that a sym-
metric efficient outcome generates a social welfare equal to (n - \)(nu + 2c) lQ - 6).
Second, in other settings, efficiency requires that for each link a player cooperates
and bears entirely the cost of that link, while the other player free-rides on him. We
will refer to this case as the asymmetri,c effici,ent outcome, which generates a social
welfare equal to:  (n -  I )(nu + f) lG - 6). t t

Figure 1 depicts one possible symmetric and asymmetric efficient outcome in
a society composed of 4 players. In the figure, a link is represented by an edge
connected two players and an arrowhead pointed to one player indicates that infor-
mation florvs in the direction of that piayer; finally, the way the cost of a link is
covered by the two players is indicated with the letters above the edge.

Symmetric Efficient Outcome, 2c>f Asymmetric Efficient Outcom e, 2c<f

Figure 1
roFor example. assume that to maintain the link agents must exert effort and that the cost to

exert effort for a player is convex. In this case splitting the mainteinance tasks between the two
parties is more efficient than letting only one player to take care of them,

rrFor example, when the performance of a task (the maintenance of the link) requires a lot
of coordination across players or the opening of different bureaucratic procedures, it may be more
efficient leaving the task to be solved unilateraily as compared to solve it bilaterally. In the scientific
collaboration example, if the two reaserchers belong to two different universities, it is generally more
costly for the trvo researchers to meet in a conference and both of them paying the plane fare as
compared to the case that oniy one of the two researchers visits the other one in his own university.
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In i'vhat follows, we shall study under which circumstances is possible to sustain
strategically the symmetric and the asymmetric efficient outcome, respectively. We
will restrict our analysis to the case in which max{2c, f} + nu ) 0, which would
eventually be the case in large societies, even if the individual cost of a link is hieh.

3.4 trxploitative Efficient Equilibria

We start by examining the existence of equilibria which sustain the asymmetric
efficient outcome. I,Ve will refer to these equilibria as erploitati,ue efficient equi,li,bria.
We first analyse a benchmark case where social ties do not play any strategic role
in the game. To do this we assume that the communication of information is not
strategic and that players' behavior in the interaction phase does not depend on the
realization of the network stage.l2 The following remark shows that in this setting
exploitative efficient equilibria do not exist.

Remark 3.1 Suppose soci.al ti,es do not play any role, then an erploi,tati,ue effici.ent
e(luil'ibrium does n,ot eri,st.

In what follows we shall show that when strategic communication is allowed
this inefficiency fades away. To show this we characterize the efficient exploitative
equilibrium which exists for the widest range of parameters. This equilibrium is
characterized by two features: one) the network has a star architecture, and two,
the central player always free rides while the peripheral players always cooperate.
Therefore, in equilibrium the cost of each is paid by the player who values it more.i3
As a presentation strategy we will first define a strategy profile, called exploita-
tive strategy, which sustajns the asymmetric efficient outcome. We then show that
such strategy sustains the exploitative efficient equilibrium for the widest range of
parameters and rve characterize it.

The erploitatzue strateg3r prescribes players to form a set of links, which generates
a social network, say g0. If players observe a network which is different from the
prescribed one, they defect and withhold the information. Differently, if players
observe g0, each agent i provides information and cooperates with player j if the
amount of information player j accesses exclusively from player z is weakly less
that the the amount of information that player i accesses exclusively from player j;
otherwise player i free-rides on player j. F\rrthermore, a deviation in the interaction
phase is punished by rvithholding information and defecting. It is important to note
that even if players only observe the behavior of their direct neighbors in their mutual
interaction, they can infer deviations of their social contacts with third parties and
deviations of non-acquaintances by observing the flow of information they access in

l2Recall we are restricting our analysis to stationary strategy profiles.
I3In a difierent setting, Ivlel6ndez-Jimbnez (2002) obtains that when rwo agenrs

cost sharing of a l ink. the agent who values more the l ink bears a higher part of the
and rvhen both value the link equally, they splii evenly the cost.
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their interactions. In other wotds, even if players have only local information, social
punishments are indirectly implementable. To define the strategy profile formally,
we need to introduce some additional notation.

Definition 3.3 We say that the acti,on taken by playeri agai,nst j at periodt, af;,i,
i.s well-behaued, W B, wi,th respect to the relatiue fl,ow of i,nformation between i, and
j, i.f and only i,f

n!  -  !  (C,1) zf  I i ,1Q^') :  In, i (go) < ILibl)  :  I i ,o(s^')*t'r 
[ (D, I) otherwise

The exploitative strategy profile is then defined * ," : {r 
n E'r E't 

')

,  
) i , @ i '  t  - - . t a i '  r  - . .  

J  r c W ,
t  F i  I  o  E . l  E . t  l .rvherc, i  :  

\ rY,a i " , . . . ,a i " , . . . j  
is  such that  for  any g e Q and any J  € l /  :

It is worth noting that the exploitative strategy profile prescribes that each player
p)ays the Nash equilibrium (D,0) in any out-of-equilibrium path. This implies that,
to define the conditions for existence of a sequential equilibrium, we only need to
focus on individuals'incentives in the equilibrium p?th:},|g T" now ready to provide
t h e m a i n r e s u l t o f t h i s s e c t i o n . L e t u s d e n o t e n : r y + 7 .

Theorem 3.2 Suppose (1) and (2) hold and assumeZc < f . An ffici,ent equi,li,brium
er i .s ts i , f  andon ly r f  ( i )  f  + ( r -  1 )o  >0  and, ( i i , )  6>#k ,Fur th ,e rmore ,  i , f  n ln
then the un'ique network whi,ch const'itutes an efficient equi,Ii,brium for the wi,dest
range of parameters is the star network.tJ

The proof of the theorem is based on Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 which are provided
in the appendix. We sketch here the main arguments. In Lemma 3.1 we start by
shorving that the exploitative strategy sustains the exploitative efficient equilibrium
for the widest range of parameters in a star network. The reason is that in the
star network the center may punish any deviations directly by withholding all the
information. Therefore, any cheater rvould be socially isolated after one period of his
devia.tion. On the contrary, in any other minimally connected network there exists
some player who could deviate and yet enjoy some information for some period

taWe note that even if.nz-fi,, the star net."r'ork is an efficient equilibrium for the widest range of
parameters, but i t  is not the unique one.
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after the deviation. Next, conditions (i) and (zz) follow by solving the equilibrium
conditions for the exploitative strategy profile in the case where the initial network
has a star architecture. In Lemma 3.2 we show that if conditions (z) and (zz) are not
satisfied then there does not exist a strategy profile which sustains as equilibrium
the asymmetric efficient outcome. To prove this we first show that any strategy
profile which sustains the asymmetric efficient outcome for the parameter range in
which condition (z) holds should impose that each player pays at most for one of the
links he has. We then turn to the equilibrium condition imposed by the sequential
rationality notion, i.e. condition (ii). Here we show that if an equilibrium exists

) - fwhen d : ffi it must be the case that any end-agent in the proposed network
pays for his link. For otherwise, there would be a player which pays for at least
two links and this player would deviate at that level of 6. Using this fact, the proof
follows by noticing that the exploitative strategy prescribes a maximal punishment
to an end-agent who deviates. Finally we prove that, if the population is high enough
ln> n), rvhen conditions (e) and (zz) are binding any strategy profile different from
the expioitative strategy profile is not an equilibrium.

We first comment on the existence region of exploitative efficient equiJlbria. Two
remarks are rvorth making. One, both condition (z) and (zz) become rveaker as the
size of the population increases. Asymptotically as the size of the society becomes
infinite an exploitative efficient equilibrium always exists. This is so because the
higher is the size of the population, the higher are the network externalities which
are produced, which in turn increase the magnitude of punishments. This suggests
that the larger the population is, the less severe the conflict between individual and
social incentives is. Two, we also note that the pairwise stability notion leads to an
equilibrium condition (condition (z)), which is invariant with respect to the archi-
tecture of the network, provided that each player pays at most the cost of one link.
Therefore, the pairwise stability notion does not have any bite on the architecture
of the network. On the contrary, the requirement of sequential equilibrium crucially
depends on the architecture of the network. Hence, in our setting. individuals'
incentives are embedded in their social network.

The second set of observations concerns with the nature of efficient exploita-
tive equilibria. Here, we would like to emphasize three remarks. First, the star
architecture allows to sustain strategically the asymmetric efficient outcome more
likely as compared to other minimally connected networks. The reason is that in
the star network the central player has the ability to maximally punish occurring
deviations. This suggests that centrality is a crucial structural property to monitor
individuals' behavior jn information networks. Second, centrality is accompanied by
the periphery-sponsored property: the cost of each link is unilaterally met by the
player who values it more, which is the peripheral player in that specific interaction.
Here, the role played by the periphery-sponsored property is to transfer utility from
poor connected players to rvell connected players. In other words, well connected
players use strategically their structural position to obtain private gains. This is in
Iine with the theory of structural holes developed by Burt (1983), which has been
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successfully tested in many empirical analyses.

Third, we note that exploitative efficient equilibria are characterized by hierar-
chical structures. The following example illustrates this point. Consider a society
composed of 9 players, arranged in the network depicted in Figure 2, who follow the
exploitative strategy profile.

Figure 2

We note that three types of players emerges. Player 1 is the erploitatiue player
in the sense that he free-rides on every of his neighbors (players 2 and 3). The
role of the exploitative player is to connect two star components, which would be
otherwise disconnected. Players 2 and 3 are hybrid players in the sense that they
cooperate with the central player and they exploit all their other social contacts.
The remaining players are always exploited. Note that hybrid players have higher
incentives to deviate than exploited players because, as compared to the end-agents,
hybrid players could defect with their exploiter (the center) and yet they would
enjoy the information from the end-agents for some period after that the devjation
has occurred.

3.5 Cooperative Efficient Equilibria

We now explore the existence of equilibria which sustain the symmetric efficient
outcome. We shall refer to these equilibria as cooperative efficient equilibria. Simi-
larly to the previous section, we first analyse a benchmark case where social ties do
not play any strategic role. The next remark shows that in these cases the trade-off
between individual and social incentives is substantial.

Remark 3.2 Suppose that soci.al ti,es do not play any role and that 2c > f . An
effici,ent equ'ili,bri,um, eri,sts i,f and only i,f u * c) 0 and 5 > cld

We note that given a minimally connected network the continuation game degen-
erates, for each period t ) I, in a finite number of bilateral prisoner's dilemma games
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which are strategically independent. As a consequence the equilibrium condition to
sustain mutual cooperation in any link is obtained by applying the standard Folk
theorem, i.e. d > cf d. once players are sufficiently patient, the condition u * c ) 0
is necessary and sufficient so that a minimally connected network is pairwise stable
(in this case the critical agent rvould be the one linked with an end-agent).

We now examine the effect of allowing players to use the information strategically.
We shall show that when strategic communication is allowed the conflict between
individual and social incentives is less severe. As in the previous section, we analyse
the cooperative efficient equilibrium which exists for the widest range of parameters.
This equilibrium is characterized by two features: the network has a line architecture
and every player cooperates.

We start by introducing the cooperative strategy profile. This strategy prescribes
players to form a set of links, which generates a network of relationships, say g0.
In the interaction phase each player defects and withholds informatjon whenever
a network which is different from the prescribed one is observed. Otherwise, each
player cooperates and provides information to his neighbors, while he punishes an
eventual deviation by defecting and withholding the information in every period
onwards in all his links. AIso in thjs case, each player detects directly the deviations
of their social contacts in his interactions and indirectly (via the information flow)
the deviations of his social contacts with third parties and the deviations of non-
acquaintances.

Formally, Iet us define the cooperative strategy profile 0,s sc : {r?,r?,t , ...,r?,t ,...}te.nr,
.  r : t  (  ( . - t  n r )rvhere ai'" : 

1ri,i",...,ai; i is such that for any g e Q andany j e l{ :

It is worth noticing that the cooperative strategy profile prescribes to play the
Nash equilibrium (D,0) in any out-of-equilibrium path. Thus, to define the existence
conditions of a sequential equilibrium it is enough to focus on individuals' incentives
in the equilibrium path. The Theorem below provides the main result of this section.
Let 6* be the solut ion of the fol lowing equat ion 6.[u*(n -  2)u6" +c-d-d6.)+c: 0.

Theorem 3.3 Suppose (t) and (2) h.old and assumethat2c> f .An ffici,ent equi,-
Ii'bri,um eri,sts i.f and onlg Lf (1,) (n - 1)u + 2c) 0 and (ii) 6 > d*. Fur-thermore, the
un'ique network whi,ch'is part the cooperati,ue ffici,ent equi,librium whi,ch erists .for
the wi,dest range of parameters i,s the li,ne.

The Theorem follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 in appendix. We sketch here
the main arguments. In Lemma 3.3, we show that the cooperative strategy profile
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and,yt ] 2 :* i . j  - \  

(1 ,0)  o therwise

,? , . r : I  l , r )  i f  a t r , l : o ' ' r ' : (C ,1 )  and  ( I r , o (g^ ' - ' ) , I u , * (g^ ' - ' ) )  : ( I u r (g ' ) , I o , r (go ) ) , v t ceN l (g )
rr 

| .  (D'0) otherwise
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sustains the cooperative efficient equilibrium which exists for the widest range of
parameters when the initial network has a line architecture. To prove this we first
observe that, given that players follow the cooperative strategy in the interaction
phase, in the network formation stage players' incentives to deviate are increasing
in the number of links they have. Furthermore, we show that in any other network
different from the line, in the interaction phase players have at least the same incen-
tives to deviate as compared to players embedded in a line network. The equilibrium
conditions (z) and (1,i,) are obtained by imposing pairwise stability and sequential
rationality, respectively. In Lemma 3.4, we show that both conditions (z) and (zz)
should hold in order that a symmetric efficient outcome can be sustained as an equi-
librium- This follows by noticing that the cooperative strategy profile prescribes
maximal punishments.

We would like to elaborate on some aspects of the results presented in Theorem
3.3. We first observe that when players can strategically decide whether to convey
or withhold information to their neighbors, cooperative efficient equilibria exist for
parameter ranges where they would not exist, otherwise (see Remark 3.2). The
reason is that players may credibly commit to convey information, conditionally on
having inferred that each player has cooperated in his interactions. Similarly to the
exploitative case analysed in the previous section, network externalities are higher
in a larger society, which enhances efficiency. The second observation is about the
nature of the equilibrium which exists for the widest range of parameters. Figure 3
illustrates this equilibrium in a society composed of 4 players.

Figure 3: Line network

The main feature of this equilibrium is that players are embedded in a very sym-
metric network: the line network. This suggest that a symmetric distribution of
connections across players (fairly compatible networks) is crucial to sustain strate-
gically the symmetric efficient outcome.

3.6 Related Literature

The prevalence of situations in which networks play a role and their crucial
importance in shaping the final outcome of these interactions has been extensively
studied empirically. In particular, in the context of games of conflicts, a recent ex-
periment by Rield and UIe (2002) examine the role of endogenous network formation
in the way rational players' play a repeated prisoners' dilemma game. When com-
paring a treatment where the network is exogenously given with treatments where
the network is formed endogenously, they observe that in the latter case cooperation
rates are significantly higher as compared to the former case. Cassar (2002) analyzes
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the cooperative behavior in three classes of networks: random networks, small world
networks and regular networks. The main result is that small rvorld networks exhibit
the smailer level of cooperation among different network structures considered. This
suggests that the way players are connected shapes their willing to cooperate. The
current paper provides a theoretical account of the effects of network externalities
in the strategic formation of informal relationships and individuals' incentives. Our
paper relates to three strands of the economic literature, that is network formation,
cooperation in repeated games and social capital and trust. We will refer to each of
them in turn.

The first contribution refers to the body of literature which studies how networks
form when players have the discretion of forming links, see Aumann and Myerson
(1989), Bala and Goyal (2000) and Jackson and wolinsky (1996).15 our model bor-
rows from that literature the basic elements of network formation models: forming
a iink with another individual requires to costly exert effort and it allows access,
in part and in due course, to the benefits available to the latter via her own links.
However, we depart from the existing literature as players can decide whether to ex-
change information and their behaviors determine the cost of the links. Therefore,
players' strategies are two-dimensional and this is the primary difference between
the current paper and the existing literature on network formation. The main effect
of this multidimensionality is that players can strategically relate the decision of
providing information with the action that determines the cost of the link. We have
shown that this fact mitigates the trade-off between individual and social incentives
and that the trade-off vanishes as the size of the society is large enough.

Secondly, our paper relates to the literature of cooperation in repeated games. To
some extent it relates to the work of Kandori (1992) and Ellison (1994). They analyse
a setting where players, belonging to a community, are repeatedly and randomly
matched to play a Prisoner's dilemma game. The main result is that cooperation
can be sustained if players react to a deviation by punishing subsequent partners.
Therefore, the community has a positive effect in the enforcement of cooperative
behavior: to free-ride on one player causes sanction by others. The main difference
in our approach is that players' interaction takes place in a fixed pattern of play
(the community is structured) and this allows us to investigate the effect of network
externalities on the enforcement of efficient long-run and stable relationships.

A paper which shares the same spirit of ours is Haag and Lagunoff (2000); they
analyse a prisoners' dilemma game where players are ex-ante heterogeneous with
respect to their discount factor and they play with all the population (i.e. the com-
plete network) and each player is restricted to play the same action with all agents.
They show that the more symmetric the distribution of the discount factor is. the
higher it is the maximum achievable degree of cooperation. Moreover, the effects of
the size of the population on cooperation depends on the parameters of the model.

t5 Other examples are Dutta, Nouweland and Ti js (1995), Galeott i ,  Goyal and Kamphorst (2003),
Jackson and Watts (2002a-b) and Kranton and X,I inehart (2001).
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Differently, in the current paper? even if players are ex-ante homogeneous, hetero-
geneity comes from the different positions in the network once it is (endogenously)
determined.

Finally, we relate our paper to the theory of social capital and trust.16 Social cap-
ital is a relational concept and its existence is inherent to socioeconomic networks.
Social capital affects individuals' behavior as well as aggregate economic phenom-
ena. An individual player can use his social capital, which depends on the nature
of his connections, to obtain private economic gains. From a societal perspective,
social capital represents the basis of trust in repeated interactions. Sociologists have
widely studied this subject. Coleman (1988) emphasizes the role of redundant links
for the emergence of trust introducing the so-called closure argument. Consid.er,
for simplicity, a society with three players. Coleman (1988) argues that social cap
ital is higher when players are embedded in a cycle network as compared to a star
netrvork. The reason is that in a cycle players can monitor rivals' deviations more
efficiently than in a star: in a cycle if a friend cheats on me I could communicate
this to a common friends (in the star there are no common friends), which would
eventually react by punishing the cheater. By contrast, Burt (1992) emphasizes the
importance of non-redundant connections introducing the so-called str-uctural hole
argument. Structural holes are players who connected networks by linking different
components, which would be otherwise disconnected. These players on the one hand
integrate additive sources of information, which in turn increases the value generated
by the network and on the other hand they may use strategically their structural
position to obtain private gains. These two theories should be seen as complemen-
tary: the closure argument explains how the benefits of network externalities can be
realized in a community, while the structural hole argument explains how network
externalities come about, and the structural properties of players who are crucial
for the emergence of these externalities.

In economics, the notion of social capital has been mainly used to study issues
related to economic development, criminality and education.lT However, a theoret-
ical analysis of how social capital emerges is still at a preliminary stage. The first
attempt to address this issue is Vega-Redondo (2002). Agents interact according to
a collection of infinitely repeated prisoner's dilemma games played on the current
social network. The strategic effects of networks result from the fact that players
can communicate via their links behavioral information about their acquaintances.
This allorvs for the formation of stable and dense networks in which players can
monitor efficiently other players' behavior and this mitigates the incentives to free.
ride. By contrast, in our model social capital emerges because players invest in
connections that generates network externalities, and players use these externalities
to punish possible deviations. We would like to emphasize that while the work of
Vega-Redondo (2002) is more in the spirit of the closure argument, our paper follows

r6See J. Sobel (2002) for an extensive discussion on the notion ofsocial capital.
lTSee Dasgupta and Sarageldin (1999) for a discussion ofthe main contr ibutions on social capital

in economics.
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the idea of structural holes. In this perspective, the current paper can be seen as
complementary to the work of Vega-Redondo (2002).

3.7 Discussion and Conclusion

Free-riding problems are often solved in many economic and social interactions.
We have showed that the mere fact that economic actions are embedded in the
social structure allows players to internalize network externalities to a great extent.
Furthermore, players may use strategically these externalities to overcome free-riding
problems. These effects result from the fact that players can strategically use social
channels to exchange information and this has a great impact in shaping individuals'
incentives.

We now discuss how the results presented in the paper are robust to the main
assumptions. We first elaborate on the impact of relaxing the assumption that
players observe fully the structure of the network. It is easy to see that for our
results to hold it is enough that players are aware about the connections held by
their direct social contacts and the information their social contacts can potentially
provide. Indeed, this information is sufficient to allow players to employ the strategy
profiles used in our analysis.

Second, we have shorved that efficient equilibria are best sustained when the size
of the society is large. It is worth noticing that this result holds as far as the payoffs
functions are increasing in the amount of information a player accesses. Thus, the
fact that we consider linear payoff functions is not crucial. A weaker case can be
made relaxing the assumption of frictionless information flow. Suppose, we introduce
a small amount of decay, then an efficient outcome is characterized by a star network
where players provide information and the cost of each link is either shared at the
cooperative level (when 2c>f) or it is borne unilaterally at the exploitative level
(otherwise). In the former case, since the central player bears the cooperative cost
for each link, the existence conditions for a cooperative efficient equilibrium will be
independent from the size of the population. On the contrary, in the latter case, the
results presented in section 3.4 carry on qualitatively.

Third, we consider a model where investment in links is sunk and players cannot
change their network over time. However, the strategy profiles we use to provide
the results also apply on a repeated game where the netrvork formation and players
interaction occurs simultaneouslv. Finally, we elaborate on the possibility of time-
preference heterogeneous players. Our analyses shows that in equilibrium players
having different position in the networks have different incentives. Therefore it is not
crucial that players discount the features evenly. A formal analysis of these topics
is left for future research.
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3.8 Appendix

Efficient Outcomes

We start by proving Theorem 3.1, which characterizes the efficient outcomes of
the game.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We start by proving part (a), i.e. nu*max{2c, f} > 0.
We first claim that if s is efficient then conditions (i)-(iii) hold. First, the requirement
that g0 is minimal follows from the no-decay assumption. Second, we note that given
a minimal network, to provide information strictly increases social welfare. Thus,
condition (ii) follows. Third, condition (iii) assures that the cost of each link at any
period is minimized. Fourth, we note lhat go must be connected. For a contradiction
let assume that g0 is minimal but not connected. Consider an end-agent belonging
to a component C(gO) of cardinality k > 1; the social welfare produced by the
link with the end-agent is 2(k - 1)r.' + max{2c,/} > 0, which is positive since, by
a,ssumption, s is efficient. Let us consider a strategy 3 which prescribes a network f0,
which differs from the original network in the fact that g0 has an additional link, say
between i and j, rvhere i. e C(g0),7 e N\C(go), and the information is exchanged
in the new l ink. I t  is readi ly seen that V(. t)  -  y(s) > 2ku *max{2c,/} .  Since
2ku * max{2c, f} > 2(k- l)u * max{2c,/} > 0, it follows that V (.3) - y(") > 0.
This contradicts the fact that s is efficient. Hence, the claim foilows. We now observe
that any minimally connected network in which condition (ii) and (iii) are satisfied
produces a social welfare equals lo I/ (s) : > 0. This oroves the
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part (a) of the Theorem. Part (b) follows trivially. Hence, the proof is completed.I

Exploitative Efficient Equilibria

Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof of the Theorem is based on the next two
lemmas. Let fi,: 9J!)PJ + t

Lemma 3.1 Suppose (1) and (2) hold and assume 2c < f . The strategy profile sE
is an efficient equilibrium if and only if (i) 6 > dL^n and (ii) (n - I)u + / > 0.

Further, if n ) D then the strategy sE is an efficient equilibrium for the widest range
of parameters when g0 is a star network.

Proof.  Consider the strategy sE :  {ro,ru,t , . . . , r ' )E,t , . . -}  where g0 is minimal ly
connected. We first observe that, given sz, in order to obtain an asymmetric effflcient
outcome, rve need to focus on minimally connected network where lo,i Go) + ti,n (g0)
for any gi,j : 1. Next, we observe that, given sE, in any minimally connected network
each player pays at most the cost of one link at the exploitative level. It is readily
seen that g0 is pairwise stable if and only if (" - 1) u -l f > 0.

Second, we analyse the conditions for the discount factor 6 (relative to the inter-
action stage). We start by noticing that, since as soon as players realize adeviation

n-l)(nu*rnax{2c,f
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via the information flow they reverse their behavior to the Nash equilibrium (D,0) ,
it follows that sE is optimal, regardless of the players' beliefs. This implies that to
determine the parameter conditions for a sequential equilibrium we simply need. to
focus on the players' incentives on the equilibrium path.

Third, let us assume that g0 is the star network. Here, we start by noticing
that the central player, say j, does not have any incentives to deviate from sE,
since he obtains the maximum achievable payoff in this gameT i.e. ul ("") : ,i+,.
Furthermore' everv agent i € N\U] faces the same probleml select t"hen an arbiirary
player z in this set. Next, we shorv that i, does not deviate if and only if 6 > d+.
To see this we note that the utility agent z obtains following the strategr'sE is

"; 
(sE) : @?fU, and the utility if h-e deviates is zf (r,f ,rE_.n\ : 1" -"tl7 | *

Therefore an equilibrium requires that q (tE) 2 "! 
(tf,s9n) , which is satisfied lf

andon lv i f  6>  #h  Hence ,  i f  (n -1 ) ,u+ />0and6  >#h thes t ra tegysE
where g0 is a star network is an equilibrium. Differently, if g0 is not a star network,
we note that there always exist at least two end-agents; it is readily seen that an
end-agent does not deviate from sE only if 6 > #h.

Fourth, rve show that if n > n the strategy sE is an equilibrium for the widest
range of parameters only if g0 is a star network. Suppose not, then when n ) D,
("- 1) u+ f ) 0 and 5: 

ffi, the strategy sE is an equilibrium for some min-
imally connected network g0 different from the star. We note that in any mini-
mally connected network g0 it exists an agent, say j, who has k links with k end
agents (Ar > 1) and one additional link with a non end-agent, i... p|(go) : k+L.
The utility this player obtains following the strategy is ui (r") : {5_rllrt/. a.-
sume player j deviates with the k end-agents; the utility from such deviation is

"l ltl,tlr) 
: ("- t)u + * * ku6 + #. Since g0 is parr of an equilibrium,

it must be the ca^se that the incentives to deviate of an arbitrary end-agent i are
weakly higher than the incentives of ptayer j, i.e. ul (tf, t!) > 

"tr (t!,r9r) .,t fni,

i s  sa t is f ied  i f  and on ly  i f  ( " -  1 )  
"+  *  >  (n -  1 )u*  f i+ku |+  $ ,  *h ich  can

be rewri t ten as u -6(u-d) S 0. We now note that when o: #{fr  the condi-

t ion r . '  -6(r-d) : ,  -(d: l )Q-:od) < 0 i f  and only i f .n I  @=ryA * 1. Since
UJYL+1< D,  th is  cont rad ic ts  the  assumpt ion  tha t  n>n.Hence i f  n>  n  the
star network uniquely allows the strategy sE to be an equilibrium for the rvidest
parameter range.

This completes the proof of the Lemma.I

We now prove that, given any strategy profile an efficient equilibrium exists
only if the conditions (i) and (ze) in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied and that given that
these conditions are binding then a strategy r : (90, el ,...,at, ...) different from the
exploitative strategy profile is not an efficient equilibrium.

r8This is true because the utility to player i and. j by following the strategy profile sE coincides.
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Lemma 3.2 Suppose (1) and (2) hold and assume 2"< f . An efficient equilibrium

ex is tson ly i f  ( t )  ( " -  I )u+ f  )  0and ( i , i )  6> f f l l - r , *  Fur ther ,g iven tha t  (n -7)u+

f  :0  and 6  :  ## , i f  n>  n  every  s t ra tegy  r :  (90 ,e | , - - . , t . ' t - - . )  d i f fe ren t  f rom

the exploitative strategy is not an efficient equilibrium.

Proof. LeI f ) 2c. Assume that the outcome of s : {.0, --.,Qt,...} is efficient'

i.". g0 is a minimally connected network, all links are paid at the exploitative level

and there is complete flow of information. We first claim that s is pairwise stable

only if (" - 1) u+ f > 0.In order to get the lower bound condition to attain pairwise

stability we shall assume that the strategy s prescribes a maximal punishment in

the network formation stage, i.e. if a network I * g0 is observed then agents play

(D,0) in all the interactions. Then, given that players follow s in the interaction

phase the payoff of an agent when the network 90 is formed t. 914#[,

where pf'o (go ,t) S U! (00) r"pt*.ents the links agent z pays (at the exploitative

level) given s. The best deviation of player i in the network formation stage would

be to delete all his links and obtain a payoff 0. Hence the condition for pairwise

stability is obtained when (n- 1)r*max6qr,, pl'o (g',t) / > 0. Given s, for anyg0,

min{max26 N pl'o (go,r)} > 1, thus, s is pairwise stable only if (" - 1) a + f >0 and

the claim follows.

Second, we claim that s is a sequential equilibrium only if 6 > #k We note

that, in order to get a lower bound on 6, we sha]l consider that the strategy profile

s involves maximai punishments in case of any deviation in the interaction stage.

Such strategy should prescribe that if at some period I an agent i, e N deviates in

his interaction with i € Nl (00) tn"n 3 plays otrj,: (D,0) Yr )_ t * 1. Therefore,

given s, two possibilities may occur: (1) there is at least one end agent, say j, who

pays for his link, and (2) no end-agent pays for his link. We start considering case

(1) ; the payoff to the end-agent j, if he follows the strategy is ui 1s; : @ff,l/, ana

the payoff if he deviates in his interaction is uj (sl,t-j) (" - 1) 
" 

+ *- Agent j

does not want to deviate whenever 6 > #h Hence, in this case, our claim follows.

We now consider case (2), i.e. no end-agent pays for his link. Let Es (go) e N

represent the set of end-agents in g0. We claim that there exists some player e €

Uo (go) = N\Es (g0) *ho is paying all his direct links. Assume for a contradiction

that no agent pays for all his links, i.e. p!' ' (go,t) < u! (go) V1 F ru Since the

end-agents are not paying for their links, any agent ks € Mo(O') Iinked t_o an

agent js e Eo (g0) is paying for the link {j6.ks}. This implies that in case gu has

a star architecture, the center pays for all his direct links; this is a contradiction'

Therefore, let g0 be a minimally connected network different from the star. Let

g0,1 bu a network obtained by removing from g0 all agents belonging to E6 (g0) and

ih"i, .orrurponding links. We note that since g0 is minimally connected, also 90'1
is minimally connected. LeI E1(go) e Uo(go) be the set of end-agents in go't.
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we note that each player jr e Et (g0) rraa some link with some end-agent in g0
and he was paying for that particular link; since j1 is an end-agent ir g0't and no
agent pay for all his links in g0, it follows that ji does not pay for the link in go't,
i.e. there exists some player k1 € U, (go) : Mo (go) \8, (00) tint"a to some agent
jt € Er (90) and such that k1 pals for the link {j1,k1}.

We can proceed with the same reasoning defining the network go,2 a" the resultant
network from removing from g0,1 all agents in E1 (g0) and their corresponding links.
we note that g0'2 -is also minimally connected. Let E2 (go) e tut (go) be the set
of end-agents in g0'2. Since each jz e Ez (g0) n"a some'link rvith some end-agent
in g0't, he was paying for that particular iini< and this agent just have one link in
go,2 ft follows that any agent k2 e Uft(S'): Mr (go)\.o, (00) ti"t"a to an agent
jz € Ez (go) ir paying for that link {j2,k2}. Since'the num'bei of players is finite,
by induction we obtain that at some finite iteration period r, the cardinality of the
set M" (go) i .  e i ther 7 or 2. Consider the case U,(go):  {z i} .Then this agent
pays for all his links, which contradicts our initial assumption. Now consider the
case M" (go) : {it,i,,z}; note that z1 and i2 must be necessarily linked in g0 and,
therefore, one of these agents pays for all his links, a contradiction. This proves the
claim.

This claim implies that there exists some player z such that pf,e (g0,") : p! (go) .
since player i is not an end agent in g0, pl (go) > 2. The payoff of such agent irom

following the strategy s is tr; i") : 91$k)I, and the payoff from deviating in

all his interactions, sf, is uo(rl,r-o) : (r_ I)" * 4$!. For an equilibrium it

must be the case that u;(") Z ,rr.; (sf , s-;) , i.e. o > 4WL. we observe that

since pf (go) > z, ffi! , #{F The argument developed so far shows that
conditions (z) and (ze) are necessary for a strategy s to be an efficient equilibrium.

We now prove that if these two conditions are binding and n > n, any strategy
s different from sE is not an efficient equilibrium. Assume 

": {g0,...,et,.-.} i.
an eff ic ient equi l ibr ium; westart  by not ing that s ince ("- l )a+ f  :0 and s is
an efficient equilibrium it must be the case that each player i e I/ pays at most
for one link, i.e. each player cooperates with at most one of his social contacts.
Next, consider now an arbitrary pair of players, say e and j, who are directly linked,
g?,i:1, and, without loss of generality, let us assume that la,i (go) t 1r,; (g0) . We
have two possibilities, which we analyse in turn.

I.) Suppose the strategy profile s prescribes in the equilibrium path that player
j cooperates and player z defects. In this case, since sE and s are equivalent in the
equiiibrium path and sE prescribes maximal punishments for every deviation which
eventually occurs, it follows that the incentive of player j (i.) to follow s with z (j)
cannot be higher than to follow sE. In this case, we can use Lemma 4.1 to prove the
claim.

II.) Suppose that the strategy profile s prescribes in the equilibrium path that

l t J
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glaygr e cooperates and player j defects. The utility of player z to follow s is q (s) :
( n - 1 \ t t . ] -  f  - -

# If player i deviates (using his best deviation) against player j at some
period l, the utility he obtains in the continuation game is uf (s!,r_o) : (n * 7)u+

(n - | - ti,n (so)) u6 + fi + @#6'. Now we claim that player z have always
incentives to deviate (for 6 : ,--Lh).To see this, let us consider the case where
player z would have the lowest incentives to deviatele, i.". ti,o(g1) : nl2 and,
p! : , - 230 In this case, the utility of the best deviation oi player i becomes
al ( ' ! ,s-z) :  ("  -  t) ,  + (ry)u6 + f ,  + (" -r?!o'  .We now note that ui(s) >
a l  ( ' ! ,s -z)  i f  and only  i t  (n- I )u6 -  (+)16 (1-d)  -  (n-Dd52 > d-  / .  S ince
-  n-  |6 : fffi, we can rewrite this condition as -u*6(u-2d,) : -ui#!;(u-2d) > 0,
which is'satisfied if and only if n 1n. This contradicts the faci tli lt n ) n and,
completes the proof of the Lemma.I

The two lemmas prove the Theorem.l

Cooperative Efficient Equilibria

Proof of Theorem 3.3. We first observe that the cooperative strategy pro-
file prescribes players to play the Nash equilibrium (D,0) in any possible out-of-
equilibrium path. This implies that, to define the existence conditions of a sequen-
tial equilibrium, rve just need to focus on individuals' incentives in the equilibrium
path. Using this fact, the proof of the theorem is based on two Lemmas which are
stated and proved below.

Lernma 3.3 Suppose (1) and (2) hold and assume 2c> f . The cooperative strat-
egy profile, tc : {r0,r,rc,t,...,ac,t,...} ir an equilibrium for the widest range of
parameters when g0 is a line network. In such case, sc is an equilibrium if and only
i f  ( n -  1 ) u +  2 c )  0  a n d  5  )  6 * ,  w h e r e  6 .  [ , u *  ( " - 2 ) u 5 "  I  c -  d -  d 6 . ] +  c : 0 .

Proof.
Let us consider the strategy prof i le sc :  {u0,ac, ' , . . . , rc, t , . --} ,  where g0 is a

minimally connected network. We first show that the network which is pairwise
stable for the widest range of parameters is the line network. The utility a player

z obtains from following the cooperative strategy is u; (sc) - @-r)"-+J:!Go)', where
p! (So) e {L,2,. . . ,n- 1}.  Suppose player i  deviates in the network stage. Since
players play defection and withhold information in the interaction phase if a network

teNote that player i's incentives to deviate are decreasing in 1j.,; (90), b.."nru it represents the
amount of information he looses when deviating (with a lag of only one period), and these incentives
are also decreasing in pf , since when player i deviates at some period I he will have to pay a cost
d in his relationship with each of his sociai contacts from period t * 2 onwards.

2oNote that this situation is not possible, but we use i t  to get a lower bound in the incentives to
deviate.
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different from g0 is observed, it is clear that the best deviation of player z is to delete
any link he has and doing so player i obtains zero utility. Thus, player z follows sc if
and only if ua (sc) ) 0, which is equivalent to (n - 1) u + p! (go) c ) 0. This implies
that in any minimally connected network g0 the player who has the highest incentive
to deviate in the network stage is player j such that p.d, (go) : rn&x;61,r pf (g0) . W"
norv observe that in the line networb p1@,0"") - 2 < p! (gr) for any minimally
connected network g0 different from the line. It is readily seen that, given sc, where
g0 is the line network, the network g0 is pairwise stable if and only if (" - 1) u *2c )
0 .

We now analyse the conditions for the discount factor 6 (relative to the inter-
action stage). Let us assume that g0 is the line network. We first show that the
player who has the highest incentive to deviate in the interaction phase is either an
end-agent, say i, or a player linked with an end agent, say j. Consider an end agent
e, then the utility this player obtains following the strategy is u1 (r") : t"l!F". tt
piayer z deviates in the interaction stage, his utility would be (n - 1),u + fr; thus a
deviation is not profitable when d > d = T;+- Next, consider a player 7 linked
with an end-agent; we note that player j has two links: one with an end-agent, say
'i, and one with a non-erd. agent, say j'.The utility of player j from following the
strategy 

"i GC) : 9.ff4. At any period t, player J has two relevant possible
deviations. One, playery may deviate only with player i at period t and deviate
with player j/ in period , + 1; let us denote this deviation strategy as sfl, then

" t r ' ( t | t , r9 , )  
:  ( r -  1 )  u* (n_  2)u6 :_cr  f f i+# .  T*o ,  p layer  j  may dev ia te

both with playeri and jt at period f ; let us denote this deviation strategy as s!2,

then ul2 (tX', t9r\ : (n - 1) u + m." We now observe that any other player who
J  \  J  

- J /

is neither an end-agent nor a player linked with an end-agent, say j', has a link with
two non end-agents and he may deviate similarly to player j: to deviate only with the
agent who is closest to an end agent of the line, say st;dr, and to deviate with both of
his social contacts, say s'rd2. It is readily seen that 

"!i{t!, , s- jc) , djotls,rdr, s- i,c)
^nd u!2(sl2 , s-ic) : ,/jo'(t' jo', t_ i 'c).This proves the claim.

Second, we claim that agent 7 has a higher incentive to deviate as compared to
player i. Above we have shown that player i follows sc if and only if 6 > 6. We
now investigate the incentive of player j. Assume 6 > 6, thenull 2ul2 if and only
: f  A - : i -  - ctL e -2 ,: @.\6-i, > d. Player 7 follows sc if and only if ui Gc) r-"!t (ttrt,tgr),
which is equivalent to 6[u* (" - 2) u5 + c- d- d6]+ c ) 0. Let us define the following
func t i on :  T (6 )  :  l l u+ (n -2 )u6 ;_  c -  d -d6 l *c -  We no te  tha t  %P t  0  and

using the fact that c : d,6 - @ - 2)u6. weobserve that T (6) : - @ - 3)u6 < 0.

Hence for 6 ( 6 player j has incentives to deviate. This proves the claim. Moreover
2lPlayer j may also deviate only with player i at period t. However, this deviation is strictly

dominated by the deviation sf]. Finally, player j may deviate with player j/ at period t and either
deviate with i  at period t * 1 or not. These two possibi l i t ies are str ict ly dominated by 

" l ' .
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we can state the condition for player j not to deviate. Since when 6 > 5, the best
deviation of player j is slr, for an equilibrium we need that 6 ) 6*, where d* > I is
such t,hat T (6.) : g.

We now claim that in any other minimally connected network g0 different from
the line, say 90, if d < 6*, sc is not an equilibrium. We observe that in any minimally
connected network it must be the case that there exist a player, say j" who has k
links with k end agents (k > i) and one additional link, which may be either with
a non end-agent, or with an end-agent (this last case would only be possible with
the star network), ilere we have two possibilities. One, if k:1then the incentives
to deviate of player j" are the same that the incentives of a player linked with an
end-agent in a line network (player j above); in this case the claim follows. Two,
k > 2; by construction p$,, (go) : k+1 and the utility player j// obtains following sc
.  ,  n\  r . -  _ 1 \ " ,  . ( , t+ l )c ,t s u , , ( s v ) : f f . L e t u s a S S u m e t h a t p 1 a y e r j / / d e v i a t e s i n h i s i n t e r a c t i o n s
with the ,k end-agents at some period t and with the remaining player at period t+ 1,
sff,. me uti l i ty from such deviation irqf,(t ir,r9r,,) : @ - t)u*(n- 1- k)u6+

, + L!Y#. Therefore player 7" follows sc if and only if ui,, (rc) > "tr, 
(rjh , r?r,,) ,

which is analogous to d[kc' + (n - 1 - k)u6 + c - kd - d,6] > -kc. we' now show
that when 6 : 6*, player j// deviates. To see this we note that T (6.) : 0 implies
that -c : 6*[u + (, - 2) u6" -l c - d - d6.]. Assume for a contradiction that player
j ' d o e s  n o t  w a n t  t o  d e v i a t e  a t  5 * ,  i . e .  6 * l k u  *  ( n - t - k ) u 6 "  * c -  k d - d 6 " 1  >
-kc. Lf, in the RHS, we substitute -c from the equation T (6.) : 0 we obtain
6 * l k u - f  ( r * t  -  k ) u 6 *  * c - k d - d 6 . 1 )  - k ' . l u + ( r - 2 ) u 6 *  * c - d , - d . 6 . )  < +  6 *  <
gfi:7, which is a contradiction since we have already shown that 6* > 6 > 6 :

6;ft;.fnis Proves the claim'

This completes the proof of the Lemma.f

Lemma 3.4 Suppose (1) and (2) hold and assume 2c > f .Consider the set of
strategies S* c ,S which result in the asymmetric efficient outcome. If a strategy
s € ,S* is an equilibrium, then sE with g0 : g is also an equilibrium.

Proof.

Assume 2, > f .To prove this, it is enough to show that sc is a maximal punish-
ment strategy profile. To see this note that if a player, say i, deviates in the network
formation stage, he receives the worst possible outcome from period 1 onwards (be-
cause aJ,t : (D,0), Vj e N! (d,r ) 1). If playeri deviates in the interaction stage,
at some period t then the players with whom player z deviates directly realize the
deviation, and hence they play (D,0) from period t* 1, while the remaining social
contacts realize the deviation at t * 1 and hence they play (D,0) from period t + 2
onu'a.rds. Clearly, given the informational structure, player i receives the maximum
punishment rvhen he deviates. This completes the proof.I

Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 prove the Theorem.I
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Part II

Experiments on Sequential
Guessing Games
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Chapter 4

fmperfect Learning and Error
Cascades in Sequential Guessing
Games: An Experiment

4.L Introduction

There are situations where agents have to take public decisions sequentially
under uncertainty. Consjder for example the case of financial markets or the choices
of firms on technological adoptions under uncertain market conditions. In these
situations agents may have private but incomplete information about which the
profitable decision is. Hence, the higher the number of agents who have taken their
decisions, the lower the level of uncertainty faced by those who still have to take their
action. Nevertheless) even iflater players in the sequence have less uncertainty, their
problem is to decode predecessors' private information from the observed actions.
In many of these situations former players in the sequence have the advantage of
strategic preemption, but in this paper we want to focus on analyzing whether later
players are able to take advantage of their position to have a higher chance to take
the correct action.

Therefore in this paper we design an experiment want to analyze agents'behavior
in signaling games with no strategic conflict among agents. We consider a situation
where there is a sequence of players who have to guess rvhich the true state of the
rvorld is. Each of these agents have private information about the true state of the
rvorld and they make their guess publicly and sequentially. Hence throughout the
guessing sequence private information may be revealed to later players who can use
this fact to take the correct action with a higher probability.

Our focus is on a very simple strategic context, which concerns a traditional
parlour game played in many countries, which in Spain is known as Chi,nos.t In this

I The word "chinos" is a slight modification of the Spanish word "chinas", which refers to the
pebbles that players may hide in their hands u'hen playing the game.
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game) players start by hiding in their hands a number of coins (or pebbles), from
zero to a certain maximum number (often three). Then, in some pre-specified order,
each player produces a guess on the total number of coins in the hands of every
player. When doing so, a player is informed of her own number of coins and, if she
is not the first one to speak, the guesses produced by all others who preceded her.

Formally, the game is to be conceived as a multi-stage game with incomplete
information. In our version of the game? it is assumed that the number of coins
in the hands of each player is the outcome of an exogenous random mechanism -
i.e. a stochastic choice by Nature. We further simplify matters by considering just
three players and restricting the number of coins in the hands of each player to be
either zero or one. Finally, concerning payoffs, we design the game so that players'
incentives do not conflict. Therefore, their decisions should not reflect any strategic
considerations and thus represent a perfect signal of their private information. In this
case, there is a unique Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) rvhere, after observing
each player's guess, any subsequent players may infer exactly the pebbles lying in the
formers' hands, and, thus, the last player in the sequence guess the correct answer
with certainty.

In this light, the main objective of our experiments can now be advanced. Suc-
cinctly expressed, it is to contrast whether, as theory would unambiguously pre-
scribe, early moving subjects choose clear-cut signalling guesses and later players
are able to "decipher" them and act accordingly. These are the main regularities we
would expect to find in the experimental evidence, possibly entangled by consider-
ations of learning and noise, unavoidable in any real-world context.

We find that, qualitatively, the experimental results reproduce the theoretical
predictions. First, if we consider the outcomes we observe that the frequency with
which the correct answer is guessed is increasing in the player position. Hence, later
players in the sequence are able to use the information they infer from predecessors
to have a higher chance to guess right. Nevertheless we find that players make errors,
since these frequencies are lower than it is predicted by theory. In fact the higher
the player position the higher the difference between the frequency of actual play
and the equilibrium prediction is. Second, if we analyze the behavior of agents u,'e
find a high frequency of equilibrium play, i.e. modal play coincides with equilibrium
play, but we also find deviations from equilibrium.

Hence, the equilibrium analysis seems to explain the data, but only imperfectly:
there are deviations from equilibrium which we rationalizeby doing a deeper econG-
metric analysis. We argue that deviations from equilibrium are due to the way
players learn to play. In our experimental sessions we keep groups fixed to favor
agents' learning and in order to understand agent's play with respect to their ob-
served history.2 Additionally, the use of fixed groups allows us to have a higher

zNote that in our framework there should not be repeated game effects, since there is a unique
equil ibr ium of the stage game. Hence, the unique equil ibr ium of the entire game is the repeti t ion
of the equilibrium of the stage game. Moreover, the fact that there is no strategic conflict amorlg
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number of independent observations and the possibility to make a panel data econo-
metric analysis. This analysis represents a novelty in the experimental literature
since it allows us to interpret agents' errors with regard to their own experience,
instead of assuming that errors are i.i.d. We say there is learning when players are
able to react optimally to their past experience, i.e. to the strategy they infer their
predecessors are playing. Our estimations show the presence of imperfect learning:
a player's learning is less intense the higher the deviation from optimal behavior
by his predecessors. Hence, deviations from the equilibrium are explained by the
accumulation of etrors: the presence of imperfect learning generates what we cali
an "error cascade", i.e. the situation where deviation from learning by a player in-
creases with respeci to the deviations from learning by preceding players. We show
the presence of error cascades, which allows us to explain the experimental results
reiying on learning arguments.

The Chi,nos game was first strategically analyzed by Pastor-Abia et al. (2000),
where they analyze a generalized version of the game. The issue of information
transmission has been the motivation for a rather large body of literature. For
example, herd behavior and information cascades has been analyzed in a theoretical
setup in the seminal papers of Banerjee (1992) or Bikhchandani et at. (lgg2). And
turning to the sphere of applications, one finds a very diverse crowd. Thus, for
example' Kennedy (1997) or Chaudhuri et al. (1997) focus on how firms shape their
business strategy, Welch (1992) studies consumer behavior, Glaeser et a/. (1996) or
Kahan (1997) deal with spread of crime and Lohmann (1994) with political action.
This approach has also been used to study financial markets. The reader is referred
to the survey article by Camerer (1989) or the more recent work of Avery and
Zemsky (1998). This theoretical literature has also been object of experimental
studies, among which we highlight Anderson and Holt (1997), who check in the lab
the model of Bikhchandani et aI. (1992). There has been a branch of experimental
papers which have been framed in the setup of Anderson and Holt (1997) to analyze
various interesting aspects of the problem at hand, among which we highlight Hung
and Plott (2001), Kubler and Weizsiicker (2003) and Qelen and Kariv (2004a-b).
This experimental literature is commented in detail after we present the results of
our experiments.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides
"a brief synopsis of the theory underlying the experiment. Section 4.3 describes
the experimental design and procedures. Section 4.4 presents the results of the
experiment in summary statistics. Section 4.5 introduces an analysis of learning
and section 4.6 shows the presence of error cascades. Section 4.7 reviews the related
experimental literature. Finally, section 4.8 concludes.
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4.2 The model

In the ch'inos game every player t € Ar: {1,...,n} receives, as private informa-
tion, a signal s; drawn independently from a probability distribution over the set of
possible signals,S: {0, .-.,r}.Players act in sequence and have to guess the sum of
signals over the n players which we denote by a : sr * ...* s,". By the time player
z makes a guess gt e G = {0,..., r.r}, she knows her signal (s;) and the guesses of
those who acted before her in the sequence. This is, player 1 guesses first, knowing
the realization of her own signal (s1). Player 1's guess, 91, is observable by the rest
of the players. Then, player 2, having observed her own signal (s2) and 91, makes
a guessT which is made public. Then, player 3 makes a (public) guess knowing her
signal (s3) and the guesses made by players 1 and 2, and so on.

Now we define the payoff function, that is, how monetary rewards are distributed
depending on players' signals and guesses: all players who guess correctly (i.e. go:
o) receive a fixed prize, which rve normalize to 7. All players who do not guess
correctly (i.u. go f a) receive zero payoff. It is clear that, in this case, all players
have an incentive to maximize their chances to guess correctly, regardless of the fact
that their guesses will reveal their signals to other players.

By analogy with the experimental treatments, we characterize the equilibria
under the following conditions. First, we focus on the case of three players (n : 3)
and two signals (r : 1). Moreover, we shall assume signals s4 &r€ independently
drawn from the same probability distribution, with p denoting the probability of
si : 1. Without loss of generality, we fix p > +.

Note that the sum of signals for k players will be the realization of a Binomial
distribution B(k,p).Let Mp be the mode of that distribution.

We shall look for Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) of this game under the
different payoff scenarios specified below. In what follows, we set the notation for
players' behavioral strategies and beliefs.

Let I,i represent the set of possible information sets of player ,i, i.e. T1 = S,
12= S x G, and Is= S x G2, with I denoting ageneric element of I;. In word.s an
information set of player l consists on her own signal (/r: sr), an information set
of player 2 consists on her own signal and the guess made by player I (12 : ("z,gr)) ,
and an information set of player 3 consists on her own signal and the guesses made
by her predecessors (13 : (ts,gt,gz)).

The strategy of a player z e {1,2,3} is represented by 1.i: {Oo{tolyrurtu

We define the belief system of player i as {Mt (I;)} rurtu = {{t re;)(h)}nen} ruetu ,
rvhere UQt)(h) represents the probability that player ri assigns to the history h € Ia,
conditional on the information set /i being reached.

Formally:
pz Qz) (h) : Ptz (hll2) : Pr2 (s1 , s2,9tlsz, gt) .
pzQs)  (h )  :  P ts  (h l f t )  -  Prs  (s r ,  

"2 ,  
s3 ,9 t ,gz lss ,g t ,9z)
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Hence, simplifying the above expressions, using the fact that s1, s2,fi are,i.,i.d".,
we get:

pz Qz) (h) :  Prz (rr  | rz,  9t)  :  Pr2,1(sr lgr)  .
psQz)  (h )  :  Prs  (s1 ,s2 ls3 ,g t ,gz) :  Pr3  (s1 ,  sz lh ,gz) :  Pr3 ,1  ( " t lg t ,  gz ) 'Prs ,z (sz l11 , ,gz) :

Pr3 ,1  (s1 lg t )  .P .s , ,  ( t z lg r ,gz)
Thus, defining the subjective probabilities Pr2,1 ("r lgr) , Pr3,r (r,lgr) and Pr3,2 (tzlgt, gz)

we completely define a system of beliefs for the population.

Hence, given the realized vector of signals (tr,tz,s3), the corresponding vector
of guesses at the unique PBE of the game will be as follows:

g t  :  s t * M z

9 z  :  ( h - M z ) * s z * M t

9 s  :  ( 9 2 _ M 1 ) + s 3

Note that llfi and M2 reptesent common information, hence player 2 and player
3 can infer s1 from 91 (st: gt - tt[z). Thus, player 3 can infer s2 * s1 from 92
( " r + s z : g z - M t ) .

This is, in equilibrium, each player reveals her signal. Hence, player t has
uncertainty about the signals of players 2 and 3 (approximating s2 -F s3 using M2);
player 2 has uncertainty only about s3, which she approximates with M1; and player
3 should be informed of the value of o and will guess the correct answer with cer-
tainty. Thus, the higher the player position in the sequence, the higher her chances
to win the prize (note that Pr(s2 + ss : Mz) < Pr(s3 : Mt)).

Out of the PBE equilibrium path, any beliefs with the corresponding best reac-
tion guesses would be acceptable. Anyway, in order to uniquely define an equilibrium
we propose the following beli.ef criterion, which seems the most reasonable:

Mz( I z )  
:

4,1 ̂ (  t^\
'  r J  \ r J l

0"zQz) (0,sz,gt),pz (12) (1, s2,gr))

((7 - Pzt(gr)) , Pn (gt))

( l rs  ( /s)  (0 ,0,  s3,  91,92) ,  t "sQs)  (0,1,  s3,  g t ,92) ,

ps (1s) (1, 0,s3, 9t, gz), t"t  Qz) (1, 1,s3, gr, gz))

( (1  -  Psr  (gr ) ) '  ( I  -  Pzz(gt ,sz)) ,  (1  -  Pst  (gr ) )  .  Psz(st ,sz) ,

Ps r  (g r )  ' ( 1 -  Psz (g ,gz ) ) ,Pe i  (g r )  -Pzz (g t ,gz ) ) ,
'unere :

(  n  ; f  h l M zP r ( g )  :  P r r ( l l g r )  : l i  " o t h e r u t i , s e  
,  ' i € { 2 , 3 }

, \
(  i  i f  9 z 1 M t + P n ( g t )Psz(h,sz) :  

f ; ( t lor ,sz) 
:  

\  i  otherw, ise

In words, since the equilibrium prescribes that player 1 makes a guess p1 :
s1* M2, when players 2 and 3 observe g 1Mz, they infer that player l 's signal is
0.
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Similarly, player 3 knows that player 2infers sl : 0when P21 (gr) : 0 and s1 : l
when P21 (gr) : 1. Thus, since equilibrium prescribes that player 2 makes a guess
gz: Pzt (gr) + s2 * M1, when player 3 observes gz 1 Mt + Pn (g), she infers that
player 1's signal is 0.

Hence, with this beliefs system a PBE would be formed by the following players'
strategies:

g i (s r )  :  s t *Mz

giGz,gt)  :  Pn (gt)  *  sz * Mt

g iGs,g t ,gz)  :  Prb t )  *  Psz(h ,gz)  *  sz

Finally, we note that in the experiment we use p - f , h"t"" a pBE is obtained
by substituting M1:1 and M2:2 in the expressions above.

4.3 The experimental design

In what follows, we describe the features of the experiment in detail.3
Subjects. The experiment was conducted in 4 subsequent sessions in May, 2002.

A total of 48 students (12 per session) rvere recruited. among the undergraduate
student population of the Universidad de Alicante.a

Treatment. The 4 experimental sessions were run in a computer lab.5 In each
session, subjects played 20 rounds of the game. In all 20 rounds of each session
subjects played anonymously with the same opponents (that is, the group compo-
sition was kept constant throughoui the sessions). Moreover, also player position
was fixed. Instructions were provided by a self-paced, interactive computer program
that introduced and described the experiment.

Payoffs. All subjects received 1000 ptas. (1 euro is approx. 166 ptas.) to show
up. The fixed prize for each round was equal to 50 ptas.

Matchi,ng. As we said, subjects experienced one player position only in the
guessing sequence for all treatments. We did so to simplify their decision making
process (and data analysis). We also fixed group composition. We did so to enhance
learning effects and to obtain a higher number of independent observations for each
individual experimental session. After each round each agent was informed of his
payoff and of the guess and the signal of each agent in his group in the current
round, and additionally they could observe a table with the history of signals and
guesses each agent in his group made in all previous rounds. This allows to enhance
iearning of agents.

3The payoff treatment object of this experiment was jointly developed with the treatments
described in the next chapter. See Section 5.3 for details.

aNlainly, undergraduate students from the Economics Department with no (or very little) prior
exp_osure to game theory.

"The experiment was programmed and conducted with the software z-Tree (Fischbacher (iggg)).
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Group si,ze. As previously mentioned, all experimental sessions were character-
ized by a group size n:3.

R,andom eaents. We have taken n:314.

4.4 Results

Let us describe the results of the experimental sessions. We will divide the
analysis into three parts. First we describe the outcomes, that is, the frequency
with which players (we will refer to player positions as "player" hereafter) get the
prize. Then we turn to analyze behavior; to this aim we describe to which extent
players behavior in the experiment adjust to the theoretical equilibria. Finally we
analyze the correlation that exists between the guesses made by the players and the
information sets thev had.

4.4.I  Outcomes

The outcome results for the three trearmenrs are resumed in Table /. It shows
the percentage over the total number of rounds played in which the players guess
right (i.e. their guesses coincide with the sum of signals), hence it represents the
frequency wiih which each player wins the prize. In brackets we display the theo.
retical predictions of the probability of guessing right (or, equivalently, winning the
prize) rvhen players follow the equilibrium strategy.

Player Frequency of guessing right
I 40,57 (56)
2 50,32 (75)
2 61,08 (100)

We can observe that the results reproduce qualitatively the theoretical predic-
tions. The frequency of winning the prize is increasing in player position, as theory
predicts. Nevertheless, the frequencies with which players win the prize is lower
than the theoretical probabilities of guessing right. This suggests that players make
errors and deviate from the equilibrium strategies in some rounds. We observe how
the difference between the frequency of winning and the theoretical probability to
rvin is increasing with player position (15,49 for player I,24,68 for player 2 and 38,92
for player 3). In sections 4.4 and 4.5 below we provide an econometric analysis of
the deviations from equilibrium by players and relate it to accumulation of errors
(error cascades).

4.4.2 Behavior

Nou'we turn to describe the behavior ofthe agents (again aggregating by player
positions) to try to compare with the equilibrium behavior described in Section 4.2.
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In this section, we will restrict to describe the cases in which the path of actual play
is consistent with the equilibrium.

In equilibrium, player 1 guesses 2, in case she has signal 0, or guesses 3, in case
her signal is 1 (cf. Section 4.2), thus we only analyze player 2's behavior when she
observes that player t has guessed either 2 or 3. Similarly, to analyze player 3's
behavior we only consider paths of guesses of player 1 and 2 consistent with the
equilibrium.

The information is presented in tables, referred to player positions. It is shown,
for each information set, the frequency with which each possible guess is made
with respect to the total number of cases in which the considered information set
is reached. For each row (information set reached at equilibrium) the cell in bold
represent the equilibrium best response of the player, as detailed in Section 4.2. Since
we run 4 sessions of 20 rounds, and in each case we have 4 groups (of 3 players), we
have a toial of 960 observations (320 observations of guessing sequences).

Tables 2.I - 2.3 show the behavior of players 1 - 3 respectively restricted to
information sets that are compatible with the equilibrium. In each row it is presented
the information set, which, for player 1, consists on her own signal (s1); for player
2 consists on both her own signal (s2) and the guess made by player 1 (gr); and for
player 3 consists both on her signal (s3) and the guesses made by her predecessors
(g and g2). In the table we can observe the percentage with which the player
makes any of her possible guesses (0, 1, 2 and 3) over the total number of times the
information set of the player is reached. The last column represents the frequency
of equilibrium play aggregating for information sets.

Info. set:
Signal 1

Guess 1
0 1 2 3

0 0,93 26,85 0
59,19 yo1 0 9,62 37,98

Table 2.1

We can observe that player 1 plays the equilibrium with a frequency of 59,78T0.
This frequency is iricreased when she gets signal 0 (72,22%), meanwhile it is lower
when her signal is 1 (52,40%).The explanation relies on the fact that there may be
agents that do not make use of their own information: given the priors (p:314) the
most likely answers are 2 and 3 (both with a probability 0,4219), both of which are
possible when player 1's signal is 1, this can explain the fact that in this case player
1 guesses 2 with a high frequency (37,98%); on the other hand, when player t has
signal 0, she knows for sure that the answer is not 3 (which explain the frequency
0To for gi : 3), and thus she guesses 2 in a higher frequency (72,22%).
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Info. Set pl2 Guess 2 % Eq.
PlayGuessl Signal2 I 2 3

2
0 60,78 0

65,79 o/o
1 7,55 34,91

3
0 20,69 3,45

1 0 10

Table 2.2

If we consider player 2 we observe that she plays the equilibrium in 65,78% of
the cases. The frequencies are higher in case player 1 guessed 3 (frequency 86,23%)
from which player 2 should infer that playerl's signal is 1, than when she guessed
2 (frequency 51,59%), from which she should infer s1 :0. An explanation for this
fact could be that player 2 assigns positive probability to the event that player 1 is
playing at random and thus she weights to some extent the priors when inferring
player 1's signal.

lnfo. Set 3 Guess 3 Eq.Play
(%)G1 G2 S3 0 1 2 3

2

1
0 72,73 18 ,18 0

63,230/0

1 0 58,82 11,76

2
0 0 82,76 0

1 0 0 28,57

3

2
0 0 56,25 6,25

1 0 n 35,71

3
0 0 4 ,17 8,33

1 0 0 0

Table 2.3

We can see that player 3 plays the equilibrium with a frequency of. 63,23T0.
Again we observe that player 3 plays the equilibrium action much more frequently
AS

(i) Player 1 and player 2's guesses are higher.
(ii) Her own signal (s3) is higher.
To highlight this fact, we note that: in the information sets in which player I

guess 2 and player 2 guess 1, player 3 plays the equilibrium with a frequency of
21,437a meanwhile in the information sets in which both player 1 and player 2 guess
3, player 3 plays the equilibrium in 95,89Yo, which is increased to 100% when she
gets s3 :  l .
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This fact can be explained by the same argument used in player 2's case, that
is, to consider that player 3 conceives that both player 1 and player 2 do not always
follow the equilibrium strategy but play at random with some probability. In this
case player 3 weights the priors (p:3la) when he tries to infers players 1 and 2's
signals.

4.4.3 Correlation between guesses and inforrnation sets

Now we show the correlation among guesses and information sets by player
position. We analyze the following correlations, which are resumed in Table 3.

(i) For player 1: correlation between her signal and her guess (s1,91).
(ii) For player 2: correlation between the sum of her signal and the guess of

player 1 and her guess (s2 + h,g2).
(iii) For player 3: correlation between the sum of her signal and the guess of

player 2 and her guess (sz + gz,gz) -

We find high positive correlations between information sets and guesses for the
three players. This correlation is observed to be increasing with respect to the player
position.

Hence we summarize this section by saying that the equilibrium of the game is
a good predictor of our experimental data, but we observe that there is also the
presence of noise. In the next two sections we rationalize these deviations from
the equilibrium by taking into account learning considerations. Since we have fixed
groups, we are able to make panel data estimations and understand each agent play
with regard to his own experience in the group.

4.5 Learning analysis

In the previous section we presented the results of the experiment aggregat-
ing the data for player positions. Nevertheless, we had fixed groups, and hence
independent observations. Hence) we can do a deeper econometric analysis in or-
der to understand agents behavior with respect to his own past experience. In our
framework, it could be the case that some particular player is wrongly playing a
strategy rvhich does not correspond to his optimal best response. Hence, the fact
that successors in the sequence do not take this into account would lead them to
react suboptimally. We can conceive that players may have the ability to learn
predecessors' strategies by means of past experience, i.e. the actual path of play
of those agents throughout all previous periods. Thus even if a player is behaving
according to a strategy which is different from the best response, succeeding players
should be able to learn to play a best response to the actual strategy they observe.

B9
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4.5.1 Formal definitions

We say players are opt'imal when they react playing a best response with respect
to their predecessors' strategies, which they infer throughout the experience from
previous periods. We say players are not'ionally opti,mal when they play a best
response with respect to their predecessors' theoretical best response. Hence it is
clear that the case of full optimality, i.e. when all players play optimally, correspond
to the situation of notional optimality.

We say there is learni,ng when a player is able to react optimally to his past
experience, i.e. to the strategy that he infers that his predecessors are playing.
Nevertheless, learning may be imperfect. We say there is imperfect learning when
a player's learning is less intense the higher the deviation from optimal behavior by
his predecessors.

In order to analyze learning we recall rve have a panel where there are 16 groups
(16 subjects in each player position) and 20 rounds. We make logit estimations from
period 11-20, so as to let players to use the first 10 periods to learn how other agents
in the group behave. To analyze player 2, we first define a proxy for the behavioral
strategy of player t he infers from his experience.

Assume player 1 is playing a particular behavioral strategy I : {li 's},€{0,1},e€{0,r,2,3},
not necessarily the equilibrium one, where ?f's represents the probability with which
player 1 makes a guess fi : A when he has s1 : 7.

At period t > 10 player 2 can construct a proxy for player 1's behavioral strategy
(i) * follows: ii'n (t) wouid be obtained as the frequency with which player 1 chooses
gt :A  among a l l  t imes herece ived s t : t r  f romper iod  l  toper iod  / -1 .

Hence, the posterior belief that player 2 has on player t having a signal s1 : 0
given that at period t he has observed gt(t) : y is then calculated by applying
Bayes'rule:

1 ; o ' g l + \

Pr(s1( t )  :0  l9r  ( t ) :  i l :  T3#!L
4, r t  \ , /  + t11'Y(t)

and Pr(s1(r) :  r I  gr(t) :  g) :  1 - Pr(s1(t) :  O I gt,(t) :  A).
Then at any period t > 10 we can calculate the belief that any player 2 has that

player 1 of his group (who has chosen gt(t): y) is playing optimally as:

br  :  pr (sr  :9 i  ' (g)  
|  gr ( r )  :  y )

i.e. the variable b1 represents the probability that player 2 assigns to player 1 to
har,'e played his best response given that he observes a guess gt : y-6

" In all our calculations we consider any guess (y e {0, I , 2, 3}) by player 1, even if this guess is not
compatible with the equilibrium. We consider the equilibrium strategy we propose by aplying the
cri terion bel iefsystem proposed in section 4.2. This is done to have a higher number ofobserrat ions.
We note that restricting to guesses compatible with the equilibrium does not change our results.
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Now we can define the optimal best response by player 2 Lo the behavioral strat-
egy he has inferred from player 1 at period t, when he observes player 1's guess to
b e g l ( t ) : y :

giGz,gt: A) is set to be the action which maximizes the expected benefit of
player 3, given that the beliefs about player 1's signal is represented by the variable
b1 and the belief about player 3's signal is represented by the priors (i,i)

Finally at any round, > 10 and for any subject acting as player 2 we can define
a binary variable which indicates whether he has played optimally with regard to
player 1's behavioral strategy which he infers through his experience and the current
guess he observes gt: A as:

I i f 92 (t) : giGz, f i : a)
0 otherwise

Similarly, for player 3 we construct the variable b2, which represents the prob-
ability that player 3 assigns to player 2 to have played optimally to his experience
given the guesses he observes by players 1 and 2.7 Then we also calculate g$(t, h,gz)
which is the action that maximizes the expected benefit of player 3, given that the
beliefs about player 1 and player 2's signals are represented by the variables b1 and
b2, respectively. Analogously we also can construct the binary variable BRs(t,h,gz)
which indicates whether a subject acting as player 3 has played optimally with re-
gard to his predecessors'behavioral strategies that he infers through his experience
and the guesses he observes in the current period-

4.5.2 The case of perfect learning

A situation perfect learning by an agent would be represented by the case where
he is able to react optimally to the behavioral strategies of his predecessors inferred
through experience.

For example, consider player 2. In the case of perfect learning would be repre-
sented by the fact that, regardless the value of b1 € [0,1] he may observe, he reacts
optimally. This extreme case is represented in Figure 1.

TThe calculations are similar to those for br but more tedious and, hence, ommited.
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Pr(BRz:1)

1

Figure 1

The case of perfect learning occurs when the probability of player 2 playing a
best response Pr(Bl?2 : 1) represented as a function of b1 is an horizontal line at 1.
One could also conceive that there are some errors which are independent of b1, in
this case we rn'ould obtain an horizontal line at a lower level. For player 3, the case of
perfect learning would be analogously represented by an horizontal line representing
the fact that player 3 reacts optimally to the behavior of his predecessors regardless
the observed values of b1 and b2.

4.5.3 Imperfect learning: econometric analysis

In this section we analyse the probability of optimal behavior of agents with
regard to predecessors' behavior. To this aim we make (panel data) logistic regres-
sions.

For player 2 we regress the probability of behaving optimally with respect to b1.
The results are presented in Table 4 below:

BR2 Coef. Std. Err. Z P>lz l
b 1 2.747572 .6980889 3.94 0.000

cons -r.239713 .4699841 -2.64 0.008
Table 4: Random-effects loeisticIogi regresslo

The fact that the coefficient of b1 is significant and positive reflects the fact
that there is i'mperfect learni,ng by player 2: player 2's learning is less intense the
higher the deviation from optimal behavior by player 1. Moreover if we represent
graphically the predicted probability of player 2's best response with respect to b1
we observe that the relation among both variables is very close to be linear. Figure
2 represents this relationship.

oSoftware used: STATA. Number of obs : 147. Group variable (i): group. Number of groups :
16. Random effects u_i -Gaussian. 

Wald chi2(1) = 15.49. Log likelihood = -86.620567. Prob >
chi2 :  0 .0001.
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b1

Figure 2

The explanation for the presence of imperfect learning is the following: when
b1 is high then optimal behavior by player 2 to his own experience coincides with
notional optimality, hence this improves player 2's ability to react optimally and the
probability of playing a best response is high. Differently when b1 is low (and hence
the belief about player 1 reflects that he is not behaving optimally), then there is a
conflict between the optimal behavior of player 2 to his own experience and notional
optimaiity (optimal behavior with respect to the equilibrium of the game), hence
player 2's ability to react optimally is lower when b1 is small. This fact explain this
positive and increasing relation between Pr(BR2:1) and br.

Now we turn to analyze player 3's learning. We make a logistic regression of the
probability of player 3 to play a best response as a function of b1 and b2. The results
are shown in table 5 below.

BR3 Coef. Std. Err. z P>l ' l
b l .7775597 .7322596 0.98 0.327
b2 7.307434 .6298727 2.08 0.038

cons -.4995752 .4785546 -1 .19 0.233
Table 5: Random-effects logistic regression

We find that coefficient of b2 is positive and significant while the coefficient of
b1 is also positive but not significant. We care of the fact that variables b1 and b2
are correlated. In fact if we run the above estimation without b2 we get a significant
coefficient of b1. We have constructed a bivariate VAR model and found evidence
that b1 at period t - 1 is a good predictor of b2 at time t, as well as b2 at time t - 1

esoft*ar" used: STATA. Number of obs = 120. Group variable (i): group. Number of groups
:  16.  Random ef fects u i  

-Gaussian.  
Wald chi2(1)  :9 .79.  Log l ike l ihood:  -71.121655.  Prob >

chi2 : 0.0075.
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isn't a good predictor of b1 at time t. This facts are consistent with the idea that b1
affects player 3's probability to play best response through the effect on b2. Hence
we shorv in table 6 below the logit estimation where we only use b2 as explanatory
variable.

BR3 Coef. Std. Err. z P>l ' l
b2 1.637885 .5426834 3.02 0.003

CONS -.3373284.3831164-0.88 0.379
Table 6: Random-effects logistic regression

The fact that the coefiftcient of b2 is significant and positive reflects the fact that
there is i,mperfect learn'ing by player 3: player 3's learning is less intense the higher
the deviation from optimal behavior by his predecessors. Moreover, if we represent
graphically the predicted probability of player 3's best response with respect to b2
we observe that the relation among both variables is also very close to be linear.
Figure 3 represents this reiationship.

b2

Figure 3

The explanation for the presence of imperfect learning by player 3 is analogous to
the argument rve developed above for player 2: the lower b2, the higher the conflict
among optimal behavior to the experience and notional optimality. Hence there is
a positive and increasing relation between Pr (BR3: 1) and bz.

4.6 Error cascades

The presence of imperfect learning generates an error cascade. An error cascade
is the situation where the deviation from learning by a player increases with respect
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to the deviations from learning by preceding players.
In our experiment we have found the presence of imperfect learning by players

2 and 3. Hence, the higher the deviation from optimal behavior by player 1, the
higher the error made by player 2. Moreover, the higher the deviation from optimal
behavior by player 2, the higher the error by player 3. Hence the presence of error
cascades represents an accumulation of errors through the guessing sequence.

4.6.L A theory of error cascades

In this section rve present a simple model, which may be helpful to understand
the error cascade phenomenon.

The main idea

There is a set 1/ : t1, 2,.-.,nI of players who make guesses according to a pre-
specified sequence: agent 1is the first and for any i, e {2,3,...,n} agent i guesses
a f t e r a g e n t z - 1 .

Suppose that the probability to guess with a best response for a player, say
i e ly', depends on the belief that player i - 1 is guessing with a best response and
assume that this dependence is described by the following function:

Pr (BR" , ) :  r r o  *  a1b4 -1 ,71€ ; ,1

where b,;_1,1 denotes the belief of pJayer i at time f (based on past experience)
on the probability that player i - 1 guesses using a best response and e.i,t is an error
term for player i at time t.

Note that in the long run Pr(Bfu1): b.;,1 and we can write equation (1) as:

bt , t  :  do *  atb4- t ;  *  e ; , t

If coefficients in equation (2) satisfy the following conditions:

a 1  { 1 ;  a o * a r ( 1  ( 3 )

the value of br,; converges to a value 6 < 1 ut i goes to infinity, independently
flrom initial conditions. In this way we can identify an error cascade when conditions
(3) hold. See figure 4 for a graphical intuition.

(1 )

(2)
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Figure 4

We note that, if there are many agents in the guessing sequence, we can assume
that the slope in equation (2) is near to zero) therefore the value of b converqes to
the value of the intercept.

A simple model of error cascades

Assume that, in the long run, the probability to guess with a best response
follows the rule:

b , ;  :  I - e r -p r - t ( l  - b r - r )  Vz>1
b 1  :  L - e t

where e; € [0, i] Vz e N represents the probability of an independent (not in-
duced) mistake. Therefore, for player z, the probability to guess with a best response
depends on the value of and on the probability of mistake of player z - 1. This ef-
fect is captured by the last term of equation ( ) and depends on the value of the
coefficient p;_1.

Substituting recursively the equations in (4) we obtain the foilowing expression
for player i:

i - 2  i - 3  1

h :7 -e i - p ;F r * t -  n  p j € ; . _z -  i l  p j € t - _s  n  p j e t
j= i - r  j : i -7  j : i - t

that in more comDact form is:

Pt

96

(4\

bt:7-,r:, ('"|i r,)

To simplify assurne that:

(ol
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Therefore equation (5) becomes:

7 - o '
b t : 7 - € ^ .  '

t - p

We can identify two polar cases:
7. Full error c(rscade (p --+ 1). We note that limp*r be: I - i.e.

q7

(6)

That is, there
is a (full) accumulation of errors in previous positions.

2. No error cascade (p -- 0). We note that limr*yb; :1 - e. The errors of
previous players don't affect the probability to guess using a best response.

In the intermediate cases we find that when p € (0,1)r

l i m b ; - 1 -
?+co 1 - n

That is, the probability to guess with a best response converges to b as the
position in the sequence rises.

The condition p < 1-a assur"r 6> 0, i.e. in a infinite guessing sequence, the
probability to play a best response is strictly positive.

G i v e n a v a l u e o f  z  e  N t h e c o n d i t i o n f o r b ;  )  0 i s e H  (  1 ,  i . e .  f o r a g i v e n
value of e there exists a value p such that for all p < p the condition is verified.

4.6.2 Data evidence

We have a game with 3 players (n : 3). Hence, even if asymptotic results do
not make sense, we are able to find significant evidence of error cascades) which are
summarised below.

In the data we observe that if player 1 guesses with best response then player 2
also guesses with best responses with high probability. In fact, the higher the poste-
rior beliefs player 2 has on player 1 playing a best response (which are calculated on
behalf of his experience over previous periods), the higher the estimated probability
with which player 2 plays a best response is. Hence if eventually player 1 learns to
play the best response then player 2 will also learn to react optimally. For evidence
of this fact recall table 4 and figure 2 above. This effect also holds in the relation
between players 2 and 3: player 2 playing a best response makes player 3 to play a
best response with high probability. In fact, the higher the posterior beliefs player
3 has on player 2 playing a best response (which are calculated on behalf of his
experience over previous periods), the higher the estimated probability with which
player 3 plays a best response is. For evidence of this fact recall table 6 and figure 3
above. We find that, in many observations, there are significant deviations from the
best response by player 1, which results in subsequent deviations by players 2 and
3. This evidence represents the presence of error cascades, i.e. the fact that players
in former positions learn (do not learn) to play the best response has a positive

- A
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(negative) effect on later players to play their best response. This is summarized by
three facts: first, when player 1 plays a best response it is very likely to find notional
optimality in the whole group; second, there is imperfect learning, since agents in
positions 2 and 3 adapt by best response (to their experience) only imperfectly: the
less perfect the more preceding players deviate from optimality, and third, imperfect
learning generates the presence of error cascades.

Now we wonder which matters affect the ability of player 1 to play the best
response, since he does not have any predecessor in the sequence. In table 7 we
present the mean frequency (over all rounds) of optimal behavior for each player
position.

Mean
BRt 0.5917
BRz 0.6216
BRs 0.6862

e 7

What is the reason why player 1 does not eventually learn to play the best
response? Why do we observe a higher frequency of best response play in higher
player positions? This is explained by the fact that deviating from the best response
is less costly the lower the player position is. Note that the lower the player position,
the higher the deviations from optimal behavior. In fact we find significant deviations
from the best response by player 1. We explain this fact by the cost each player
has of deviating from the best response. Note that, in this case, in which we have
only three players, there is a significant difference of cost among them. This cost is
higher the lower the player position.

To illustrate this idea, we calculate the cost of deviating from the best response
for each player position in the equilibrium path. First we determine which is the
expected cost player 1 would have from deviating from the best response. In table
8 we show the expected profit of player 1 by making a guess resulting to add to his
own signal 0, 1 and 2.

Hence, the cost of deviating from the best response to the second better alter-
native is *i.

Now, let us assume that player 1 play the best response in order to calculate
player 2's cost of deviating in the equilibrium path. In table 9 we present the
expected profits of those guesses with which player 2 has positive probability of
winning.

98

Player 1's guess Expected profit
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Player 1's guess Expected profit
s r * sz *1 314

s 1 * 5 2 1 / 4
C}

Hence, the cost of deviating for player 2 is |.

Now, iet us assume that player 1 and 2 play the best response in order to calculate
player 3's cost of deviating in the equilibrium path. For player 3, the profit to make
a guess equal to sr * sz * sr is equal to 1, and any other guess provides him with
zero payoff. Hence, the cost of deviation for player 3 is 1. In table 10 we summarise
the cost each player has to deviate from the equilibrium path. We observe how this
cost is increasing with respect to the player position

Player 1's cost 3116
Player 2's cost 1 / . )

Player 3's cost 1
e

Now we turn to analyse the cost agents had to deviate from optimal behavior
(to his experience) in our experimental sessions. Table 11 presents the average cost
each agent position had to deviate from optimal behavior.

Player 1's average cost 0.1875
Player 1's averagecost 0.3003
Player 1's average cost 0.4853

e

We observe that this empirical cost is also increasing in player position. So both
theoretically, in the equilibrium path, and empirically from our data we obtain the
same result: the cost agents face to deviate from optimal behavior is increasing in
the player position.

To summarize, all the considerations above imply that deviations from notional
optimality of the whole group must be associated to initial deviations by the first
player, since we observed that optimal behavior by player 1 resulted in learning to
play optimally by subsequent players. Differently we observed the error cascade
phenomenon: when player 1 deviates from optimal behavior, this results in errors
by successors, which accumulate through the guessing sequence. We have conjec-
tured which facts would lead player 1 to not eventually learn, and hence to explain
deviations from notional optimality. We show that a possible explanation is the
cost players face from deviating from the best response. This cost is observed to be
increasing with respect to the player position in the sequence. Thus, the first player
is the one who has the lowest cost of deviating from the best response, which makes
him to have the lowest incentives to follow the optimal strategy.
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4.7 Related Literature

Anderson and Holt (1997), henceforth referred to as AH, develop an experiment
based on the theoretical framework proposed by Bikhchandani et al. (1992). In iheir
case there are two possible states of the world. At each round agents are randomly
ordered, and one state of the world is randomly selected with equal probability.
Then, each agent receives a private signal about the true state ofthe world and they
have to make sequential public binary decisions (according to the realized ordering).
Whenever an agent guesses the right state of the world she gets a fixed prize and
she gets zero otherwise, in this sense the payoff structure is identical to ours. But,
differently to us, in their setup, the signal an agent receives is informative in that
the probability that the signal will match the true state of the world is higher than
7f2, i.e. they present a binary-signal-binary-action model. Hence, they analyze
the presence of cascade behavior: agents' choices of guesses which disregard their
own private informa,tion and instead follow predecessors' decisions. This behavior
is individually rational since, in their model, the set of states of the world coincide
with the set of signals an agent can receive. Differently, in our model, the set of
states of the world consists on vectors where each component is the signal an agent
may receive, and hence a player's signal is always informative about the true state of
the world regardless predecessors' guesses. Hence, in our framework an information
cascades never constitutes an equilibrium. AH observe a high frequency of optimal
cascade behavior, but which nevertheless is lower than theoretical predictions. Hence
they include an econometric analysis of errors: they assume agents allow for the
possibility of errors in earlier decisions when making their choices. These errors
are (recursively) estimated assuming a logistic distribution of independent shocks to
expected payoffs. This analysis allows to explain many of the observed patterns of
behavior.

There has been a branch of experimental papers which have been framed in the
setup of AH to analyze various interesting aspects of the problem at hand, which
we now summarize.

Ktibler and Weizsiicker (2003) examine the robustness of information cascades in
laboratory experiments by considering the possibility of introducing costly signals:
apart from replicating AH's situation where each player obtain a signal for free,
they study the case of costly signals where players decide whether or not to obtain
private information at a small but positive cost. In the equilibrium of this game only
the first player buys a signal and the remaining agents herd on the decision of such
agent. Nevertheless the experimental results show that the equilibrium prediction
performs poorly since too many signals are bought. They explain these observation
by allowing for different error rates on different levels of reasoning.ll They find
that the subjects' inferences become significantly more noisy on higher levels of the
thought process, and that only short chains ofreasoning are applied by the subjects.

100

r lThe depth of the subjects'reasoning process is est imated using a stat ist ical error-rate model.
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Kraemer ei al. (2000) also analyse the case of costly signals. They focus on the
case were acquisition of signals are publicly observed. Their data also reveal that
participants bought on average too many signals as compared to a bayesian rational
individual.

Hung and PIot (2001) study different rewarding schemes by analysing three dif-
ferent types of organization: (1) they replicate AH's setup where agents were re-
warded according to whether their announced decision was right or not; (2) agents
were rewarded according to whether a majority of announced decisions were right
or not, and under this institution, they observe that the instance of information
cascades is sharply reduced; and (3) agents are rewarded more according to whether
their personal announced decision was the same as the majority decision than they
were rewarded if their decision was correct, and, under this institution. thev observe
substantial information cascades.

Anderson (2001) expands on the error analysis presented in AH by examining
error rates under different payoffconditions; the results indicate that rewarding cor-
rect decisions reduces the amount of decision error as compared to the no rewarding
case; however, increasing the payoff for a correct decision does not reduce the errors
over the range of payoffs considered.

Willinger and Ziegelmeyer (1998) test the possibility for more informed agents
to shatter potential information cascades: they replicate AH's experiment so as to
compare to a treatment rvere publicly announced additional signals are introduced
within the decision sequence; they observe that the "shattering mechanism" reduces
the number of observed cascades and therefore tends to improve decisions.

Oberhammer and Stiehler (2003) implement the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (1964)'s
mechanism in a cascade experiment, i.e. they ask subjects to submit maximum prices
for participating in the prediction game, and the stated price limits are used as in-
dicators of their probability beliefs. This allorvs them to study in more detail than
AH the individual updating behavior. They find that the inclusion of errors does
not significantly improve the explanatory power of the standard approach.

Koessler and Ziegelmeyer (2000) reinterpret AH's data by means of defining a
different tie-breaking rule and considering the possible subjects' beliefs on others'
tie-breaking rules.

Huck and Oechssler (2000) analyze whether observed cascades in the lab are
due to Bayesian updating. They develop an experiment where they control for
subject's beliefs by confronting them with a hypothetical sequence of decision taken
by hypothetical predecessors, where subjects were explicitly told that all previous
decisions were taken rationally. They find that the simple heuristic "follow your
own signal" does much better in explaining the data than bayesian rationality. They
argue that AH's decisions tasks were much simpler than theirs, which explains why
it seems AH's subjects seemed to apply Bayes rule quite well. Nevertheless they
argue that a closer inspection of the more difficult decisions in AH reveal that the
frequency of bayesian play is quite lower.
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Noth and Weber (2003) extend AH's setup by introducing two instead of one
signal quality, in order to be able to distinguish clearly between "counting heuristic"
behavior and bayesian updating. In their case potential cascades can collapse if an
agent receives high quality information or if somebody believes more in her private
information (overconfidence) than justified by Bayes' rule. They observe that sub-
jects do not make their predictions using Bayes' rule but they ernploy identifiable
heuristics, which put too much weight on private information.

Kremer and Noth (2000) design an experiment similar to Noth and Weber (2003)
where they extract subjects' probability judgments before they reveal their decision.
They observe that an "Anchoring and Adjustment" heuristic, in which the own
private information provides the anchor and the adjustment is based on the available
public information, explains the data better than bayesian updating.

Qelen and Kariv (2004a-b) are the papers which are closest to our framework.
They analyse a situation where each agent receives a signal from the continuous space

[-10,10] with uniform probability, and players have to guess sequentially whether
the sum over the signals of all players is "positive" or "negative".

Qelen and Kariv (200aa) focus their analysis to differentiate information cascades
from herd behavior in the lab. They rely on the differences between information
cascades and herd behavior stressed by Smith and S0rensen (2000), who define an
i.nformati,onal cascade as the situation where an (infinite) sequence of agents ignore
their private information when making a decision, and herd behaui,or as the situation
where an (infinite) sequence of agents make an identical decision, not necessarily
ignoring their private information. To be able to make this distinction in the lab they
use the strategy method in order to elicit subjects beliefs, i.e. instead of choosing an
action directly, before an agent is informed about the realization of his signal they
ask him to set a cutoff such that, if the signal is higher than the cutoff, the action
"positive" is chosen and if the signal is lower than the cutoff, the action "negative"
is selected. Hence. in their model, an information cascade never constitutes an
equilibrium, but herd behavior is expected, i.e. situations where individuals become
more and more likely to imitate but their actions may still provide information. They
observe that in the lab both herd behavior and cascades occur frequently. Then they
explain the arise of cascades as a particular deviation from Bayes rationality. This is
done by allowing the possibility that subjects make errors and that they incorporate
the possibility that others are making errors into their beliefs.

Qelen and Kariv (2004b) is based on the theory of Qelen and Kariv (2004c) and
they explore the difference between social learning under perfect and imperfect infor-
mation. In the former case each agent is able to observe the guesses of all preceding
players, while, in the later, each agent only observes his immediate predecessor's
guess. They find that imitation is much less frequent when players have imperfect
information, even less frequent than the theory predicts.

Finally it is rvorth mentioning Allsopp and Hey (1999), who carry out experi-
ments to test the model of Banerjee (1992). They consider the case which includes
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the possibility that people do not receive a signal, and in addition there is an infinite
set ofpossible decisions. they find that herding occurs less frequently than predicted
by Banerjee's framework.

To conclude this section we make a comparison among the econometric tech-
niques used in some of these papers to analyse agents' deviation from the equilib-
rium prediction and our analysis of errors. We will focus in the papers by Anderson
and Holt (1997) and Qelen and Kariv (2004a-b).

Differently to our framework, in the experiment of Anderson and Holt individuals
face up a binary decision. Their econometric setup uses a probability matching, i.e.
the probability to use a given action is an increasing function of the expected payoff.
Specifically they use an exponential function. Therefore the errors have an effect on
subsequent players through the effect that a noisy signal has on the expected payoff.
This results in a recursive error structure, i.e. it is necessary to estimate the level of
errors ofa player in order to compute the expected payoffofsubsequent players. The
difference with our model is that we only use one variable capturing the informative
signal and the level of mistake. This affects directly the probability to play the
best response without any consideration on the expected payoff. Similarly, more
errors by preceding players result in higher rates of deviations from best response
by subsequent players.

The econometric treatment in Qelen and Kariv differs to Anderson and Holt's
and ours in that they face up to a continue variable (as dependent one). In their
model individuals are rational or irrational with a given probability. The rational
individual reacts in a bayesian way to predecessors' errors. Then his decision can
be rational or irrational with a given probability. This results in a recursive model
of errors. But, differently that in our model, the deviations of previous players do
not affect the deviations of subsequent players. It only affects to the decision of the
rational player but it does not to the frequency of deviations.

Finally it is worth mentioning that the fact of having fixed groups and fixed player
positions allows us to have independent observations and hence to use panel data
econometric techniques, which is not possible in the related paperc in the literature.

4.8 Conclusion

We have proposed a sequential guessing game with incomplete information with
no strategic conflict among agents. The equilibrium strategy for agents consists
into decode predecessors' signals from their guesses and to take expectation for
successors' signals from the priors. Our experimental data show that the equilibrium
outcome is a good predictor for subjects behavior, since the frequencies of actual
play reproduce qualitatively the equilibrium predictions. Nevertheless deviations
from equiiibrium are observed, and hence there is a presence of subjects' errors.
The fact of having fixed groups allows us to make a panel data econometric analysis
."vhere rve study agents behavior with respect to their own experience of play.
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We make logit estimations where we regress the players' probabilities to play
optimally with respect to the belief, inferred from their experience, that predecessors
are playing optimally. We consider there is learning when players are able to react
optimally to their past experience. We find the presence of imperfect learning,
since the level of learning of a player is less intense the higher the deviation from
optimal behavior by his predecessors. The intuition behind the presence of imperfect
learning is that when preceding players deviate from optimality, then for a player
to piay optimally with respect to his own experience becomes contradictory to play
a best response to the equilibrium of the game. The higher this conflict is, i.e. the
higher the deviation by optimal behavior by predecessors, the lower the agent is able
to react optimally. We argue that imperfect learning results in error cascades, the
situation where errors by agents in the sequence produce errors in following players,
hence errors are accumulated through the guessing sequence. Hence deviations from
notional optimality of the whole group may be mainly explained by deviations by
the first player and the subsequent accumulation of errors.

Finally we explaln what may lead the first player to deviate from his equilibrium
strategy. In fact we observe that the first player is the one who deviates from optimal
behavior with a higher frequency, and the higher the player position the higher the
frequency of optimal behavior. This can be explained relying on the cost agents face
to deviate from optimal behavior. We show that in equilibrium the cost to deviate
from the best response in terms of expected payoffs is increasing with the player
position, hence the first player in the sequence is the one for whom it is less costly to
deviate. Empiricaliy, from our data we also find that the average cost of deviating
from optimal behavior is also increasing with respect to player position. Hence, we
claim that the first player is the one with less incentives to behave optimally among
all players, and thus this is the player who presents a higher frequency of deviations.
Nevertheless we find that even if, in average) successors played optimally with a
higher frequency, we remark the fact that the frequency of these best responses is
lower the higher the deviations from optimality by the first player, due to the error
cascade ohenomenon.
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Separatitrg vs. Poolitrg in the
Chinos Game: An Experiment

5.1 Introduction

In this paper, we report on experiments designed to shed light on the tension be-
tween individual incentives and information revelation in sequential strategic setups
with incompiete information. This issue is of primary importance in a wide variety
of economic scenatios - most crucially, of course, in financial markets, where agents
deal with information as the main economic resource and the incentives of players
are markedly opposed. But many other contexts also display the same conflict be-
tween the incentives of agents to react to their information and the consequences
to be feared from indirectly revealing this information to others. Making a decision
of technological adoption in a competitive environment, choosing a firm's business
strategy within uncertain market conditions, or presenting a proposal for launching
a joint venture are ail phenomena keenly affected by these considerations.

To this aim we rely on the environment proposed in a parallel work, Feri et al.
(2004), but where we change the payoff function to be able to explore situations
where agents' incentives do conflict. The focus is on a very simple strategic context,
which appears nevertheless rich enough to study much of what is interesting of the
problem at hand. It concerns a traditional parlour game played in many countries,
which in Spain is known as Chi.nos.l In this gameT players start by hiding in their
hands a number of coins (or pebbles), from zero to a certain maximum number
(often three). Then, in some pre-specified order, each player produces a guess on
lhe total number of coins in the hands of every player. When doing so, a player is
informed of her own number of coins and, if she is not the first one to speak, the
guesses produced by all others who preceded her.

Formally, the game is to be conceived as a multi-stage game with incomplete

rThe word "chinos" is a slight modification of the Spanish word "chinas", which refers to the
pebbles that players may hide in their hands when playing the game.
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information. In our version of the game, it is assumed that the number of coins in
the hands of each player is the outcome of an exogenous random mechanism - i.e. a
stochastic choice by Nature. We further simplify matters by considering just three
players and restricting the number of coins in the hands of each player to be either
zero or one. Finally, concerning payoffs, we are interested in exploring different
incentive scenarios where agents incentives do conflict. To this aim we contemplate
the following two different variants of the game, which are constant-sum games and,
therefore, the incentives of players are fully opposed.

The first variant , labelled the "First win Game" (or FWG), sets the winner to
be the player who first guesses correctly or, in case no one guesses correctly, the last
player. In contrast, the second variant of the game, labelled the "Last Win Game"
(or LWG), defines the winner to be the last player who guesses correctly or, if no
one guesses right, the first player to speak. The equilibrium behavior in these two
games is polar to each other: while in the FWG the unique PBE displays revelation,
in the L\A/G it exhibits uninformative pooling.

In this light, the main objective of our experiments can now be advanced. Suc-
cinctly expressed, it is to contrast whether, as theory would unambiguously pre-
scribe, subjects are responsive to the different interplay between incentives and sig-
nalling that characterizes the two different scenarios. Thus, in the FWG scenario, we
would expect that early moving subjects would choose clear-cut signalling guesses
and later players would be able to "decipher" them and act accordingly. Instead,
in the second LWG scenario, the marked incentives against any revealing choice (in
equilibrium) should materialize in observed behavior where little correlation tran-
spires between the pebbles held and the guess issued by early moving players. These
are, in sum, the main regularities we would expect to find in the experimental ev-
idence, possibly entangled by considerations of learning and noise, unavoidable in
any real-world context.

Contrary to the payoff scenarios we propose in this paper, in Feri et al. (2004) we
analyse the situation where players'incentives do not conflict. In this case all players
who guess correctly win a fixed prize, regardless the guesses made by other agents.
Therefore, players'decisions should not reflect any strategic considerations and thus
represent a perfect signal of their private information. To the aim of comparing
with the results of this experiment we will hereafter label the treatment carried out
at Feri et al. (2004) as "All Win Game" (or AWG). In this case there is a unique
Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) where, after observing each player's guess) any
subsequent players may infer exactly the pebbles lying in the formers' hands. We
note that the AWG treatment shares the same feature we expect to find in our
first scenario (FWG), i.e. perfect revelation, despite the sharply different extent of
conflict arising in each case.

The Chi,nos game was first strategically analyzed by Pastor-Abia et al. (2000),
where they mainly consider a generalized version of the AWG. The issue of informa-
tion transmission has been the motivation for a rather larse bodv of literature. For
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example, herd behavior (or informational cascades) has been analyzed in a theoret-
ical setup in the seminal papers of Banerjee (1992) or Bikhchandani et al. (1992).
And turning to the sphere of applications, one finds a very diverse crowd. Thus, for
example, Kennedy (1997) or Chaudhuri et al. (1997) focus on how firms shape their
business strategy, \['elch (1992) studies consumer behavior, Glaeser et a/. (1996) or
Kahan (1997) deal with spread of crime and Lohmann (1994) with political action.
This approach has also been used to study financial markets, which we want to
propose as our leading motivation. The reader is referred to the survey article by
Camerer (1989) or the more recent work of Avery and Zemsky (1998). This theo-
retical literature has been object of experimental studies, among which rve highlight
Anderson and Holt (1997) and Qelen and Kariv (2004a-b).

Finally this paper is also related to the experimental literature on signaling
games, where there are a branch of papers which analyse equilibrium selection in
tlie lab in situations of asymmetric information; for example, Brandts and Holt
(1992)-(1993), Banks et al. (1994) and Anderson and Camerer (2000). In the field
of signaling in experimental markets, the interested reader is referred, among others,
to Miller and Plott (1985) and Hoggatt et al. (1976).

The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 5.2 provides a brief
synopsis of the theory underlying the experiment. Section 5.3 describes the ex-
perimental design, while section 5.4 summarizes the resul.ts. Finally, section 5.5
concludes.

5.2 The model

5,2.L Game forrn

In the  ch ' inosgarneevery  p layer i ,e  N: {1 , . . . ,n } rece ives ,aspr iva te in fo rma-
tion, a signal s6 drawn independently from a probability distribution over the set of
possible signals S: {0, ...,r}.Players act in sequence and have to guess the sum of
signals over the n players which we denote by a: sr *..-+ s,,. By the time player
i  makes a guess g;.e G = {0,. . . , r . r) ,  she knows her signal (s1) and the guesses of
those who acted before her in the sequence. This is, player 1 guesses first, knowing
the realization of her own signal (s1). Player 1's guess, 91, is observable by the rest
of the players. Then, player 2, having observed her own signal (s2) and 91, makes
a guess, which is made public. Then, player 3 makes a (public) guess knowing her
signal (s3) and the guesses made by players 1 and 2, and so on.

All experimental games object of this study share this game form. They only
differ in the payoff function, that is, how monetary rervards are distributed depending
on players'signals and guesses, as specified below.

By analogy with the experimental treatments, we characterize the equilibria
under the following conditions. First, we focus on the case of three players (n : 3)
and two signals (r: 1). Moreover, we shall assume signals si are independently
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drawn from the same probability distribution, with p denoting the probability of
si : 1. Without loss of generality, we fix p > +.

Note that the sum of signals for k players will be the realization of a Binomial
distribution B(k,p).Let Mp be the mode of that distribution.

We shall look for Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE) of this game under the
different payoff scenarios specified below. In what follows, we set the notation for
players' behavioral strategies and beliefs.

Let L represent the set of possible information sets of player i, i.e. T1 = S,
12= S x G, and 13= S x G2, with Ii denoting ageneric element of 16.Inwords an
information set of player 1 consists on her own signal (1r : sr), an information set
of player 2 consists on her own signal and the guess made by player 1 (12 : (rz,gr )) ,
and an information set of player 3 consists on her own signal and the guesses made
by her predecessors (13 : (ts,gt,gz)).

The strategy of a player i  e { t ,2,3} is represented by.y. i :  ISu{Iol l turtn

We define the belief system of player i, as {M6 (Io)} rurrn :- {{poQn)(h)}n.L} rurtu ,
where p;(It)(h) represents the probability that player z assigns to the history h € I;,
conditional on the information set fi being reached.

Formally:
pz Qz) (h) :  Ptz (hl lz)  -  Prz ("r ,  12, gt lsz, gt)  .

t"zQt) (h) :  Pts (hl /s) :  Pr3 (s1, s2,s3,9t,9214,9r,92)
Hence, simplifying the above expressions, using the fact that s1, s2,ss ate'i. ' i.d.,

we get:
pz Qz) (h) :  Ptz ("r  I tz,  gr)  :  Przt ( t r  lgr)  .
pzQz)  (h )  :  P t :  (s1 ,s21s3,9 t ,92)  -  Pre  ( t r , t z l f i ,9z ) :P4; ( " r lg t ,  gz ) -Prs ,z ( tz lga ,gz) :

Pr3.1 (s1lgr) .  Prr,z ( tz lgt ,  gz)
Thus, defining the subjective probabiiities Pr2,1 (rt lgt) , Pr3,r ("r lgr) and Pr3,2 (tzlgr, gz)

we completely define a system of beliefs for all the population.

5.2.2 Different payoff scenarios

As explained in the introduction, we consider two different scenarios (i.e. payoff
functions).

First Win Game (FWG)

In this case one and only one player in the group gets the prize. In other words,
this situation represents a constant-sum game. The rule is as follows: if only one
player guess correctly, she gets the prize. If two or more players guess correctly,
the prize goes to the player who guessed first in the sequence. If no player guess
correctly the prize goes to player 3.

In this scenario, player 1 will have incentives to maximize the probability of
guessing right. Player 2 will have incentives to maximize the probability of guessing
right, but constrained to the fact of not repeating player 1's guess. Note that if
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player 2 makes a guess 92 : gr she gets a null payoff with certainty. Finally player
3 does not have any incentives to guess right, as the only way she wins the prize is
when both players 1 and 2 fail to guess coruectly, regardless of her guess (g3).2

Given the realized vector of signals (tr , "2, 
s3), the corresponding vector of guesses

at the unique PBE of the same will be as follows:

s z * M t * M z
otheru'ise

Note that M1 and M2 represent common information, hence player 2 can infer
s1 from gr (sr :  h -  Mz).

This is, in equilibrium, player 1 reveals her signal. Player t has uncertainty about
the signals of players 2 and 3 (approximating s2 * s3 using M2). Player 2 has
uncertainty only about s3, which she approximates with M1 but she cares of the
fact of not repeating player 1's guess, i.e. she is constrained to choose gz f gt.
Finally, player 3 just gets the prize if players 1 and 2 fail to guess a, thus any guess
she made could be part of an equilibrium.

This game shou's a tension between the benefits of strategi,c preempti,on for player
1 and the risks of i,nformati,onal leakage (enjoyed by player 2); and the analysis of
player 3 is not relevant.

Out of the PBE equilibrium path, any beliefs with the corresponding best reac-
tion guesses rvould be acceptable. Anyway, in order to uniquely define an equilibrium
we propose the following belief criterion, which seems the most reasonable. We just
define the belief criterion of player 2 about player 1's signal, since any strategy of
player 3 is part of an equilibrium for any beliefs of player 3 about predecessors'
sisnals.

Mz(Iz)  :  ( t tzQz)  (0,  sz,  9 t ) ,  pz (12)  (1 ,  s2,gt ) )
: ((I  - P^(gr)) ,  Pzr (gr))

uhere :
i f  h lMz
otheru'ise

In words, since the equilibrium prescribes that player 1 makes a guess p1 :
s1* M2, when player 2 observes gr ( M2,he infers that player 1's signal is 0 (and
he infers that the signal is 1, otherwise).

'Note that, comparing with the AWG scenario analysed in Feri et al.  (2004), the situation of
player 1 is strategically equivalent. For player 2 the difference is the "no repetition constraint". In
the AWG scenario all players have full incentives to guess right and hence in equilibrium there is
complete revelation of information.
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9 t  :  s t * M Z

n n  :  [  ( g t - u r ) + s z t M t  i f
r '  

[  ( g t - t t I z ) + s z * ( 1  - M t )

9 t  €  A{0 ,  1 ,  2 ,3 }

Pzt(gt)  :  
fJ(r lar) : {?

(1 )

(2)
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With this beliefs system a PBE would be formed by the following players' strate-
gies:

gr (s r )  :  s t *Mz

sz(sz ,s)  :  { ' : r !a r ]+ ' r f  Y t  
i f  Pn(gr ) *sz+ Mr*  g t

I Pzr (gr ) + s2 + (1 - M) othertuise

gg(s : ,  9 t ,92)  €  A{0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  3 }

Since in our experimental design (cf. section 3 below) we fix p : l.The PBE of
the game is obtained by substituting M1: 1 and M2 :2 in the expressions stated
above.

Last Win Game (L\MG)

Also in this case one and only one player in the sequence gets the prize (thus,
this is also a constant-sum game). However, the outcome function is different. If
only one player guesses correctly, she gets the prize. If two or more players guess
correctly, the prize goes to the last player who has guessed correctly in the sequence.
If no player guesses correctly, the prize goes to player 1.

In this case players care about the fact that those guessing after him could infer
their signal from their guess. In consequence, equilibrium analysis becomes much
more complex. Let us analyze each player's behavior in equilibrium:

Player 1 only gets the prize if both player 2 and player 3 fail to guess a. Thus,
any pooling strategy by player 1 will be part of an equilibrium. That is, player 1's
optimal behavior implies to guess independently of her signal (pooling), so as not
to give any information to the rest of the players.

Player 2 only gets the prize if she correctly guess the value a and player 3 does
not. Thus, player 2 faces the trade off between revealing her information (which
would maximize her chances of guessing o but would inform player 3 about her own
signal) and pooling (which reduces her chances to guess a, but does not give any
information to player 3). We will see that player 2's equilibrium strategy will consist
in some degree of pooling. More precisely, if p is sufficiently large (p e l?,1]), player
2's equilibrium strategy will be pure pooling. If p e l+,?), player 2's equilibrium
strategy will be hybrid (partial pooling).

Finally, player 3's behavior will consist in choosing the guess that maximizes her
choices to fit a, given the information she received from the previous players.

Let us characterize the equilibrium in both cases:

C a s e  ( i )  p € [ 3 , 1 ]

In this case we have ,4/r : 1 and M2 : 2. To support the vector of strategies
specified below as a PBE we impose the following out-of-equilibrium beliefs:
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Mz (Iz) :  (t tz Q") (0, 
"2, 

gt), Ltz Qz) (r,"2,9r))
: ((7 - P^(gr)) ,  Pzr (gr)) (3)

Ms( I i  :  ( ps  (4 ) (0 ,0 , s3 ,  9 t ,92 ) ,ps  (1g )  (0 ,1 , s3 ,  9 t ,92 ) ,
ts Qs) (1, 0, s3, 9t, 9z), t tz Qz) (1, 1, s3, gt, gz))

:  ( (1  -  Psr  (gr ) )  .  (7  -  Psz(s,gz)) ,  (1  -  P: ,  (gr ) )  .  Psz(h,sz)  ,
r  ( g r ) '  ( r  -  Pu rk t ,gz ) ) ,Ps r  (g r )  -Psz (g ,gz ) ) ,  (4 )

u)nere :

Pt  (g i  :  P1(1 lor)  :  r ,  i  e  {2 ,3}  (5)

(o  i f  ez l l v | 2
Pzz(h,sz) :  

f ; (r lo,,oz) 
:  

{  p i f  ez: Mz (6)
I t otherwise

In words, players 2 and 3 assign the priors to player 1's signal, independently
of 91. Player 3's beliefs about player 2's signal follow the criterion proposed in the
previous case, i.e., if g, < 2, player 3 infers sz : 0; meanwhile if 92 : 3, player 3
in fe rs  s2 :  l .

With these beliefs the next strategy profiie constitutes an equilibrium:

gr (s r )  :  r  v re  A{0 ,1 ,2 ,3 }
gz(sz, gt) : M2

ss(ss,  et ,ez) :  {  * :  "  
i f  sz:  Mz

1 r ' t  
I  P s z ( g r , g z ) + M 1 * 4  o t h e r u ' i s e

Case (i i) pel+,?l
In this case we have M1- M2:1. The belief system is represented by (3) - (5),

where rve replace (6) bV
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(  0  i . f  gz lMz
Psz(st ,sz): fg( l lor ,  sr) :  I  t r ,  

i f  ez:  Mztr  (T)
r'2 

( r otherwise

With these beliefs, the next strategy profile constitutes an equilibrium:

91 (s1 )  :  r  v re  A {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 }

^_( - -  ̂\  _  |  p ( t r ) : (0 , t ,+ ,0)  i f  s2 :0
9z1s2 ,g r ,  :  

\  r r  * ,  i f  s2 :  !

( p(tz,9z) : (0, 2,a,0) i f  (sz - M2 + 1) A (ss : 0)
9 r ( s3 ,9 t , 92 )  :  

{  p ( r r , 9z ) :  ( 0 ,0 ,+ ,3 )  i f  ( gz :  Mz+  1 )A  ( ss :1 )

I Psz(gr, sz) + fu61 5t otheru'ise
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Where  p (s ; , . ) :  (P r (g ;  : 0 ) ,P r (9 ;  :  1 ) ,P r (9 , ;  : 2 ) ,P r (ge :3 ) )  andVz ,y  €
[0 , t ]  :  z+A :7 .

5.3 The experimental design

In rvhat follows, rve describe the features of the experiments in detail.

Subjects. The experiment was conducted in 6 subsequent sessions in May, 2002,
jointly with the sessions for the analysis of the AWG analysed in Feri et al. (2004). A
total of 72 students (12 per session) were recruited among the undergraduate student
population of the Universidad de Alicante.3 Each session lasted for approximately
one hour.

Treatment. The 6 experimental sessions were run in a computer lab.a In each
session, subjects played 20 rounds of trvo of the three payoff treatments (AWG, FWG
and LWG). To control for order effects, each game was played four times: two as
first treatment, and two as last treatment. In all 40 rounds of each session subjects
played anonymously with the same opponents (that is, the group composition was
kept constant throughout the sessions). Moreover, also player position was fixed.

Instructions were provided by a self-paced, interactive computer program that
introduced and described the experiment.

Payoffs. All subjects received 1000 pias. (1 euro is approx 166 ptas.) to show
up. The fixed prize was equal to 50 ptas. in all treatments. Subjects earned, on
average? 2500 ptas.

Matchi,ng. As we said, subjects experienced one player position only in the
guessing sequence for all treatments. We did so to simplify their decision making
process (and data analysis). We also fixed group composition. We did so to enhance
learning effects and to obtain a higher number of independent observations for each
individual experimental session.

Group si,ze. As previously mentioned, all experimental sessions were character-
ized by a group size n: 3. We chose it because we thought that a lower number of
players could be not enough to appreciate the possible interaction between strate-
gical preemption and informational leakage, and a higher number would have made
the experiment really tedious to run.

Random euent-". We considered the most interesting cases to be experimentally
explored the ones that yield (theoretically) a higher contrast for the revealing and
the non-revealing scenarios. As we said, this depends on p. In fact, player 2 could
use a hybrid p e (i,3) or 

" 
pooling p € (?,1) strategy. Concretely we have taken

P:314 '
3I"lainly, undergraduate students from the Economics Department with no (or very little) prior

exposure to game theory.
aThe experiment $,as programmed and conducted with the softrvare z-Tree (Fischbacher (1999)).

TT2
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5.4 Results

Let us describe the results of the experimental sessions. We will divide the
analysis into three parts. First we describe the outcomes, that is, the frequency
with which players (we will refer to player positions as "players" hereafter) get the
prize in each of the treatments considered. Then we turn to analyze behavior; to
this aim we describe to which extent players behavior in the experiment adjust to
the theoretical equilibria. Finally we analyze the correlation that exists between the
guesses made by the players and their information sets.

5.4.L Outcomes

The outcome results for the three treatments are resumed in Table -1, which is
divided in two parts. The upper part shows the percentage over the total number of
rounds played in which the players guess right (i.e. their guesses coincide with the
sum of signals). The lower part of the table represents the percentage of rounds in
which each player wins the prize. In brackets we display the theoretical predictions
of the probability of guessing right I winning the prize when players follow the
equilibrium strategy. The two parts of the table do not coincide since a player
guessing right do not necessarily wins the prize.

Player
Position

FWG LWG

1 43,13 (56,25) 28,13  ( - )
% guessing
right rounds

2 41,56 (37,s) 47,81 (42,19)

3 26,88 (-) 55 (s6,25)

1 43,13 (s6,25) 2e,06 (15,63)
% winning

rounds
2 38,75 (37,s0) 15,94 (28,13)

3 18,13 (6,25) ss (56,25)

Table 1

Let us make some comments on the differences "guessing right - winnings" for the
FwG and LWG. we can see that in the FwG case player 2 guesses right +1.,s6Y0
of the rounds, but only wins the prize in 38,75%; the explanation is that in the
difference (3,0r%) player 2 is repeating the guess made by player 1. We can observe
that this difference is quite small, i.e. player 2 learns very fast that repeating player
1's guess does not pay. Something surprising at first sight is the higher difference
between player 3's percentages of guessing right (26,88%) and winning (18,13%),
which is 8,7570, but this fact is explained by the fact that in this treatment player 3
only gets the prize in case players 1 and 2 do not guess right, independently of her
own guess, i.e. player 3 does not care of repeating predecessors' guesses.

If we consider the LWG case we observe that there is almost no difference between
player 1's guessing-rights and winnings (0,93%), meanwhile there is a huge difference

i i 3
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for player 2 (31,87%). The explanation for player 1's result is that the fact that
she achieves the prize is independent of her guess, i.e. she only gets the prize when
players 2 and 3 do not guess the answer, and therefore there is no relation between
the frequency with which she guess the answer and the frequency with which she
wins. On the other hand to explain player 2's difference we could conceive that
players 2 and 3 compete for the guesses that are more likely to fit wiih the answer,
and therefore many times player 3 repeats player 2's guess. That is, player 1 acts
as the residual claimant who gets advantage of the behavior of player 2, who does
not realize that "competing" 'with player 3 does not pay.

We can observe that in FWG the playerslvho are most likely to win given the
theoretical predictions get the prize in a higher percentage of rounds. Obviously
these frequencies do not fit exactly with the theoretical probabilities but the results
qualitatively reproduce the theoretical predictions, that is, if we order the positions
in the sequence according to the theoretical probabilities of winning, we see that
this order is maintained when we consider the actual frequencies of winning in the
experiment. This result also holds if we consider the AWG scenario analysed in Feri
et ai (2004), whete the frequency of winning the prize are increasing with respect to
the player position.

But in the LWG case, there is a considerable difference betrveen theoretical pre-
dictions and actual outcomes, in the sense that players 1 and 2 change the role. To
explain this fact we can use the argument detailed above about how player 1 benefits
from player 2's behavior

5.4.2 Behavior

Now we turn to describe the behavior ofthe agents (again aggregating by player
positions) to try to compare with the equilibrium behavior described in Section 2.
To this aim we will restrict to describe the cases in which the path of actual play
is consistent with the equilibrium. Otherwise we would have to impose out-of-
equilibrium beliefs ad hoc, which do not have to coincide with subjects' beliefs.
That is, rve only analyze the behavior of the agents in information sets that are
reached with positi-r.'e probability in equilibrium. For example, in the equilibrium of
the FWG player 1 guesses 2, in case she has signal 0, or guesses 3, in case her signal
is 1 (cf. Section 2), thus we only analyze player 2's behavior when she observes that
player t has guessed either 2 or 3.

The information is presented in tables, referred to scenario and player positions.
It is shown, for each information set, the frequency with which each possible guess is
made with respect to the total number of cases in which the considered information
set is reached. For each row (information set reached at equilibrium) the shaded cell
represents the equilibrium best response of the player, as detailed in Section 2.

Note that, for each scenario (FWG and LWG), we run 4 sessions of 20 rounds,
and in each case we had 4 groups (of 3 players). Thus for each scenario we have a
total of 960 observations (320 observations of guessing sequences).
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First Win Game

Tables 2.7 - 2.2 show the behavior of players 1 and 2, respectively, in this
scenario, restricted to information sets that are compatible with the equilibrium.
The structure of the information is analogous to the ones presented in the previous
case.

In this case player 3 only obtains the prize in case both players 1 and 2 fail to
guess the answer) regardless of her own guess, and thus the analysis of player 3's
behavior do not have any interest for our analysis. For this reason we omit the data
about this player.

Info Set 1

Signal 1

Guess 1 Eq. Play
(%)0 1 2 3

0 5,26 25 1,32
53,75 %

1 0 8,61 42,21

Table 2.1

We observe that player 1 follows the equilibrium strategy with a frequency of
53,75% (172 over 320). Comparing with the AWG scenario we observe that this
percentage is higher (59,18%), when strategically for player 1 both treatments are
equivalent.

We observe that the frequency with which player 1 plays the equilibrium is higher
correspond to the case of signal 0- The explanation relies on the fact that there may
be agents that do not make use of their own information: given the priors (p:314),
if player 2 does not make use of his signal, but relies on the probabilities for the
sum of three signals, the most likely answers are 2 and 3 (both with a probability

0,4279), both of which are possible when player 1's signal is 1, this can explain the
fact that in this case player 1 guesses 2 with a high frequency (42,27%); on the
other hand, when player t has signal 0, she knows for sure that the answer is not
3 (which explain the frequency l,32Yo for 91 :3), and thus she guesses 2 with a
higher frequency (68, 42%).

Another difference we find with respect to AWG is that now, when her signal
is 1, it increases the frequency with which player l guess 2 (from 37,98%o in AWG
to 42,27% in FWG). This could make hardly distinguishable, in the FWG scenario,
for players 2 and 3 to know if player 1's signal is 0 or 1 when she guesses 2.5

5Note that over 155 times player 1 guessed 2, in 33,54% of t imes she had signal 0.

- t 1 (
I I U
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lnfo. Set 1 Guess 2 Eq. Play
(%)Guess 1 Signal 2 1 2 3

2
0 13,51 10,81

56,16  %
1 7,63 80,51

3
0 10,53 0

1 2,41 2.41

Table 2.2

With respect to player 2 we see that she plays the equilibrium b6,16%. In
this case player 2 should the equilibrium would require that player 2 infer playerl's
signal from guess 1, and then, taking into account her own signal and the fact that
repeating player 1's guess does not pay, to choose that guess that has (the highest)
positive probability to coincide with the answer. We can see that the most frequent
information set reached is the case in which player 1 guessed 2 (we already saw that
she chose 2 with a high frequency both when s1 wo,s 0 or 1) and s3 : 1; and in this
case player 2 clearly deviates from the equilibrium. Let us explain this fact: from
player 1's guess (fi:2), player 2 should infer s1 :0 and, as her own signal is 1, she
knows that the most likely option is 2 (s3 : 1 with probability 3/4), but as repeating
player 1's guess does not pay, she should take the unique option that remains with
positive probability (gz : I); but then we may ask why she only chooses that guess
in 11,86% of the t imes:

(i) Because she could assign positive probability to the fact that player I guessed
randomly. And the event that answer equals 1 is a priori quite unlikely

(ii) Because player 1 guesses 2 with a high frequency when she has signal 1
(42,27%), which player 2 learns throughout the experiment.

Last Win Game

In this scenario the equilibrium requires that player 1 uses any pooling strategy,
i.e. to guess independently of her own signal so as not to transmit any information to
players 2 and 3 (she only obtains the prize if players 2 and 3 fail to guess the answer).
Player 2 should use a pooling strategy consisting on guessing 2 irrespectively of her
information set, and finally player 3 should guess 2 when her signal is 0 and should
guess 3 when her signal is 1.

Anyway we have seen that if the probability were a bit lower (if p were lower
than 213) we would have a different equilibrium in which when player 2 has signal
0, she mixes between guesses 1 and 2 (see Section 2 and the equilibrium analysis
of the Appendix). As this could help to a better explanation of the data (as we
have a value of p that only differs from the threshold in 7/12, it is possible that
players cannot differentiate among which of the equilibria is being played), we also
introduce in the table of player 3 those information sets in which player 2 guesses 1.
In the table, the shaded cells represent the equilibrium for p:314 and we present
in bold the best responses corresponding to the equilibrium for p < 213.
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Tables 3.1 - 3.3 show the behavior of players 1 - 3 respectively in this scenario,
restricted to information sets that are compatible with the equilibrium (but including
the considerations argued above) . The structure of the information is analogous
to the ones presented in the previous case. The shaded cells correspond to the
equilibrium (for p :314) and we mark in bold the cells corresponding to guesses
that, theoretically, are played with positive probability in the equilibrium path with
p <213 .

lnfo Set 1
Signal 1

Guess 1

0 1 2 3

0 13,33 ZJ 23,33 38,33

1 21,54 22.69 27,69 28,08

Table 3.1

In table 3.1 we observe how player 1 guesses almost randomly (all possibilities are
chosen with very similar frequencies irrespectively of her own signal), which is very
near to the theoretical prediction, that requires player 1 to use a pooling strategy.
Something interesting to mention is how, up to some extent, this player tried to
cheat others guessing 3 when her signal was 0 (38,33%), but they learned that the
others realized of this fact and reacted accordingly, and then they adapted to play
randomly.

Info Set 2 Guess 2
Guessl Signal2 0 I 2 3

0
0 7 ,14 50 0

1 0 1 2 32

1
0 0 52 0

1 0 20,41 24,49

2
0 0 61,54 0

1 I , J / 6,85 27,4

3
0 0 60

1 1 .32 10,53 30,26

Table 3.2

With respect to player 2's behavior, in table 3.2 we observe how when she has
signal 1, she guessed 2 with the highest frequencies (56%,55%0,64T0,58%) as the
equilibrium prescribes, but when her signal is 0 she mixed between guesses 7 and 2
(being higher the frequency with which she chooses 1). The explanation of this fact
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can be, as stated above, that players could be playing the equilibrium corresponding
to  p  <  2 /3 .

In table 3.3 we present the behavior of player 3, where, for the sake of simplicity,
we aggregate the information sets regarding player 1's guesses. The first comment
we can make about player 3's behavior is that it would not be completely explained
by none of the two equilibria considered. But the mixed equilibrium corresponding
to p I 2/3 (bold cells) appears to be more adjusted to the frequencies of actual
play, and therefore, given the small distance betweenp:3/4 and the threshold, it

is possible that players ended up in this equilibrium.

5.4.3 Correlation between guesses and information sets

We have two different scenarios. In FWG player t has incentives to choose the
guess which is more likely to coincide with the answer regardless the fact that she can
inform other players about her signal and thus we should expect a high correlation
between information sets and guesses. Player 2 also has incentives to choose the guess

more likely to coincide with the answer but restricted to not repeating player 1's
guess, hence, we would expect a positive correlation but lower than player 1's one. In

the LWG both player 1 and pla5'er 2 have incentives to hide their information, using

a pooling strategy and therefore in this scenario ln'e should expect a low correlation

between the guesses of players 1 and 2 and their respective information sets. This
does not happen fbr player 3, who is the last in the guessing sequence and thus

should use a separating strategy.

We also reproduce the results for AWG developed in Feri et al (2004) in order

to compare with the scenarios analysed in this paper. In the AWG scenario, since
there is no strategic conflict among agents, a high correlation between guesses and
information sets is expected for all player positions.

As player 2's guess should take (at equilibrium) into account player 1's guess we

analyze the following correlations (which are resumed in Table 4):
(i) For player 1: correlation between her signal and her guess (s1,91).
(ii) For player 2: correlation between the sum of her signal and the guess of

player 1 and her guess (s2 + gt.gz).

118

Table 3.3
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(iii) For player 3:
player 2 and her guess

correlation between
(ss + gz,gz) .

119

the guess ofthe sum of her signal and

AWG FWG LWG

Player 1 0,490 0,449 -0,086

Player 2 0,640 0,235 0,1  88

Player 3 0,747 -0,070 0,540

Table 4

If we consider the AWG, as expected we find high positive correlations between
information sets and guesses for the three players. This correlation is increasing
with the player position.

With regard to the FWG we also find a result quite close to the theoretical
prediction, that is a high positive correlation for the first player; a lower positive
correlation for player 2, who in many cases has restricted her guessing options by
player 1's guess and thus in equilibrium for some different information sets she
chooses the same guess; and finally we find no correlation between player 3's guess
and her information set, as in this case player 3 do not have any incentive to guess
the answer.

Finally, in the LWG we find very low (almost null) correlations for players 1 and
2, which coincide with the prescribed pooling strategies of the equilibrium and a
high positive correlation for player 3, who in equilibrium uses a separating strategy.

To mention the signs of the (small) correlations of player 1 and 2, we argue that
some times player l tries to fool others, thus the negative sign (-0,08), and the
fact that some times player 2 deviates from the equilibrium trying to maximize her
probabilities of guessing right, and thus the positive sign (0, 1B); another explanation
for this fact could be that player 2 is playing sometime as in the mixed equilibrium
for p < 213.

5.5 Conclusion

We have proposed a sequential strategic setup with incomplete information.
We have focused on a three player game) and we have characterized the equilibrium
for trvo different payoff scenarios (FWG and LWG), with the same game structure,
but which differ in the incentives of players to reveal their own private information.
Both scenarios represent constant sum games, and hence the incentives of players
are fully opposed. The FWG present some degree of revelation, but there exist
a conflict between strategic preemption (enjoyed by player 1) and informational
ieakage (enjoyed by player 2). Contrary, in the L\MG, there is no revelation at all in
equilibrium, since players 1 and 2 use pooling strategies. Specifically, player 2 uses
a sophisticated pooiing, which deals the trade off betrveen maximizing her chances
to guess correctly and not revealing information to player 3.
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Additionally we compare the results with those obtained in a parallel work,
Feri et al. (2004), where we study the case in which there is no strategic conflict
among agents. In this scenario which we label AWG, which can be considered as a
benchmark, all players have incentives to maximize their chances to guess correctly,
and hence, they optimally reveal their information to other agents in equilibrium.

We have developed experimental sessions to test the theoretical predictions for
each of the proposed scenarios. We observe that the frequency of actual play is quite
consistent with the predictions. The qualitative results reproduce the theoretical
equilibrium, but nevertheless the results present some degree of noise, unavoidable
in any real-world context. We observe that players behave quite differently in accor-
dance rvith the payoff scenarios. In the benchmark scenario, there is a high degree
of revelation. In the FWG, the former result holds, but player 2 learn not to repeat
her predecessor guess. Finally in the L\.VG, player 1 displays a clear uninformative
pooling behavior and player 2 uses, with a high frequency, the pooling prescribed by
the equilibrium. Hence we can conclude that, in the experiment, agents) behavior
reproduces the (opposed) strategic conflicts rvhich characterize the equilibria of the
considered payoff scenarios.

We have guided our research to develop a deeper analysis of the experimental
data, using more sophisticated econometric techniques. Since we have restricted the
presentation of the results to descriptive statistics, now we proceed to estimate the
behavior of players using panel data models.

r20
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